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A Message .: . from the Executive Director

of the Allegheny Intermediate Unit

This useful compendium of special techniques for teaching severe-

ly and profoundly retarded youngsters is based on sound knowledge a-

bout what it takes for the teacher to teach and the chi!d ro learn. It is

not a collection of gimmicks or magical formulas which prornise suc-

cess. The staff who developed this guide has given serious amntion to

the characteristics of the child, priority areas for learning, good class

room management and sound evaluation procedures. Its us i.! by teactwrs

should have a significant effect on learning by severely and profoundly

retarded youngsters.
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A Message . . . from the Director of Special Educar.ion

The unique characteristics of the severely and profoundly retard-

ed children present complex educational problems for public schoolr
teachers. Public education has only recently become involved with de-

vising educational programs for the severely and profoundly rfAarded

students.

It is hoped that this text, developed by dedicated teachers to as

sist new dedicated teachers, will be helpful and lead.the way toward

sound educational programming for children who very much reed all

the help that we can provide for them.

Dr. D. Roger Me(Than
Director of Speci.il Lducation
Agegheny Internwdi,ite Unit
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A Message . . . fthm the Chairpersons

The intensity and multiplicity of the physical, mental and emo-

tional problems of severely and profoundly retarded children necessi-

tates guidelines for their education.and/or training. The teachers of the

profoundly mentally retarded claSses of the Allegheny Intermediate

Unit have compiled, primarily from their own experiences and from

the rtferences available, guidelines for designing a program for these

multiply.handicapped children. Those guidelines constitute this text.

As chairpersons, we must Ieui reader that a guide of this

sort will never be complete. Our Professional/responsibility as teach

ers and our personal commitment to.these children can be purposeful

only by keeping ourselves aware of current and ongoing research. In

this way, we can continue our efforts to enhance the education and/or

training of these severely and profoundly retarded children.

We congratulate the committee for their untirirg efforts in pro-

ducing this text. We hope it will prove helpful to other teachers who,

through their own creative input, endeavor to enlarg- the horizons

of the children in their care.

Ann M. Ronayne, Supervisor
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Chepter 1

INTRODUCTION

Definition of Child

"Mental retardation refers to significantly subaverage gejeral intellectual .
functioning existing concurrently with deficits in adabtive behavior and mani-.

fested during the developmental period."1 For years educators consideced most

of the severely/profoundly retarded individuals as uneducable and untr

For that reason, they were deprived of an educational r oqr am ii tht.rarldii

school setting.

This text is primarily concerned with those children who have been classi-

fied profoundly mentally retarded. However', it is the opinion of the authors

that the information and specific tasks and techniques included are &so appro-

priate for children laLeled severely retarded who are functioning at an Le of

approxirndtely 25.

Presently, the classification of severely/pi ofoundly retarded individuals is
defined by the American Association of Ment& Deficiency as determined by

the following test scores.2

Stanford Binet & Catell We%chsier

Severe 35 20 39 25

Profound 19 & below ,24 & below

Characteristics

:The severely/profoundly ment&ly retarded child cannot be de,cribed merely

by 1.0. scores. No two children are the same. To better perceive the wide range

of differences found in this group, the authors offer the following list Of char-

acteristics which they may exhibit:

1. Require total care

2. E xtreme, obvious developmental lags

3. Poor motor development

4. Minimal sensori-motor skin development

5. Little or no communicthion skills
6. Numerous and/or severe physical defects

12 10
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Page Two

7. Lack of basic feeding and toileting skills

8. Self-abusive 'and/or self-stimulating behaviors

9. Little or no awareness of environment

10. Non mobile and/or non-ambulatory

11, Extreme infantile behavior

12. Inabilqy to guard themselves against most common physical dangers

The list is nut exhaustive, nor is it meant to imply that all severely/profoundly

retarchA children possess all of these characteristics. Many of these children are

ambulatory and.have some feeding and toileting skills. The authors have observer

that often a child mac/ have a wide range of levels of functioning in various areas,

i.e. a child may be ambulatory and quite proficient in gross motor st .n lack

sensori.motor skills, or a child may be functionally prnficient in fine motor skill !

but have very little verbal or non-verbal comrnunic;,ii, skills.

Purpose

Through the Right to Education Consent Agreement of 1972 in Pennsyl .

vania, all mentally retarded children are entitled to recei.ie ilpp.opriate educa-

tional instruction, regardless of the severity of his/her handicap. Severely and

profoundly retarded children have been enrolled in Pomsylvania public school

systems for the past three years (since September, 1972), receiving educational
programming, intensive stimulation, and training in the aryas of body image,

positioning and gross motor development, fina motor ilev,!loprnent, vroi.11 tt;611-

ing, irudi tory training, activities of daily living, communiuotion skilk arid per

sonal- social skills.

The purpose of this handbook is two-fold: first, to provide a systematic

approach for planning individualized programs for these children and, second,

to provide specific teaching techniques which the authors have found to be

successful as a result of experience gained from working with these children.

The techniques included are to be utilized with children having a mental age

from zero to approximately thirty-six months. It is tfw titi tltors' hope that -

through such a well organized educationdi program, thrse cluldien will nu

velop die sk i I Is necessary for more independent functioning in theii every

day lives.
13 11



Chapter 2

SYSTEMS APPROACH TO EDUCATIONAi. PROGRAMMING

Program Areas & Definition.;

The basic educational program for severely/profounilly retarded children

should be directed toward developing skills in basic sersorimotor, self help

and language areas.3 Such skills are prerequisite to further sequential pro-

gramming. Extending somewhat beyond, and in keeping with the purImse of

this handbwk, the authors have chosen to include the tolhAndiruj program await:

Body linage

Positioning

'Gross Motor

Fine Motor

Visual Skill Development

a. Visual Training

b. Eye liand Coordination

Auditory Training
Activities of Daily Living

a. Feeding and Drinking

b. Toileting

c Dressing and Undressing

d. Washing, Bathing and Grooming

Conimonication Skills

Personal Social Skills

The following terms have been operationally defined, for purposes of UF"

in this handbook, as indicated:

Body Image refers to the child's ability to assess : is/ber own body arid

his/her body parts. These skills are

purposeful movements, locomotive sI ll development arid

management of one's own body in spacii

Positioning a ciftoin dIrangement of body tiositeri d !,pr af ic develop,

mental piirpost!, i.e. munipul.mting lhar, into a

more nor rn,rl body aligilf1W111.4

12
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Page Two

Gross Motor refers to and is primarily concerned with ,strength, flexi:

bility, endurance, and coordinated rrovement of the large

muscles of the body. Gross motor behaviors of children pro-

vide a means of exploring and developing body parts- of lo-

comotion, and of expressing other develbpmental skills.

Fine Motor refers to the coordinated movements nit the small muscles

of the body (primarily those of the arms and hands) h. per-

form everyday life functions.

Visual Skill Development

a. Visual Training refers to the adequate and ef ficient use ot vision

for purposes of focusing i tracking visual

stimuli, attending to and disci munating visual

stimuli, and making meaningdu! visual iissociations.

b. Eye-Hand Coordination refers to the coordinate ' use of Ow eyes

and hands (visually i;t i.r irrj f dnd (mild

movements in space) to per form everyday

life functions.

Auditory Trainirig refers to the adequate and efficient use of the audi-

tory mode to show awareness of sounds, to attend to

and discriminate sounds, and to rhake meaningful

. word associations.

Activities of Daily Living refers to and is primarily concerned with the

activities which, enable the child tu care for him-

self/herself in areas of fr.,c(111111 and drinking,
toileting, dressing and undrw.sing, wihhing,
bathing, and grooming.

Communication Skills refers to activities which enable the child to com-

municate his needs or desires (verhally or nonver

bdlly) dnu to receive and understood information,

Personal-Social Skills refer to those appropriate iwrsonal and socidl be

hdviors that involve living dod woh other

people. 1 5
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Initial Preparation For Programming,

Classroom, And Scheduling

Preparation for admission of a child to a class, whether to an already existing

class, or to a class being newlyestablished, begins prior to the arrival of a single ;

child CY LI new group of children. Initial preparations must be made for educ

tional programming, classroom set-up, and scheduling of the school d.,v.

Since the Right to Education Consent Agreement was mandated in 1972,

many new classes have been established in various educdtinnal settings to serve

the needs of severely/profoundly retarded children..PriJr to the establishment

of a new class much preparation is needed; preparation for receiving the chil

dren kind for establishing the entire educational program.

In order to prepare for receiving a new group of children and establishing a

new class, the aUthors propose the following three-day in-service training ses-

sion. The components that make up the entire three days include all of, the es-

sential considerations and preparations that must be made. The three-day ses-

sion described below h:!,. )t-;en implemented in-the authors' own educirtional

system and has prover oe essential, feasible, and exti.iimiily idvantogunus.

The morning of the first day consists of visitations, via& by the teact to

already established ctasses for the severely/profoundly tittarded children. Th's

is especially helpful for the newly-hired teachec. This experience af fords the

teacher tlw opportunity to view other programs and to get ideas concerning

such issues as classroom set-up, variety of the types of children that make up

this severely/profoundly retarded group and'scheduling considerations.

During the al ti.lnoon of the first day ol in-service, tht: teacher should have

the opportunity to review the records of the in coming children. It is ey.ential I

that the ftdchiq ohtdin and review the psychological awl school records prior

to Ow child's admission. Medical and health history information can

ed from the school IIHISe, These records provide info! manor' concei iangpast

and pr esei psychologicarneeds and concerns, past tional goals and a

cbievements s wHI as implications for future education or training !ollow

The information kwailable in these records provides the basis for initial plan '

16
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ning and preparation for the child's entrance into the program. NOTE: This

review of recordn would also occur if a new child was being admitted to an

aliely existing program.

The.entire second day of this three-day sessn consists of a New Admissions.

Conference with individual parents and other professicnaf; (i.e. occupeional
therapist, physical thernpist, nurse, etc.) on a .,cheduled basis. The value of this

conference cannot be overemphasized. It, too; providei the basis for initial

p ljn n n ii reparation for the child's entrance into .fie program. This con-

for..;o:.o (o2toro:d to as the t;,..Ar Admissions Conference) not only occur.. if :Ind

when d now class for severely/profoundly retarded children is established, btit

when(ver new child is admitted to a program. During this conference, much

emphas,s is placed on the parent, not only as a source of information, but as

an essentiol part of trie projected educational program. Therefore, this cnr,

ference is described specifically in depth later in this chapter, wher-

of parewal involvement appears.

The teacher's preparatory functions throughout the,third day of the in-serv-

ice session include: 1.)review of catalogs to select materials whic.. may be re-

quired an(1 need to be purchased, 2.) layout of classroom with wh'at is piesent-

ly ay,tildble to the teacher, and 3.)planning for initial sr.f.e Jule m lb program.

Although each teacher must design his/her classroom woh the need.. of his/

her students in mind, the authors propose the following guidelines f.)i clay.

room design. These guidelines have proven workable in MI: avera(Je (:l.r'.%r won.

The loy.out, or floor plan, of the classroom is kised on the following areas
of activity: 1.)a GROUP WORK AREA, 2.)an INDIVIDUAL WURK AREA,
and 3.)a GROSS,MOTOR AREA. (See illustration, page 16).

1 7
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GROSS
MOTOR AREA

Mats

Individual
Work Ann

Area
Rug

SI or ,i(;(!
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As indicated in the illustration, half of the classroom should serve:as the ..

gross motor area. One remaining quarter serves ai4he individual work area

and the other quarter as the group work area. Mats sheuld De located in the

gross motor area. In the individual work area, desks should be driangc in

such a manner that the children can work in near proximity to other individual

workers but as free from distraction by them as possible. Screens may be set-

up between desks to further eliminate distraCtion. Chairs,or desks in the group-

work area are so arranged to accomodate that 4ype of activity. A si:1111 f:111:11'

with the teacher in the center facing the children is usually appropriate for
most group-work activities. A circular rug in the group work i5rea provides a

psychological and visual boundary for the children when participating in group

activities (i.e. storytelling).

No specific area is established in this plan for feeding or resttime. Each

should be set up in an area which best accpmodates the activity..F or example, .

the feeding area should be located near the sink, if there is orye in the room, for

easy clean-up. If there is no sink in the room, feeding can take place in the

group work area. The gross Motc., accommodate rest-time, as mats rare

already set up there.

Provisions must,be made for storage of a variety of equipment. As indicated

by the illustration:\ ideally, movable storage cabinets (approximately waist

high) can serve as kea dividers. If such cabinets are not available, some method

of stoiage must be improvised in each arearof the room. Good housekeeping is

importarit. Whatever is not being used at the time should be out ol sight as

much as possible for safety reasons as well as to elimM ite distractions. The

equipment that is utilized in each of the three activity it JS should be iwailable

in thill dri:d. This avoids wasted -Ome and steps.

Provisions in ['he classroom design may be necessdry for LI mixed class of

mobilc dud non-ambulatory Oildren. The non,ambuli;ii / cliildien must have

a protected area, one physically separated by cahum t 1 r.icl.devices.

Over sired equipment, too large to store (i.e. rolled up ol.its, in( Iu,I nidd may

he lel out. piMer than :wired, and utilized to create d 1..loier I

pl,m, with slight aiial dCcOIIr O(JIti 1 Illowd tit ii

17 19
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In organizing or scheduling the activities that are to make uP the school day,

there are certain educational criteria that must be considc

1. Structure and Routine Refers to 'sameness' in daily actitivities. Low

level childrea require this sameness in order to feel secure in their en-

vironment. The known expectancy of what is coming provides this feeling

of security.
2. Consistency of Routine As the teacher moves through 1.lie daily routine

in the cb:ssroom, it is important that he/she be csqnsistent in his/her

language usage, expectations, discipline procedures, reward and behavior

management system. This consistency not only aids in the actual learning

process, but eliminates unnecessary confusion for the'child.

3 R.epe(:tion Repetition of an activity reinforces the concbpt or task to be

leaf ned, and is-necessary if the concept or task is to become established in

the chifd's repertoire. A single successful performance of d task does not

irv.:ic:ate that the task has been mastered. I n most c,i. with severely/

profoundly retarded children, ilitILH tepetition of a task is require:1 for

mastery. Repetitiorewith variety (i.e. repeating the task but varyiiiii the

tyPe of stimulus cues) is necessary due to the number of repetitions that

usually must occur.

4. Short Time Period Activities The characteristic short attention span and

distractibility of severely/profoundly retarded chldren necessitate this

consideration. Since the attention span is so brief, time allotted for activiti

Should be short. At the same time, very gradual increasing of at tentior

span must be a major focus.

5. Iie bihty_ol Implementor or Teacher B(q;c1Ust! ()! tl ic viii iety if types

of children in this group and of the handicapping conflittnn:, involved,

many quick adjustments become necessary even in a well nlaiined day.

Extenuating circumstances (i.e. seizures, temper nuthursts,

der its, transportatiun problems) of ten make it nc,., ',,ary fur the 1k:tidier

to ialuist his/her day in such a manner that he/she c.rii ar.commoifale on-

the spot problems and changes. Also, he/slie must be VI the top (if the

si !oat ion' in order to have the children accept the change when it uceurs..

With tie: above educational considerations in rnirid, the tisri I i>r is ready to

18 2 0
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arrange a sche7icle for the school day. As with classroom design, schedules

need to be individUahzed for a particular group, considering such variables

as class size, mobility of the children, and the needs of individual students.

Below are listed .and described three different types of scherhain_l

1. Individual Chad Scheduling

2. Time Block Scheduhng

3. Positioning Scheduling
In each type of scheduling, a wall chart can be utilized to provide the educir

tional information (i.e..objectives, procedures).

The wall chart is one that:

1. Lists the children's names vertically down the left side

2. Has either time-block periods (i.e. 9:30 10:00), program area periods

(i.e. gross motor), or program area/tirne block Periods (Gross Motor/9:30

10:00) across the top

3. Paper pockets across from each child's narne Undor each area. (See illus-

tration. NOTE: Illustration has-program area/time block periods across

the horizontal.)

21
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Use of the chart is described below with specific reference to each type of

scheddling:

1 Individual Child Scheduling This type of scheduling is done .for an

dividual child. If the teacher were to utilize this scheduling procedure,

an individual schedule would be written for each child in the classroom.

With regdrd to use of the.wall chart: a chart with tir blocks)

horizontally at the top would be most appropriate. f tie ohlective that

hdd been established for the child for the forst time slot 8:45

9:15) would be written on a task card and inserted in the pocket across

from his name and under the time-slot. I f objectives were established in

every Program area for all of the children, program areas would appear

at the top. Program areas, time-slotted (i.e. Gross Motor19:30 10:00),

could also be used at the top if time-slot periods viere dliproximately tie

same for each child. A slight adaptation to the wall dat t: Progrdni

could be color coded and the coded cards for each ara placed in d poc4<-

et chart on the teacher's desk.
2. Time-Blocl, Scheduling. This type of scheduling is organized and con,

structed according to designated time-block periods ot tho day. For ex-

ample:

8:30 8:45 ArrivaI

9:00 Self-Care Instruction (toileting and washing hands,

hanging coats, etc.)

9:00 9:15 Opening Exercises

9:15-- 9:45 Individual Instruction

9:45 10:00 'Snack

10:00- 10:30 Gross Motor Activities

10:30 11:05 Individual Instruction

11:05 11: 15 Preparation for lunch (toiletine, washing hands, etc.)

11:15 12:15

12: 15 12:30 Seulihlf:c:Care Instruction (toileting woshing hands, etc.)

12:30 1:00 Rest Time

1:00 1:40 Individual Instruction

1 .40 - 2:05 Group Activity 2 4
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2:05 - 2:15 Snack Time

2: 15 2: 30 Preparation for Dismissal (toileting and washing hands,

obtaining wraps, etc.)

(NOTE: The example time-plock schedule is extremehisirnplified. Each teacher

must construct his/her schedule according to the partiL:ular needs of his/her

groUp of children.)

The listing of the time-block periods should be posted inaddition to the wall

chart. The wall chart can be utilizedlor individual program areas. Program

Areas would appear across the top. Individual task cards would ,be filed in the

pockets of the chart as described earlier. In the case that a.particular chiki has

not been programmed (no objective has been assigned) in a particular program

area (i.e. no visual training objective tor a blind child),.whatever objective is

assigned for the child during that time-block appears in that pocket. Color

coding can also be adopted for this typeof scheduling

3. Positioning Scheduling This type of scheduhng is organized and co

structed around the positioning needs of the children. Becaus! t .eces-

sary that certain children be positioned, very sp. ,fically, for designated

him- periods, the teacher' must schedule to accu;i ..lodate 'hese require-

ments. A chart (other than the wall chart) should be constructed which

indicates the position that the child is to be ir, for what length. of timo,
and what if any, program area objective can be w.ork J on while the child

is in that position. If the positioning chart indicate., for e,.irriple, that

Pat should be up in the standing table from 9:30 9:50, and that at this

time, f ine motor work can be done, reference she ii Id then be made. to the

wall chart (program areas at the top) to find tlie I f ic objective ( ta.,k

card). NO TE: This type of scheduhng wouki be mos! arpropriate for o

class with immobile or nonambulatory children, !,111(.I child11:11 Of this

type hove positibning pre!,criptions.

The wall chart system described above has been used by the authors and

has proven to be an efficient technique. Through its We, the behavioral ob

jectives, tasks, or wchniques, which have been prescribed for the child and

written on cards that insert into the wall chart, are easily Ira:alert iind the
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informatiOn clearly conveyed to ari aide, volunteer or any person involved

with implementation of the task.

As with any part of this systematic aPproach to teaching severely/pro-

foundly retarded children,- scheduling techniques must be adapted for d

particular class or a-parzicular child. Some practical considerations for

scheduling, in addition to those educational criteria already discussed follow:

.1. I t has been the authors' experience that the children 'work better'

in the mot ning than after lunch. Therefore, scheduling,itrityidual

work for the morning hours and group work durilg afternoon hour-s.

'may be a general guideline.

2. Remember that many of these children become fatejued quite easily,

even when the activities are active on the instructor's part, and passive

on the child's part. Scheduling short time-slots, then, becomes a

physical as well as an educational consideration.

In order to establish a workabl e. classroom, certain specialized equipment

will be needed to adequately accomrnodate theclassroom activities. The

equipment should be chosen with the following concerns in mind: the neetis

of children, size of the room, and funds available. Since funds may be limited,

plan the orders so that the most necessary equipment k received first. Some

equipment can P3 substituted, adapted, or teacher-made.

The following is a partial list Of equipment commonly used in a classroom

for severely/profoundly retardedclassroom:

1. M,st These can either be wrestling or specially purchased fold-out.

rthits. They provide a sof t surface for positioning and relaxatIon, and

some TOY, motor activities.

2, Wedge A triangular shaped pillow primarily used to position cl1 hlren.

for the development of head control.

3. Inline.M.at Similar in shape to the wedge, but much larger. It is used

to tkvelop body control through rolling and large muscle movements.

4. Standinu table An enclosed cut-out table that enables the non,ambu

latory child to stand without assistance and to strengthen the child's

leg muscles. The built-in tray allows the'child to work with objects in
26whilP ctandino_
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5. Mancino Chair (Adaptive Therapeutic Systems} Highly specialized

chair which adjusts to the specific physical needs of a child. Specialized

accessories assist with head control and arm and hand motion necessary

for eating and writing.

6. Hogg Chair (See illustration) This is a rear-wheeled, high-back(11,'

webbed chair, with straps...The chair may be purchased with eit a

straight or reclinedback. The rear wheels are set 1.4ic;c to minimize the

ou.;sibihty of tipping while the child is sitting. This v;lita.! d(!silln ;Mows

for easy relocation of the chair.

7. Relaxation Chair (See illustration) This is an adjustable wooden chair.

The seat tilts to a full jack-knife position. A tray in front of the Child and

attached to ffie chair can be adjusted to be level with child's position.re

gardless of the degree of incline of the chair.

8. Potty_ Chair. There are a variety of types of these chairs. Each child's

toilet ing needs must be carefully considered prioi to purcl lasing a notty

chuil fur him/her. Considerations are:

a. Size The child's feet should comfortably 'ouch the floor

while sitting.
b. The containers should be deep enough so that the child cannot

remove the fecal material.

c. Straps or bars may be necessary.

d. A headrest may be necessary.

9. Corner Seat (See. illustration) This is a small wedge-shaped chair. It may

have high thigh dividers, trays, straps, headrests, or casters. Most corner

seats are custom made for the needs of a particular child. They may be

secured to a regular chair and used like a booster chair.

10. Prone Scooters The scooters are used to develop head control, arn md

leg muscle strength, reciprocal limb movement and mobility..'ie.A.. are

many different types varying in shapes, i.e. rouii I, square or oblong, and

those molded to the child's body. Straps, sick. . .L1 11:g spreaders are

special adaptations made for ciividual requirements
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11. Prone Board (See illustration) This is an adaptation of a large rec-

tangular scooter. In addition to the wheels, one 'end of the board has

a ruhber -coated stopper which enab:i.; the board to tilt against t! if! wall

or table. This alloWs a child who cannot stand indiTendiiroly to he

strapped in an inchned or upright position. With OH mon. phyiai.ally

involved children, the prone board is used insteail o' the NI:aiding table,

12. Cage Ball A large inflated ball (36- diameter) used for developing hea4

control, the protective reflex and large muscle Control. A large beach ball

can be used in the same manner'as the cage ball, bu: it is not as dui

13. Sand-baa Weights (See illustration) These are 1.ised for maim-al:ling

posit ioning and for developing large muscles thritigh exercise, 1 lie.

product is one that can be teacher made.

14. Walkers These are used to encourage independent mobility. T!wh: are

many dif ferent types. A physical therapist should be consulted tor use

of a walker prior to its being made or purchased.

15. Vestibular BGard A rocking device: long rectangular board on a half-

arc. Activities on the board include: balancing vihil;3 lying prone or

supine, balancing while rocking en the knees, balancing while rocking

in a standing position, nd rocking for purposes of movement of the

non ambulatory child.'Covering the board with a carpet adds the di-

mension of texture to the activities done on the board. For a child wrio

is non-mobile, a general objective could be any, independent movemert

which causes the board to rock. Another similar ,device is the rockirg

boat in which the child sits and rocks.

16. Bean Bag Chair The most appropriate size for classroom use is the

adult size. Important uses of this type of chair are for positioning

involved children an upright sit and for relaxation r Ii poses.

17. Mirror There are a variety of types and sizes of ritirrors which can' be

used in numerous ways. For example, a long move ible mirror (which is

usually unbreakable, easy to clean, and easily moved ahout the room

loan child to chil(I) can he used for body conc.!pt mid elf inhige

iiioss motor activities, (i.e. placing the iliu01 in front of

the cage ball or inclined mat), and for positioning Activitws. Large wall
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mirrors can be used for the same purposes. These are better in some:

respects because of the larger size. However, the disadvantage of the

permanently installed mirror is toat it cannot be Moved about the room

18. Screens Since it is often necessary to separate the children, due to a

high level of distractability, screens are necessary Screens can be our-

chased in various sizes, i.e. large (approximately 5 f,..et tall), and srnaH

desk sizes.

19. Stra.ps--- Since many of these children are physir.;a11v and multiply handi-

capped, straps are a necessity. They are used for positioning children in

chairs, on prone tables, scooters, and standing tables,as well as securing

children to prevent falling.

20. Specialized Feeding Equipment Because most children require indi-

vidual teacher attention and adapted equipment during feeding, the

feeding equipment must be ordered or teacher-made with the particular

child in mind. Examples of specialized feeding equipment include:

a. Plastic coated spoons

b. Built-up spoons (the handle of spoon is built up) (See ili ,stration)

c. Cun.ed spoons (See illustration)

d. High-rise handled spoon with velcro strip to suc,...re y attach to

child's hand and encourage grasping

e. Scoop dish (See illustration)

f. Cut-out cups (See illustration)

g. Two-handled cups

h. Striiws

21. Bib_Restrainers (See illustration) To comfortAbly secure the

child in chair or other special equipment.

As the year progresses and the teacher becomes incloasingly aware of e;ich

child's abilities and limitations, it will become evident that this list is incom-

plete and in need of revision and additions. Teacher creativity will contribute

to the above list and encourage discovery and experirocrilation with (HAN

activities and inatei 2 9
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Components of the Educational r,ogram

-The authors' approach to programming for severely/profoundly retarded

children, as well as the approach outlined in the handbook, s a syStematic

one; systematic in that there is a specific goal in mind and i specifically pre-

scribed system to the,entire programming procedure um r-, !king the general

assessment of the child, to choosing appropriate instructional objectives, taim-

-
plementing specific procedures to develop a particular skil or task. Other essen-

tial components' off this systematic approach are the reinforcement system

utilized throughout, the evaluative procedures, the behavior rhirnagerrient systen

for dealing with inappropriate behaviors, and.tht pare! til involvermot proced,

ures which enconrage consistency and follow.up in programming. Soecif

in this systematic approach, is essential for successful programming for these

special children.

Therein; the approach is a developmental one. The normal development of

children occurs in a sequential, hierarchical fashion. Although-, occasionally

discrepancies occur, we must assume that the development of severely/pro-

foundly retarded children occurs in a sequential, ordely fashion. (Obviously,

the sequence may also be affected hv physical and/or sensory limitations

placed upon the child by his handicapping condition). For that reason, we

make extensive reference to, and use of, developmental scales to give

direction for pogramming.

A developmental scale lists behaviors as they occur in a sequential fashion.

Several developmental scales have been devised (i.e. Denver, Bayley, Cattell).

The various scales are organized differently. For exaMple, one scale may in-

clude several types of tasks, inclusive of several differerit areos of developrrent,

under one heading. Another may categorize the tasks ai.toiding motor.he

haviors, language skills, self help skills, etc. All, howevel, list the tosks

quentially and hierarchically, and, usually indicate at %vital yedl and

months, the particular task is accomplished by a normoi

In programming for severely/profoundly retarded cluIdreri,, the use of de-

velopmental scales affords the impleMentor the following information:
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1. where the child is presently functioning in a particular area of

development, and

2. what task follows sequ'entially, and is therefore appropriate as

an immediate learning task for the child. This immediate appro-

priata learning task is rAerred to as a TARGET BEHAVIOR. Use

of the developmental scales affords the implementor the opportu-

nity to make general assessment of the child in eaCh of the areas

included in the scale, as well as to determine the appropriate target

behavior.

After the general assessenent has been made, and the target behavior de-

termined, it is necessary to state the target behavior in behavioral term- 1,1a

target behavior then appears as a behavioral objective.

In a statement of a behavioral Objective is includ d

1. the LEARNER,

2. the ACTION to be performed,

3. the CONDITIONS that are to be placed upon the:action, and

4. a CRITERION of acceptable performance. E>

The child (LEARNER) will hold the head etect on the

shoulders (ACTION and CONDLTION) for eight seconds

(CRITERION).

The child (LEARNER) will, unassisted, perform a cross-

lateral crawl (ACTION,and CONDITION) for a distance

of 15 feet (CRITERION).

A criterion of acceptable performance is essential for evaluation purposes.

When a criterion is clearly established by the implementor.and subsequently
accomplished by the learner, the implementor knows that the child is ready

for a new target behavior; one higher in the developmental sequence.

Occasionally, a target behavior has been chosen and appears appropriate

and yet the child-is unable to accomplish the task. Failure occurs. One reason

for the failure may be that there is a component part ol the task whicli the

child is unable to perform. Should this occur, a TASK ANALYSIS of the
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particular task should be performed.

Task analysis refers to the procedure of breaking down a task into

its Various sequential component parts. By doing so, the tt.acher can tie

termitic what component (or components) is responsible for a child's

failure to master the task. After isolating the component of the task

that is Jesponsible for the failure, the teacher can concentrate on de

%/eloping that pz rticular component.

TASK ANALYSIS
Area: GROSS MOTOR

Task: Child will perform a CROSS-LATERAL CRAWL.

Task Analysis

1. Head control (strength, endurance and balance to maintain

head erect).

2. Upper arm strength to support upper body weight.

3. Upper leg strength to support Upper body weight.

4. Flexibility at shoulder joint to accommodate full extension and

partial flexion at the joint.

5. Flexibility at elbow joint to accommodate extension and fleion ; t

tklat joint..
6. Flexibility at the shoulder joint to accommoda, 2 abduction at that

joint:
7. Flexibility at the wrist joint to accommodate full flexion.

8. Flexibility at the finger joints to accommodate fuV extemion (so

palm can lay flat cr, floor).

9. Flexibility at the hip joint to accommodate full flr9tion and partial

extthision at that joint.

10. Flexibility at the knee joint to accommodate full ilexion and partial

extension at that joint.
11. Plantar flexion of the ankle joint to allow the lop surface of foot to

lay flat on floor.

12. Ability to maintain balance in a four-point crawl position on floor.
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13. Ability to rnaintain balance in a two-point (one arm and opposite

ley) on fIcr.)r in crawl position.

TASK ANALYSIS

Area: FINE MOTOR

Task: Child will, from a sitting position, reach out and PALMER GRASP

an.object.

Task Analysis

1. Head control (strength, endurance and balance to maintain head erect).

2. Ability to maintain balance in an upright sitting poitition.

3 Ability to visually locate an object.
4 Ability to visually fixate on an object.
5. Flexibil4 at the shoulder joint to aecommodate extension away from

body.

6. Flexibility at the elbow joint to accommodate Extension iway from

body.

7. FlexibiNty at the wrist joint to accommodate extension at that joint.

8. Flexibility at the finger joints to accommodate 4.txtension at those joints.

9. Abihty to steer, in space, movements of arm and hand to make tactual

contact with the object.
10. Flexibility at the finger joints to accommodate flexion at that joint.

11. Flexion of fingers on object to perform the palmer qr

TASK ANALYSIS
Area: ACTIViTIES OF DAILY LIVING
Task: Child will, from upright sitting position, grasp food, bring it to mouth

and insuii (FINGER FEEDING).

Task Analysis

1. Head control (strength, endurance, and balance to maintain head erect).

2. Ability to maintain balance in a sitting position

3. Ahility to visually locate the food on the tray.
4. Ahility to visually fixate on the food on the tray.

3 9
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5 Flexibility at the shoulder joint to accommodate extension out fror

body.

6. Flexibility at the elbow joint to accomrnodate tension away from

body.

7. Flexibility at the wrist joint to accommOdate extension at the joint.

8. Flexibili' at the finger joints to accommodate eXtension at those joints.

9. Ability to steer, in space, movements of arm and hi .id to contact the

food.
10. Flexion of fingers on object to perform a grzsp of a piece of food.

11. Strength of arm muscles to lift arm and hand from tray.

12. Inward rotation of wrist as hand begins to move towards mouth.

13. Flexibility of elbow joint-go accommodate flexion dt that joint (move-

ent toward the body).
14. Flexibility dt the shoulder joint to accommodate flexion at that joint

(movement toward the body).

15. Ability to steer grasped food (in hand) to mouth.

16. Ability to open mouth to receive food,
17. Ability to release the object (food) in the mouth:

It should be noted.that a task analysis should be written for use with a

particular child and a particular situation. The task analysis of the cross-

lateral crawl, for example, rnly -"",rnor iate for one Child, [nit not for an-

other. It may require a further, more minute breakdown to accommodate an

extremely low.functioning child.

To this point, in the systematic programming procedure, a general assess-

ment has been made, a target behavior defined, and, where and when necessan

the target behavior has been task-analyzed. Now the implementor must plan

specific activities and tasks to develop the target behaviots. In addition to this

text, curriculum guides may be utilized as sources tc, locate: tha t di: OP

a particular target behavior. Many educational units it ve recently published

guides which provide activities for use with the severely/profoundly mentally

retarded chileren:
4 0
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Allegheny Intermediate Unit. Perc-..dtual Motor Development Curricu-

Ium..Guide.

Pennhurst State School. APT A Training Program tor Citizens With

Severely or Profoundly Retarded Behavior.

Hart, Verna. Beginning With The Handicapped.

Myers, Donald G., Sinco, Michael E., drid Stelma, Ellen Somerton. Thp

Right To_Education

PA Department of Education. Compet.

Shearer, David. The Portage Project.

Smith, D. K. MAP Project: MotorAcademicPerceotual Curriculum
Guide.

Wabash Center for the Mentally Retarded, Inc. Guide i Early Develop-_

mental Training.

When a child is learning a new task, it is essential that i consistent behavior,

management system be instituted. "Behavior modification is a means of

teaching and reinforcing (rewal ding) certain desired behaviors in children.

The theory behind behavior modification is sirnply that a child will tend to
repeat that type of behavior which is reinforced."` When a child exhibits a

desired behavior, approval and reward mu.:t be given b) t ci itd immediately

and consistently to establish a relationship between the behavior zind the re

inforcing consequence.

One a!;pect of a behavior modihcation system make-, use of a variety of

types of positive reinforcers (rewards) to increase the h eiinericy of u i appro-

priate behavior. Such rewards include favorite food items (primary rewdrd),

sociarverhal praise, af fection wid physical contact, itefiis that the child pre-

fers to play with or use, activiii. Jrild likes to per for and ..oec:ial

Not all children prefer the same item Or tyro, id a1(1.1111.

tedi.her or implementor must carefu4 observe the child's 111.,2s dnd de.likes

arid then choose a reward that i, in fact, rewarding! Of t t may be the ci,se.

that soinething that is normally a punishment for one r.hild, !Tidy bf! reward

Mg to iriother. Therefore, careful observation must be in, de of 1!..11 nic I ivitua.
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The principle of rewarding the child with positive reinforcers immediately

following the desired behavior cannot be over-emphas;zed. It is the basis of the

development of many complex behaviors. In many cases, with children func-

tioning at the severely/profoundly retarded level, the nriplementor must re

ward more than merely the final behavior. He/she MU t reward small approxi-

mations of the complex behavior. In this manner, there i:, a slow sequential

build up to the correct complex response. This procedore is referi er I to irs

shaping. r'Arny complex behaviors can be broken dovve Jr(' IUTV (1,!
veioped in this manner.

Another aspeet of behavior modification system is that of managing inap-

propriaie behaviors. Often, these children display behaviors that interline

with readiness and/or the learning process. These behrviors must be ex iin-

guished or controlle(1. One very common and effectivc technique of ex tin

guishing a behavior is ignoring. This method is especid'ly appropriate if the

child is displaying the negative behavior as a means of retting attention, By

not giving at;ention to the negative behavior, the child is not getting what he

wants attentuin) and the behavior should gradually decrease. It should be

noted, however, that at the same .ime the inappropriate behavior (; earn-

ing) is being ignored, every effort should be made to osnively reinforce the

appropriate beliavior (non-screaming) when it occe

Another less desirable, but sometimes necessary, nwthod of managing in

appropriate behavior is through the use of negative reinforcement or punish-

ment. These methods should be utilized only i U has h,,: qi :t,! firideMt

that use of positive reinforcement or ighoring tlw heha, a n tit

fective.

The obove is not meant to be d complete review of ihe implementation of

a behavior modification system. There are many and var ii d factors that must

be considered (i.e. immediacy of revrard, approbriateness of type Joni amount

of ri:vv,iiie) prior lo the implementation of thi",./..n
cri?tjr i hf.,en published on the pritv:iiih,s uul TtrI of 1,01avior

niao,iwnwnt f,y,,tem. The authors the wad,. II,
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with the procedures and therefore recommend the ollowing:

Hall, H. V. Managing Behavior Series

Thompson, J. Bel. ivior Modification of the Mentally Retarded

Chalfant, J. C. and Sihhovitz, R. G. Illinois Froaram: Systt!.iidtic

Instruction for the Retarded

Watson, Luke. Child Behavior Modification: A Manual i-or Teachers,

Nurses and Parents

To this point in the programming procedure, the implementor has, in a
systematic fashion, proceeded from making a gross asse. silent of the child,

through prescribing a target behavior, to implementing spi: :ific procedures

(stated n behavioral terms), to developing a specific ta51,.. The reinforcement

system has been applied throughout. After procedure,: fur implernentation -of

the target behavior have been prescribed and trialed with die child, an evalua-

tion of the appropriateness of the procedures must be iii de. Is !lie hurrt

havior being achieved or not, and why?

When the tag:A behavior is achieved, the implememor chooses a new tar

get behavior using the procedure previously mentioned. A change of rein-

forcement may be required from time to time to prevert sat wtion of one

type of reinforcer, Le. popcorn, candy, etc.

If the.target behavior is not met over a reasonable period of time, there

are several factors which may be contributing to the lack of success:

1. The implementor may h:ivp r,nal too higli and must

reassess the appropriateness of the target behavior.

2. The procedure being used may not bc suitable to the child, i.e. the

inct.ement step sizes in tln! task Unaly;is may be t, u large or the re-

inforcement system may not be actually reinforcing to the child

3. lin, duld's response!: may be hindered by mvirouin,ut

such extrdneous noises and classroom inter I u3Ilor ly

if Ii child is highly *At-Actable.

4. Iiii: %trident's mental set rnay not be up to par, ,n,Jv 1,o1

slept well or he/she may Lick other physical
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5. Another factor to be considered is the implementor's personal behaviors,

i.e. Is he/sl e distracting the child by his/her movements or is he/she un-

consciously rushing the child through the task because it is time to toilet
another chid?

The importaNx of parental involvement and home follow-up to assure con-

sistency in progr6mrning, cahnot be overemphasized. A program, so construct-

ed, can be accommodated and reinforced in the home. For this reasne

necessary that the parents be well informed and familiar with the eJucational

objectives and procedures. Parental cooperation in th ,orne lends much to
the child's achievements at school.

By no means negating the importance of parental involvement and for pur .

poses of continuity of text, the authors have chosen 'to vistpone, briefly,
the discussion of the parent's role. First there is a need t ) the role of
the professional persons, other than the teacher, who are directly and indi

rectly involved in the prescription of the components of tie educationA
program.

Prior to communicating the child's education progrz:m to his/her parents,

the teacher relies on professionals of other disciplines 1, Assistance in pre-

scribing specific objectives and activities. The construc of the entire si:nool
prograrn is a team effort, one that is representative of sIi rUe necessary disci

plines,.to appropriately program for the chiki. Physical therapists, occupa

bonal therapists, vision and hearing specialists irnd the schr'iol HUM' contribute
to the child's programming. In many cases tlwy are not only directly involvid
with the initial assessment of the child, but they may Ltlso work direoty
with the child in the school.

Although not a professional team meryther, the teaciwr's aidi! plays d

valudble ay.istive role in implementing the specific taski, of a r.iduca-

tional program. bli,,Ther varied responsibilities include carrying out Itic

teaclier'!, leotrilinendations and instructions for a _specific 'Aim jnJ rer.ording
the remou'oi by the child, dS directed by the teacher.
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Other professional personnel, who are not directly involved with assess-

ment and/or actual implementation of tasks with the child, but who have .

responsibilities concerning the educational program available' for the severely/

profoundly retarded child, are the supervisor, school principal, guidane

counselor, psychologist and social worker.

The supervisor of the classes for severely/profoundly retarded children

establishes the philosophy of the overall program, and the program goals.

As supervisor, he/she is responsible for developrnent oi the overall curriculum

and assessing the appropriate materials to be utilized in carrying out a program

which covers all aspects of the curriculum. The role of th, school principal is-
\
to coordinate the programs of the interdisciplinary team working in his/her

school. A school psychologist, guidance counselor, an(' social worker are ako

available and serve dS consultants to parents and teachers.

Nowback to the parents!! Prior to the admission of tl child, the parents

may have many quet;tions concerning such matters ds placement,

content of the child's proposed educational and/or tralunq progrdni, ins

portation of the child, and the realistic short and long r.in qt,,Ils for die

chikl. Thew mdy be some apprehension on the idr-t of thr potents as this Mil)/

be their firi exper ience in dealing with a professional i)er,on who will &suit)

and implement an educational program for their child. The clossroom teacher

should tint kJstand and accept this apprehension.

As mentiorwd briefly very early in this chapter, an ii conference is

nece,..sdry to iJual with all the matters concerning initial admission of a child

into d prolp-din. This conference is referred to, for purposes of this text, as

the New Admissions Confer-encl.. The reader should re. .,11 tlim New Annns

sinn!, Cold erencis were 4:I1ed1ilt:d for the entire third iidy of the three tidy

['dining `.1',',1011.

In Milli ion, a New Admission Conference MUS OLLor prior to the dd
rniY;ion hi ANY ritw child to ANY existing program (c loY;) dt ANY tune

during flht. sOlool year. If the parental conference Lamy ,tt tie selwdoled for

af ter sl:11,)01, d ';ubstitute should be engdrd to frei. the teil(1111 of her

42
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teaching responsibilities. It may bo that the teacher need only be freed for

the morning or the afternoon session. However, in some cases, he/she may

require a full day for the conference. The need for this type of conference,

prior to receiving a new child in the classroom CANNOT be over emphasized.

It is a very trying experience for the teacher and the.new child if the proper

imd complete preparations are not made for his/her du ivd1.

13o1 h.parents, if -possible, should be in attendance at this conference. Ideai

ly the occupational therapist and/or physical therapist, the school th,

teacher's aide and the child should also be in attendan.l.e. However, i. it is not

feasible for all of the mentioned to attend, it is most IMpor kiint that the nurse,

teaclwr and o parent be there.

The nurse assumes an important role at the conference and with the overall

care of the child in the school. With severely/profoundly retarded children,

medical pruHuni:, abound. The nurse often rnust odini;usn:r II iILit le
the child is at school and therefore must become and It:main well informed

about any changes in the child's medication, family physician or any ongoing

clinical notes and other health related problems.

It is important to have the child present at this conference. Written school,

clinical or medical records and parental observation reports do not always

provide jn occurote indication of the child's abilities and limitations. If Mi.
teacher's aide is in zarerulance at the conference, it wculd be his/h.1

ihilitv to 'mind the child is the conference is going on, tither ill the ',dine

room or in o wpar dt(; fo0111, bringing the child into the cenference room

brief periods of time. Having the child there affords th, t Jr ind ad other

iwrsons in ottend,ince the opportunity to moke inforinol observdtinn

Lissiy;nwnt of:

It.,jel of .1v/do...Hess

2. p tnt level of functioning
vvl leo! the child may fit in with his classroom peers

4 the over t helloviorol monnerisms of the child

If Ii Iii ond ti rent dfi! huth in ttr(iIri(.I s follovving factors

concor rut 141 the reldtionship
4643
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1. the manner in which the parent assists the child

2. the manner in which the parent speaks to the child

3. the child's response to his parents presence, when he/she k in the

same room with them, or to their absence, if lic/she is taken from

their presence,

4. the amount of open-affection displayed between child and parent.

The toincs discussed in the conference should include:

1. Child's present level of functioning

2. Parental expectations what the parents feel are the most if ppro-

priate goals for tlie child (short and long rarkie loak). The need to

be realistic should be emphasized. NOTE: Some pdrents moy ex-

perience much doubt when confronted coni illu long

for their child. TherefoiT, short range godls, kluilwored,

are the most appropriate and should be of t';,, immediate don-

cern. Harsh, professional realism should rot he kmplid.d, ed hut note

should be made of the net i lor further couokehnii l la: it Indy

ri4:0C1 lonri range guidancr Fhe sLhool QCIdI VIU ii ( on lie

,P.SktonLe to the parents in this reydrd

3. Specialized classroom equipment which rnay be required

4. Special medical information from the farMly physudan (i.e. medi

cdnon, therdpy)

5. Ciald's self-held habits and/or needs:

a. toiletiny schedule any noted problems nr special concerns,

terminology us;,:d in the home (i.e. "potty")

h. edting and feeding habits, special needs (!nei idl equipment),

olleigies and 'helpful hints' from the pork:nu, own exper ienck_k

6. Unique behavior problems (i.e. tantruminy, hit rig) how they..

ore dedlt with in the home

7. Chihrs obvious likes and dislikes. (What rewairs ikunekhes

him 4 7
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8. Transportation considerations

9. School-day needs (i.e. extra set of clothing in case of accident,

supply of diapers, if applicable)

The above list is by no means exhaustive. There is much information that

must be exchanged between all of those people directly and indirectly involved

with the child's educational program. It is the teacher's responsibility to arrange

for meariirwful dialogue betw,wn th" (i.e. iii

bonal therapist, physical therapist, speech and hearing speciale,ts) arid tire

parents of the child. The initial educational program Pt uç ,(1',1.:d for Ow

as dictated by all those directly involved with assessment, must be Coll irnuni

cated to the parent.

After the New Admissions Conference has taken place, the teacher !;hould

know what accommodations must be made to serve the child in his/her class-

room, and construct the initial educational program. Keeping in mind the in-

dividual differences between the children in the class, and the changes that

occur with time in an individual child, the initial plan for ruceiving the child

will be revised as the need arises.

During the school year, there should be frequent infor exuhanges oi

information between the school and the parent or the scluiol and nit! respons-

ible person from the institution where a child resides. All iiiutra les Colli:I3ning

classroom management, the individual child's behavior in die cla!,sroom, or

program entries should-be directed to the teacher.

Events occur at home, or in the residential setting which may adver

feet the child's performance iii school on a particular day

may occur at school which af fect his/her behavior at honle that evening. f or

example, i! the child did not sleep well the night befoil., this will alfc hr./

her behavior in school. Knowledge of this should altcr die teaf.lier'Se..p-c!a

bons for Iliac day. A major upset in the homt: or fami'y situation (LC. death

of one parent, divorce resulting in a relocation of the and one parent)

realisticdfly interferes with the child's behavior arid achievement for mob: then

(hly I IN tod of tune. I t would be to the teacher's ,idvontage, d5 d' to

OW child's, if lie/she were aware of this type of family Ch, tIe
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school day may have been especially invigorating and the child-may still be

excitable when he/she arrives at home.. These frequent and brief exchanges

of information in written notes or telephone calls, provide feedback from

bnd to both the parents and the teacher.

When a child accomplishes a new task, or has mastered a new skill, the parent

should be informed so that he/she is always aware.of what ale child can do.
This lends consistency in the program. If Pat has mastered the zippering

skill and is required to zip his/her coat unassisted at scliool now, the parent
should know so that is not done forhirn/hPr. at home. Thu iiarents emoy
;old dppreciate receiving positive reports about their clirld. The nicest riote

of all, simply reads: "Pat had a good day!"

In addition to this frequent and brief informal reporting, there is also a need

thr formal conferences occurring at designated times durinq the school year

These conferences, referred to as the Ongoing Conferences, usually or c.. ir at

rywrt-card time, but may occur up to five to six tnncei in one school year. Only

parent (s) and the teacher are in attendance at this sess on, the general purpose

of wl iich is to report the child's behavior imd/or progress periodically during
the school yedr. This conference is an integral part of the child's programming

and should be diigoing not,orily within one school year,.but thiougliout the

child's entire school career.

More speci fically, the purposes of this Ongoing Conference are:

1. To exchange information about observed behavior and to con-

sider the possible causes of the observed ber avior.

2. To discuss present level of functioning and current goals.

3. To convey to the parert: 'helpful hints' Owl tcdeher 1hr; found tc

bu successful at school, the remihmnent sytii hc./.,he i etilhgng

tiitind workable, any plot s that Iiii/she i utiliz-
Inc; ,md wishes Op.: paient to Carry out in be. home.

4. Fo hoW any behavior problems ir hAirj controlled at

b. To (Jr>cuss liar emirl expectations and the need to be realistic.

4 9
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Finally, there is a need foi formal reporting. If the parents have been kept

weli,informed and have contributed to the implementation of the educational

program in the home, the formal report will not be overwhelming.

The authors have devised and adopted the following formal repori- ;ys-

tern. The report was designed specifically for their own severely/plotoundly

retarded clas,.ieS, and utilized twice a year; once at n,ir: 'ear (first semester),

and once at the school year's completion (second semester). Those specific

program areas that make up the overall educational progrdin are listed. Within

each area, the teacher:

1. reports the present objective(s) of that area, a id

2. gives suggestions for home follow-up activities.

See following page for sample of Evaluation Report To Parents.

NOTE: The author's recommend that an Ongoing Conference be scheduled

at formatreporting time ('report card' time) and that l'.he formal report be !liv-

en to the parent during that conference. That way the objectives can lie dis

cussed specifically and the suggested activities for home follow up demore.tratel

The sample report card is just that; a sample. It was quite dif icult to dc..,Ign

a report card that could accommOdate the wide variety of children that make

up the severely/profoundly retarded group. Each teaclier must utilize a formal

reporting system that is appropr:ate for the needs of his/her group.

New Admission Conference, Onnning Conference, fregiwrit informal written

and phone messages, and formal report . . . Much exchange of information,

yes! It is this continuous exchange of information, bet we,!11 II COHCI:f rud per

sons, that results in purposeful and appropriate programming for sevpiely/pro-

founOly retarded children.

Home FollowUp

The teacher is responsible for the implementation of the child's program at

school arid also for relaying information to the parents so th.it tie. school

47 5 0
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program can be lotlowed up' in the home setting. The formal and frequent \
informal exchanges of information between the teacher and the parent help

to insure that the follow-up will occur in the home.

In planning for the implementation of the program at school 'and in the

home, both the teacher arid the parent must be realistic about the amount

of time each can devote to the Child. In the classroom, the child may be one

of nine or ten, at home, one of three.or four children. NOTE: If the child is

a resident of a peblic or private institution, the counselors act as parents in

absentia and assume The same role in follow-up as the narents.

In the exchange of information from teacher to parent(s), the teacher
should be sure that the messages she/he conveys are free of technical

jargon. The information and cie!ee-tHer must be practical, eiisily under-

stood, iind concrete.

Consistency between the school and the home or institutional setting must

be emphasized. Consistency of terminology, procedures, reinforcement and

equipment used is essential to the successful implementation of the program

in both settings. For example, the teacher arid the parent must agree upon

the exact phrasing of a command, the appropriateness of specific reinforcers,

the behaviors that are to be reinforced and those that .ire to be ignored, re

inforcers or rewards, and specific terminology tu be utilized (i.e. "putt y" vs.
-toikd"). These di.dails are necessary to maintain con.,-,(iwy ri Ii: in otp.lin.

There ii t! certain activities that are perfor med rout it NOV in II how- (1

bathing) VNhich provide przictical opportunitn:s for le,geml e.per1,11(.1-. the

child. These experiences can also reinforce the school ino,irdril. For 1;x,imrde,

during battling, tactile stimulation can be performed b the per ,,on hdthinq

the child. He/she can rub the child's body par ts with. tl

the body par ts being tactually stimulated.

To fur tl wr enhance the necessary communication bitwi.iiJi the Immo and the

school, tho teacher can send home specific charts on whii. Lir paiiint can ic
cord the hoquency of particular response. For example, if the hiaLleit

maintaining 1 toileting schedule on the child at school ti iiiiit when he

bO 5 3
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voids or how frepuently, the same r:hart can be adapted for use in the home.

(Sample chart appears in Chapter 11. In this Manner, tfir parents can record

the same information during the cnild's hours at home. Othercharts may be

sent home which 'require that the parent record the frequeliLY ol u pal huular

response in order that a reinforcement schedule can be dePrrnmed or kept

up to date.

To this point, little mention has been made of how the principles of parent-

al involvement apply to the institutional or residential child situation. In re-

gards to this, the question arises, "Who is the parent and how is the eswritial

communication cavried out?"

It li.e; l11 1:viously mentioned that counselors arri/ui ch'Itt-care Mit kers

may servi: as the parents in absentia in the institution. 71owever, there is a

need for further discussion here regarding communication and consistency. of

programming beeNeen the educational and the institutional staff.

The same principles outlined for communication between the parent and

the teacher (formal, informal and ongoing exchange) can be utilized to com-

municate information to the institution staff persons responsible for the care

and welfare of the child. The institutional staff person with whom the teacher

should initially communicate is the person who:

1 . has_a workable knowledge of the child's history/background

(records), and

2. has the authority to program for the child in the institutional

setting.

This person may be the Unit Coordinator or the Group Cunselor. F rom him/

her the necessary information should be conveyed to tr:rse p,-,,ons directly

involved with the care of the child on the ward.

The importance of an information exchange between the institutional

staff and the educational staff cannot be overemphasized. (At least half of

the severely/pnifoundly retarded children are housed in rf,sidential and/or

institutional facilities). This information exchange is ',owl y as unpot Lint as itt

the communication and information exchange betwe,:n the educational staff

alld Oi t! pdlUllt of the child living at home.
51
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Chapter 3

TEACHING TECHNIQUES

As described in Chapter 1, the approach to programming for severely/pro-

foundly retarded chiidren is a systematic one. Initially, development& scales

are utilized to make gross assessments of the child in the areas included. The

scales are further utilizc r! to assist the teacher in choosing an appropriate be

havioral objective for the child's educational program. The imtructionel ob-

jective represents the target behavior. In order to develop the rarget behavior,

specific individualized procedures and techniques need to he f!,:,toblOird.

This chapter is particularly concerned with conveying to the readei
procedures and teaching techniques which the authors lizNe found to he suc-

cessful as a result of experience gained from working with these special clil

dren. As indicated earlier, the techniques included are to be utilized with

children having a mental age from zero months to approximately thirty six

months.

Card System

The authors have devised a system of communicating, to any implementor

the technique and procedure to develop a particular task. A system that de r

ly conveys the program information and permits efficient use of the i,eple-

mentor's time is a card system, whereby each sludent'f, individual obiectives

and task's are noted on large index cards (preferably 6 x 9"). Following is

an example of the format for preparing a card for this sysem. The same ,

system has been utilized as the format for the task and le( nnique 'cardsithat

appear later in this .hapter.

The areas that the authors have chosen to include ir basic programming

for severely/profoundly retarded children include: Body Image, Positionirig

-and Gross Motor, Fine Motor, Visual Skill Developmelit, Auditory Telinies

Activities of Daily .Living (sub areas: feeding and drinl, mg, toileting, dreyjng

washing/bathing and grooming), Communication Skill and thr area of Pit

sonal.Social Skills. Likewise, the same areas are (leak ii ti in rejards to

specific tasks and techniques triat appear later in this chet,ter.

Ttle general objective states the global goal that the teacher hes establislaix

for the child. For example, a general objective in the dr ea of Fine Motor

'to develon a pincer grasp.' 552
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The task is the activity prescribed by .'ne teacher, performed by the,child,

enroute to the accomplishment of the general objectiw. Tne tncl., then, is an

activity that the student will perform; one that is behaviot ally observable by

the imple,,lentor. For example, a fine motor task presct to coi; plish

the gencral ohjective of developing a pincer grasp is for M..; child to pick uD

an object so small (a piece of cereal) that it requires the Le.e of the in(;er

grass). Performance of a task can be scheduled for a partiorlar timc during

the day.

A technique is a specialized method performed by the teacher or iniplernen

tOr tO

1. eliminate (or control) a particular child's iriappr priate behavior or

2. to develop a particular skill.
For example, a technique in the area of Fine Motor preset tbed to accomphsn

the general objective of developing a pincer grasp is to tape the child's third,

fourth, and fifth fingers of the dominant hand together and then down to the

palm of the hand. This leaves only tile uiumb and index finger free. This

technique affords the rhild no other alternative but to utilize the pincer

grasp when picking up an object.

An example of a technique.used to eliminate an inaopropriate behavior is

) to immobilize the efws of a child who sucks his thumbs by sliding card-
/ board tubes over the elbows and securing them with a;-) ;ISA: hilddge. 1 his

techniqui; f rees the child's hands to be used in a mote Jot:row late rnonner.

A technique, the purpose of which is to eliminate cy In inoppre

priate behavior, is usually not scheduled for a particuldr unIc (hiring Ilw chy.

Keeping in mind its purpose, this type of technique is on and may oc-

cur at any lime during the day that the particular ht_Thayint n(A:tirs.

CaF1J it is not, therefore, a specific activity. A ter hniqu-

a skill (i.e. taping fingers for pincer), however, can be !,r iut1 for

ticular rinw of the day, as a specific activity.

Matr.ithih, refe'rs to the equipment Or materials that I H:r- f Or wf

forriirw Of the task or technique.
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Procedure refers to the step-by-step analysis of the pr.. .,re foHowed to

develop a particular task or carry out a particular technique,

R Idle rulers to the reasoning behind why the teacher has chosen a par-

ticular task or technique to achieve the oeneral objective.

Acho , H,t :Ither materials or conditions that ay be employed tc

aceor.ip I ta:;!, or technique.

It should be noluU tt criterion of acceptable performance (refer to

Chapter 2 ) kis not been mentioned in this discussion of the card system. This

does not mean to negate its importance. In fact, it is an -.,eritia' part of all
systornatic programming. However, each child's educ.anunal pioaain is indi

vidual and unique and, therefore, requires that criturior d spec

:fically for an individual child.and/or individual task. It is Assumed that the

teacft.!.- or implt.mentor will estabhsh an appropriate crow ion for ea( h Lisk,

Following is au example of a completed task card:

Area F ins Motor
_ _

General Objectivo: To develop a pincer grasp.

Task: Picking up a oneinch cube.

Materials: One-inch cube, one pound coffee can, clay.

P;ocedure: 1. Position child such that hands are free.

2. Secore can to flat surface with clay.

3. Place a one-iini.

4. Say "Give itto me,"

Rationale: To retrieve the cube,from the can, the child ha,.; no other alterna-

tive but to utilize a pincer grasp..

Adaptations: Use small pieces of food, other small nwilipulative iterm Place

can on child's lap. place can horizontally or vf:i rir.;dly on h

or floor in front of wedge.

54
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Following is an example of a Ompleted technique card describing a

technique to develop a particular

Area: Fine Motor

General Objective: To develop pincer grasp.

Technique: I mmobihzing last three fingers to encourage the use of the pincer

grasp.

Materiak: Masking Tape.

Procedure: 1. Tape child's last three fingers together (tape should be placed

between first and second knuckle).

2. Flex the taped fingers down toward palm and tape thy fingu s

(place second strip of tape over the fingers, between .iu thumb

and index fingers, around front of hand arid back to fingers

resing in palm).

3. Have the child perform actiVities which normally require a

pincer grasp (Le. picking up a piece of ,:ereal). 1 his technique

must be repeXted daily for several wYel. s.

4. Giadually fade the tape which circles Vie hand and use only .

the tape that holds the three fingers tojether.

Rationale: This technique requires the child to utilize thy pincer grasp and

helps improve the child's gesture of pointing.

Adaptations: Use beautician!s hair tape if child's skin is scrisitive to masking

tape.

It must also be noted that a contingency management systwn, designed

for a particular child, is ongoing in all of the program irez:s. The application

of positive reinforcement has not been mentioned on ''he sample carrk thot

appear ur on the actual task and technique cards that appyar later in the

chapt,J. 1 iw t ivor modification systein must be individualieed for a par

ticuldr child and/or a particular task. It must be realizyd by the reader that
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some type of behavior modification system must be utilized when program-

ming any of these tasks.

Utilization of System

The major erophasis oi this text is to convey to the reader, specific instruc-

tional procedures, tasks and techniques to be implemented in teaching the

severely/profoundly retarded child. The remainder of this chapter is pirtiorla.

concerned with that information. Included are various a(:!ivii and tti.:hinqw

that the author..;, Il teachers of the ,everely/profound'y e:taided, have iinHe-

rnented in thOr own classrooms. Thu list is not meant_to he exhaustive_ Itathe

than attempting to provide a complete list of all activitw., wti.h can he pur
foinwd or implemented in each program area, the authors have re..luded t 'lost

that have proven to be successful, practical and feasible to :rnpiernent in at

educational setting. Many represent the littfe tricks' tlidt the authors navi

found realty du work!!

An attunpt has been madP to categorize the tasks and techmques

program areas emphasized in this handbook. That was a dift icult anC imber.

some feat, as few of the tasks exist in one isolated are,i. Although realiziol

that mdny ol the activities may be appropriately categ,n i/ed in two, cir in son

caSes three, dif ft:rent program areas, the authors have att mpted to cati:gor

ize the tasks accordiii tlhe most obvious program a; ea.

of Lx, iuIir pruurani are sr:Tie

the list is not complete in each program area, the task'; that are included in

each area appear in a hierarchical fashion. .

As indicated earlier, the write-up of tasks and techniques that appwrr Itter

intliis chdpter does not include mention of criterion of icertilble perform-

ance or the contingency management system utilized. Both dre e.,!,ennal

parts Of pi ogramming but need to be individualized fra i.tiud and/

or thei< .Jefore cannot be yenerali/ed. The readll nifist, however, con-

side; both of these compormnts in de1,1,11Awlwri prograwning for d 1;4.v1,rel

profoundly retarded child.
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Although these tasks have been derived from the authors' own experierces

working with severely/profoundlv 'retarded children, and have proven success-

ful and feasible, they cannot be r'neived as 'cookbook', nor expected to work

with every child in every situation. The children that make up this gruup ,ire

so divrse in terms of abilities, limitations and characteristics that n, .

'cookbook could ever be developed. The reader may lind r neces.ory to

adapt the tasks and techniques that follow tc his/I,

atid/or learning situation.

6 0
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BODY IMAGE

Definition refers to the child's abiity to assess his/ner omin body and

his/her body parts. These skills :)le necessa-y for 0ff ctive,

purposeful movement, locomotise skill dcveliiprnent. and

managernetit of one's own body in ,Thice.

INeRODUCTION

Having an awareness of one's body, and an imaue of it, is. prerequisite to

purposeful movement and subsequent development. Ttye chitd's awareni_:ss of

his/her body and body parts provides him/her with a sounc bzIse from which

to manipulate and/or rnove about his/her environment. A .uund body linage

and aware'' s of specific body parts is prerequisite to many of the activitie,

of dairr. which are greatly emphasized in programming for severeiy/ino-

four df, ret,aried c'-ildren. As well, a sound body Image helps to facilitate the

chlvefoum..iit of o s;dt-:_oricept.

CONSIDERATIONS

1. Initially the child should begiven the opportunity to become aware of and

investigate each body part, gradually leading to awareness of the movement

of each pal t.

2. Affcr facilitating awareness and expioration of singlr, bcdy parts, scveral

body 1).11 t movements can be combined.

3. f /.efer ei it 42 can be made to body parts and body part moviiment dui Iny man

.14 tivitir-, of the normal school day. When the child is ww.hing

havin9 thorn ww.ired, lei trillelimy, the 1,111,1I

ly rinialawe the word -11,1f id," and tar_tuIty 111,7

(dn dIso be readily done in tire home ,rnri

nriray.d.

6 1
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Area Body Image

General Objective: To stimu!ate self-awareness.

Task: Stroking child's own s;ioulders, chest and face.

Materials: Mat.

Procedure: 1. Place child in supine position on mat.

2. Sit in front of child.
3. Grip child's wrists.

4. Cross the child's arms so his'her arms touch his/her body at his/her thou Jers.

5. Child is t1'en guided to stroke the rest of the body parts.

Ratic:-.ale: This evercise ma.; provide the only opportunity for the child to touch these body parts and provides a re

laxirc -,nce.

Adaptations:

6 2



Area Body Image

General Objective: To provide stimulation through the tactilc., xode.

Task: Experiencing various textures on specific: body parts.

Materials: Sand, gravel, rice. grass, sawdust, marble, concrete, carpet, silk, wool, tur, a container such as a

plastic basin.

Procedure: 1. Place textured material in basin.

2. Place basin in front of child whose hands are free to play in basin.

3. If child does not initiate play, implementor can scoop texture over his/her hands.

Rationale: Stimulation through the tactile mode is necessary to de, clop body awareness.

zions: Use siaF,oi..s 3rts of boty..

6 3



General Objective: op self-av,iareness.

Task: Looking a: own image (in mirror).

Materials: Fu ii-Rngth mirror, blanket.

Procedure: 1. Pos:tion child in front of mirror.

2. CovE:r child's head with blanket.

3. Quickly remove the blanket and say, "Look at Pat!"

Rationale: The sudden exposure to image causes the child to attend.

Adaptations:

6 4
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'Area Body Image

General Objective: To promote (1,..dieress of body parts.

Task: Shining fl.shlight orispecific body 'parts.

Materials: Darkened room, flashlight.

Procedure: 1. Shine a light on child's arm in darkened room.

2. Say, "arm."
3. Continue with other body parts.

Rationale: The light shines brighter in the darkened room as other stimuli i excluded.

Adaptations: Ha,.,.e child shme flashli:;ht on others' body parts.

6 5



Area Body Image

General Objective: To deyeiod awareness of hands.

Task: Holding,ice cube with and without mitten on hand.

Materials: Ice cubes, mittens.

Procedure: 1. Place ice cube in child's hand.
2. Say, "It is cold."
3. Remove ice cLbe from child's hand.

cr) 4. Place mitten on child's hand.
5. Place ice cube in hand with mitten.
6. Say, "it dc-..:s cot feel cold. You are wearing a mitten, so your hand does not feel cold."
7. Remove ice c.,..be and mitten.
8. Place ice ce chiid's hand again and say, "Now your hand feels cold. You are not wearing a

rnthen, so N, ou cah feel the cold ice cube."

Rationale: Kinesthet c st n to the hai qh tens aw a. less of the body part.

Adaptation: Use snow.

6 6



Area Body Image

General Objective: To cle,:e!op .,..,..J-eress of fingers and hands.

Task: MoN,jr,:: `-',:lncs in shaving cream.

Materials. &raving cream, towels, \water for rinsing, smal! toys.

Procedure: 1. Position child so hands are free to move in shaving cream.

2. Have ch;ld fi'nd toys in shaving cream.

Rationale: Feeling soft texture ht 'ps child become more aware of hands.

Adaptations: Use warm and cold v. -iter, sand (wet or dry), corn meal, rice (wet or dry).

6 7



Area Body Image

General Objective: Tc, ot nands and feet.

Task: S;imulatiun to Hnds nd feet.

Materials: Warm water, cold water, two basins, turkish towel.

Procedure: 1. Remove chd's shoes and socks.

2. Partially' fill one basin with warm water and one with cold water.

c..r1
3. Submerge one foot first in warm water; hold in if necessary.

4. lmmediLilely submerge same foot into cold water.

5. Repeat w,tb, other foot

6. Dry iet in towel, rubbing firmly.

7. Do task w.ith hands.

Rationale. Mt; exert.,_. si:r,sury m.4atcn . ct-,trJ:,t cf temperatures.

Adaptations: Use -san: ,..Yter, shave cre,m and pebbles.



Area Body Image

General Objective: To ;)romote awareness of hands.and feet.

Task: Making hand and foot prints.

Materials: Finger paint, paper, smock.

Procedure: 1. P::3ce child's hand in paint.

2. P'al.-e hands on clean paper.

cr) 3. Conhnue several times for each hand and foot.
cn

4. to child aboat "hands" and "feet.-

RatiowAle: St Ht to han,ls 1r..c] feet r.-,\.,;.,rp.nnr.6 of these body parts.

r CI r t, irp

6 9



Area Body Image

General Objective: Tr promote self-awiyeness of own body.

Task. 7 rac1 ch d's body on laryie piece of paper.

Material:: Large paper, magic marker.

Procedure: 1. Show child paper.

2. Lay child on paper.

3. While tracing child's body, name the s;:iecific body parts.

4. Hold up for child to see.

Rationale: The chi!d has tactile sersation as body parts ar-: plus the visual senstior i. of a fe-size picture
of self.

daptations: Use \t,.-Irn, p t traLed picture.
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Area Bodv Image

General Objective: Tu move sbecif,c body parts.

Task: Recognizing shadow of self and observing movements of body parts in the shadow.

Materials: Sunhght, smooth pavement or concrete.

Procedure: 1. Posit Ion chHd so that sunhght casts hister shadow on pavement.

2. Direct cni,d to "look at your shadow."
co 3. Dirct cHid to raise Hs her arm over head and observe the movement.

4. Re;,eat, ;:sing other irm n d leg.

RE.tionale: CHld rrloinent!,' by observing the shadoA/ and coordinate specific body movements.

Ati.Trt!ens: rDc,r7!.

7 1



Genei:d 01.flecuve: S' -j1*. .--.1,N;irf.:ness of othi.:Is.

Task: Touchrg another person.

Materials: Mat.

Area Body Image

-

Procedure: 1 Hc_ki the ch,ld on your lap.

2. StrcAe the 'rli!o gently and h:ive him touch you. Say the bod parts you are touching.

3. Rub chiid's ent:re bpdy v.H.e sH.;In3 to the child.

Rationale: Stc7 o: to develop body uvvarencss.

Adaptations:

7 2



Area Body !mage

General Objective: To resni.md c. name being called.

Technique: Pairing calling of cni'd's name with physical contact.

Materials: Child, Implementor.

Procedure: 1. Sit facing child.

2. Call child's name while placing hands firmly .on child's shoulder or face.

3. Gradually fade the intensity of the phsycial contact, as more of the child's response is noted.

Rationale. Pair.,,y the physical contact with calling the child's name hHns the child learn his 'her name using the

;ind tC t,He se,ry modes.

7 3



Area Bcdy Image

General Objective: To resl,ond to own name.

Task: Wearing mirror image ndme card while looking at own image in a mirror.

Materials: Full-length mirror, name card with mirror-image printing and string attached.

Procedure: 1. Position child facing mirror wearing own mirror-image name card.

2. Touch card and say, "This is Pat's name."

3. Touch child and say, . . . and this is Pat."

Rationale: Mirror-image name cards rrizke pairing name cards with image possible.

Adaptation .

7 4
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Area Body Image

Objective: To identify self.

rask: Responding to own name as a r,7v.: of a musical game.

Materials: Song, "What Will You Do Now?" (Music Activities for Retarded Children, Ging lend and Stiles, pg. 106), tire.

Procedure: 1. Place tire in horizontai position on floor.

2. Position chHdren facing tire.

3. CaH one child's name and tell hirr to step into the tire.

4. Say, "Let's sino to Pat." Sing verSe and encourage child to make a rhythmic motion in response to

the words, ''What will you do now?"

Rationale: Child wi; self-awareness through indiviL1L.3; attention in a group situation. Standing within a confine

area gh.,.es the chd a sense of his/her ;Josition %pace.

Adaptations: Piace rhythm . strurrents on edge t tir- ana ncourage child to respond by piaying the instrument he

chooses, use :,:ece of carpet or sh to bloc to provide a specific place for child to stand.
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General Objective: To recognize basic body parts.

Task: Shaking or moving specific body parts.

Materi3ls: Irnc'errientor, child.

.

Area Body Image

Procedure: 1. Touch a specific body part; say, "Head; shake your head; shake Pat's head."

2. If e child does not respond physically, move child's head.

-.1 3. The implementor shakes his/her head, "I am shaking my head."

4. Continue.

Rationale: The must physically move body part as the name is being used.

Adaptations: Usf.: a mirror.

7 7



Area Body lma_ge

General Objectve: To r,2cognize bas c body parts.

Task: Pointing to specific body parts.

Materials: Puppet, mirror.

Procedure: 1. Position child in front of mirror.

2. Say, "Touch Pat's head."

3. Say, "The puppet:is touching Pat's head."

cri 4. Repeat unti child can accomplish the task on his/her own.

Rationale: Becausc: ch.rEr arc att(z:cted to puppets, they attend to the task involved.

Adaptazions: H , have the child lo!d the p-ppot.

7 8



Area Body Image

General Objective: To recognize body parts.

Task: Touching specific body parts while looking in mirror.

Materials: Full-length mirror.

Procedures: 1. Position facing mirror and stand behind child.

2. Touch or Aroke specific body part and namebody part.

3. Move spe fic body part ond say, "This is your arm."
cn

Rdtionale: Combining vi..ual and tactile stimuli with verbal labeling helps child recognize specific body parts.

Adaptations: Tell child to touch the mirror with a specific body part, i.e. (hand, foot).

7 9



Area Body Image

General Objective: To idcritify body parts.

Technique: Painting a child's body part.

Materials: Water-base paint, one inch brush.

Procedure: 1. Choose a body part which is to be emphasized.

2. Assist the child in painting this part.

3. During the procedure, emphasize the body part, i.e. what color it is, pointing out the painted part 1
the other cHldren.

4. Leave the part of the body painted for as long as is feasible. Continue to emphasize the child's pain

area bringirq the child's attention to it.

Rationale: The uniquer-ess .,1:.he different colored body part in combination with the conctant emnhack heing pi;
on it will ncr tr 3warene.:. of a specific body part.

Adaptations: Have a "hanc d3y,'' cr a nose day;" use a Mirror.
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Area Body Image

General Objective. To recognize a body part.

Task: Making correct response to verbal command to touch hair.

Materials: Wig, mirror.

Procedure: 1. Position child in front of mirror.

2. Touch child's hair and say, "I ook at your hair."

4 3. Guide his 'her hand to his/her lair and say, "Touch your hair."

4. Put wig on child's head and s y, "Look at the hair on your head. Touch the hair."

Rationale: BCC3lis!--' 3 vv,g makes wearer look different, child will be more aware of the wig than his/her, or another

;rsoh's own hair..

;;;.. ,1 to ;n.;t vuig on another pt,rson's he3d; put wig on doll; do motions t :.3ng, Hair, L.J, clap, clap.
Hair, clap, clap, clap.

Hair clap, clap, clap.

Hair and hz..rlds." (rep(
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Area Body Image

General Objective: To identify body parts.

Task: Asseir:ng a life size body parts puzzle.

Materials: Large piece of paper, cardboard, paint, puzzle. (To make the puzzle, lay child down on paper, ;ciace outline

on brown paper and cut it out. Paint puzzle appropriate colors.)

Procedure: 1. Remove one part of figure.

2. Place figure in front of child.
3. Show chi!d how to place the missing piece in appiopriate place.

4. As chi1d performs task, implementor emphasizes the name of that bodLy part.

Rationale: A ilfesize body part puzzle is more realistic.

Adzibt.roni; bc: given a name, rnntinhe with other body parts in thi, sdrne manner.

8 2



Area Body Image

Generid Objective: To recognize facial features.

Task: Constructing a flannel face.

Materials: Fiann& board, flannel head, hair, eyes, mouth, magic marker.

Procedure: 1. (Thtline facial parts with thick magic marker.

2. os!tion child in front of flannel board, implementor sitting on child's dominant side.

3. flannel head on board.

4. -icrld child a facial feature and say, "Put it on."

5. D;rect child to match parts to outline.

Rationje: Child will become more aware of parts of his/her face and of otkers.

Lf.e bionk s;de of oncc chic ';as m3stor.--2d - -task tc.., transfer learning.

8 3



Area Bo,,ly Image

Gener:',1 Objecnve: To ri.cognize t.,f self.

Task: Pointing to picture of self.

Materials: '''Picture of chilo, picture of classmatl s or family rl:rnbers.

Procedure: 1. Place child's own r'icture in front of him/her.

2. Say, "Where is Pat' Point to picture saying, "There you are."

co 3. Encourage child tc :Joint to the picture.

4. When the child ha accomplished this, add picture of classmates or family members.

Ratiomlle: This task helps child to differentiate between self and others.

rn,trnr h:3,..;a /he rhilci ynti the htrture. if the child is physicall'y invo have himn-

8 t



Area Body Image

General OI)lective: To recoi:nize specific body parts.

TaA: Match.r,c; clo:hing to body parts.

t1.3 ler ;.'air of mittens.

Procedure: 1. Show hat to the child and say, "This is a hat.-
2. Put the t-,Jt on the !n.nernentor's head and say, "I put the hat on my head."
3. Reh.love hat from mead and lay it in front of child.
4. Tell child to viick op the hat and say, -Put the hat on your head."
5 Rt.:rroe ;it hom ch,ld's sight.
6. Use sanT-2 proceoL.re mlttens on hands.
7, bcnn itt..ms in front oi child.
8. Tell child to p:ck up one itt.,m and put it on the appropriate body part.

,ni )0t)S: 'urin mirror,

8 .5



Area Body Image

Ceneral Ob1,2ctive: To associate proper item of clothina with specific body part.

Task: clothim: on body rur-,s body parts.

Materials: Peabody bcy or airl, Peabody clothes, under and outer garments.

Procedure: 1. Implementor and child sit at table.

2. Imnlvrentor slows item of clothing and where it is worn.

co 3. child place itern on Peabody model.

4. Give cniid help where needed.

Fationale: :,riz.Ition with clothing names and their appropriate placemont prepares child for self-d,essir

,:\daptations: Use a Three-D doll with simple clothing.

8 6



POSITIONING

Definition a certain arrangement of body positions for a specific develi

mental purpose, i.e. manipulating a child% body parts into

more normal body alignment.6

Introduction

Positioning of the child must bi considered before plan?,i .r)y learn

task. The extent of.the physical handicaps of the children in ,r .issror

may prevent their participation in independent physical activit, el)

may not be able to control his head movements; another child iai

to walk with support but unable to walk independently. One

unable to bring his two hands toyeue, play with a toy lieca-t ii
-

have too much tone, whil ,? another child .nay not have t:IonoTh 1iiuH i

to hold his arm in the air. Many children cannot rnainmin

right position.

It is not the responsibility of the teacher to assess tfte pliysica1 liriiiii

of the children in his/her class. A cow': Iting iysician, preferably a 1:trl

is best prepared to evaluate the children's physicz,f involvements. Afn:r

evaluation by the physician, and acting upon h.- /her recornHendations

physical therapist and occupational therapist the dpp; Of_
motor and sensory motor program to the teacher. Th.:, ,grarn Inc:Nu!,

specific: exercises; techniques of ha;idling tho Cii Id, .! s :Ain/ simula

tion activities to be performed -:aily

The cioal of the therapy proTanit, to impro the present ft,

boning and to integrate sensory information. The theiany proj!orn

at the child's present level of development. If the chii.; ?, v. supine

of his/her life, the physician will prescribe pcyatinninti and

cises to permit the child to be placed upright. The up iW,1 p,,sit ion t

first step in providing for humanization of the child. When the Lhild

upright position his/her previous abnormal position and movrinent

begin to fade. This upright position affords the child tlie oppor tunny

veh.ip head control; it helps improve breathing, circul 'nun; and assists

the elimination process. As the child adjusts to the upr 1.10 im'otion, II

begins to interact with his/her environment through all of hi ,lier sew,
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Positioning

Page Two

rnolalities. Pi-oper positioning prevents contractures and sai ondary deform.

in.:5 which in later life would make management of hi( 'her .1, livitie% of (1.1.:y

living, re. di essing, feeding, toileting, ver y di( ficult.

4 i
Tiff physical and occupational therapists coir;truct .ii al de a.t oil iih.ro-,

of the therapy program. Under the direct superviston of the iiiehipi56., the

teuctic.!r lcdrir; how to position ano conduct specific exi , .,ei, ia.'i.cribyd for

each child WI il therapists are assured that the teaclicr ii.,dci stands did can
I

correctly pr.sition and exercise ea'?-1 child, the gross riving progrdni C:iii be

911 an a (tidy basis. The therapis ,i return periodically to iliscieis and a .:-.; the

progress,of Udell child with the teacher. As shor t range gocls up, met, the pro

grain is .r.visei and the revisions explained.

It sh .ruld be ernphasized that placing a child in a poi ucular position sate.fies

the thr rat v requirement, and that additional learning tasl..s occur while the

child in a particular position. For example, a child v,ho is pus iried p ne

ovei ;, wedge, may be facing a mirror (body image), manipulating olnials

(tact i le), and listening to music (auditory). A child in I standing table can

fing'gpaint. The teacher can conduct a visual tracking exi ilse ,V; a chilH :its

in corner seat.

Considerations1

Relaxation:

A gentle rolling, rotating, rocking movement will help to relax'a child

prior to working with him/her.

I f the implementor feels the child's muscles pulling i.igainst lum/her,

wait until the child relaxes before moving him/her.

If the implementor has difficulty bending di i drrn or it may be ' ?eau ;e

the aim arid ti.te leg on Ow side tO which the child's face is turned le .1'.; to be

stiffer than the opposite side; If this is the case, the imp', mentor shrr;ld move

the child's head to the midline position or to the will

If, when wrirkiug with the child, he/she is pushing he against the imple-

mentor, the implementor should gently push the heat' forward to rehfase

8b 8 8



Considerationf.--Positicnino,

Pair !..ci

ibreak ni he stif.iening. If the pushing is done on the back of the child's

hedd, tI ch Id wi:l push back with more force.

Dr 1:!;,.1Oei

tu arrO 'from the elbow to get the arm overhedil. Of die i,
Trrji i .tee to bend the child at the hip or spread fe, fi,r legs, iS o niorc

tutu ot moving the limbs than is pulling front nu' wr r;t . or atli

the child sudted is the best position fur dr t';,;

Childr,..n who remain on their backs tend to get increas ngly rigid. Side-

lyitic, is im alipropriate position for many children to neutralize the rigidly

e),tendetf position. It is also a good position for those ',Midi en who cwinor

cnkitorldhle lying on their stomach. Sidelying li,inds to

Fwrii this position, the child is better able to vicw he;her envircn-

nient. To hest indultam this position, a samthag shooH pldi.cd along 11'

clnld's bdck, one along the stomach, and a pillow betwi thi

Lying:

Positioning a child over a wedge or roll enables the chill to be on 'her

stoniiich with arms free. This position also assists in the development of head

control. or lying, saruthags can be utilized in the following \-..:7,;:

1. olong the child's sides, for those who tend to roll

2. betwi!eri the legs to break-up the crossing of the leir,

3 mdinriim a more iii iii ii :
ti(41

NO-it /%..,cooli..r hoard cad be used in the sdnie manner ir; a wedge. When

iedng ii Looter, encourage th:_r uir of thlr arms for frwvf!tylont.

Sittpg:

Prior to the placement of a child in a chair, the phy dcal handicapHng con-

&ton of the child must be considered. He/she sho,.,H
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ConsiderationsPositioning

Page Three

that has been determined appropriate. When a child is sitt rig, his/her feet

should be flat on the floor or on some other fiat surta' : 7Th IS ,.ives the

child a feeling of safety and security.

Examiiles of sitting equfpment that are utilized: bean bag chairs, relaxa-

tion chi:ars, coiner seats, flow chairs, adaptive therapeutic chairs, hi i hacked

chairs,,chilas with arms, stabilized chair, wheelLhairs. NO FL For a likl who
regimes therapeutic support while sitting in or on a cf. nr, .1 bib restraint or

strap may he

Standi_u:

For a child who cannot stand independently, a standing table is useful\

and appropriate.

To assist the child in standing, splinting is done to maintain extension cif

the hips and/or knees. Pillow ;;._ olled around the legs and bi aces

can all be used for splinting.

Brace Application:

Braces arr.: required for some children. Bracing assists ir prevehting

formities, controlling involuntary movements, providing support and of

fording tlie child the opportunity to walk. A physician di,i n l tyne

of braces that are appropriate for a particular chi, I T ( r,rrioni,trijnon of

brace application and future activities to be iniplernr-iliid Heidi rU,)

vided by tile physical therapist.

New braucs must be applied gradually. If no red rniiiiki n on

skin ifter removal of the braces, the wearing tune

increasid

before iipplying the braces, the hip and knee joints !info( d

and bent. The child's feet should be placi,d in the slit), vol.
tO make yire the toes are not cramped. Pushing down .ihi tit('

9 0
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ConsiderationsPositioning
Page Four

direct the child's foot into the shoe. Knee caps and thigh cuffs should be

loose enough that one finger can pass under them.

1.
The uthors have deliberately not included specif ic task and technique

'cards in this Positioning Program Area. A physit,il thi ral )ist'.. exper-

tise and consultation is essential and required ii kJ to positioning any

child. Therefore, the authors felt that they shock le..ive the p:.orr mer

dations of specific activities and techniques to tht. physical therapists.

However, it is our hope that the general point!, made ii the short text

tliat precedes this note are helpful. We encour.iqe t wath:r hi siwk

our hisiher therapist!

91
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:!..ROSS MOTOR

Dehnition-- refers to and is prirr irily concerned with strength, flexibility,

endurance and coorOnawd movement of the large

the body. Gross motor behaviors of chikl!.11 provide a

of exploring a id developing hody parts, of k.i.umohon,

of expressing other developmental skills.

Introduction

Many of the initial respo7ises of an infant are motor responses. As the

child grows, he learns much by being able to move through his Orivironment.

Movement exercises help the child to orient his/her bcdy iii snace i.k.111

necessary for all dctivities of daily living.

Time should he sut iside each day for gross motor sL II development. This

time may he spt:nt working individually with each child, or in a group "pLy'

situation. This play is not merely fun-time. Rather, it is plirpceful [day

through which the children learn.

Considerations

Following are suggestions for working with a child in gross motor skill

deve/opment:

1. Do riot force the child or push him irto an activity too much. This

could instill fear in the child and rejection of the activity both of which

would impede further learning.

2. When work ing with d child on a motor task,put H t1roe(.1 iIl c.f

the mov(yments of the task (shaping) even though he is per forming %/cry

little independently. This not only gives the thild k ine!;thetic feeling

of iht! rrtuvt:rnerit, but helps him/her to feel secur ! in moving throirqt

the tak_

3. Wiwil putting the child through the movenwnts ci d ;Jr1i;utir
the task, even thouyli it !nay b uLtivt

par t .ind passive on the child's part. By completini e task, the thiid

gets an idea or feeling for the whole task, rather t p f par!s.

9 2
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ConsiderationsGross Motor

Page Two.

4. Verlmlize with the child about the motor experience in which he/she

is airout to become involved. Tell that child what yo are going to do.

Thtt, would help to increase his/her receptive lancria(ie. Merely approach-

ing 3 LH Id kind beginning to manipulate his/her bAy piirts or movinci

him/her into a motor skill, with no prior verbal or motoriC dnno

ment, niy r ighten the child and therefore, .1111)0h! !I011;1(10

9 3
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Area Gross Motor

General Oiujctive: To'cieveloli head and neck control.

Technique: Exercising cHd's ilead and neck.

Materials: Mat.

Procedure: 1, Place child in supine position on the floor.

2. Pace hands on either side of the child's fir,:ad behind his/her ears.

3. Lrn the child's haad from side to side without causing the child discomfort, Do this for a few minutes at

a time, three to seven times a day. It is important to start gradually so tfrt the child's muscles do not become

sore,

Place hands in the same position and guide the chHcfs chin to hisi'her chest and then back in the opposite

direction,

a uira same positiciii, turn vle CiiddS ilead so his;her ear movH ciown toizd',s 'her shoulder,

at !ne otim side.

Rationale: ;:ricaning the neck is necessaiy for the development ot head control,

Adaptations:

9 1
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective To deyelon ileai and neck control.

Task: Raising head virile in a prone position.

Materials: Wedge.

Procedure: 1. Place the child in a prone position over a wedge.

2: Rest ch.ld's chest on the wedge and extend his/her arms :,,er the top of wedge.

3. Place a mirror in front of child, encourage child to look in mirror.

4. Ta!k to child; try to get child to :ook at implementor.

5. Hc.J a toy in front of child and encourage child to look and reach.

Rationale: Placini_; a child over a wedge allows the child to develop head control so he/she can observe his/her environment.

,Adaiit;itiCAS ;iron r6Vcs sr:-.u!!

9 (i



FOAM WEDGE
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Area Gross Motor

Gener61 Oojective: To de'velop head and neck control.

Task: Lifting head while in a supported sitting position.

Materials: Colorful toys.

Procedure: 1. Seat child in fron of implementor and call his/her name.

2. Hold toys just ou of reach and high enough so child must look up to see or reach for toy.

Rationale: If a child can main:a head control he/she is better able to become aware of his/her envii.onment.

Adaptations:

.99



Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develop head control.

Task: Lookmg at irnaye in mirror while lying over cage ball.

Materials: FuH length mirror, cage ball, or vinyl ball (PrestpnL

Procedure: 1. Place cage ban in front of mirror.

2. if child has minimum head control, start with child's chest on top of ball, so child can see his/her facial

3. Tap on mirror and say, "See Pat."

4. Ps head control increases, gradually roll ball forward.

5. Guide child's hand to touch mirror and say, "See Pat."

Rationaie: Child must lift head to see image in the mirror.

AitIptitions:

100

crcam or ;:uuuihig cn mirror ond encourage child to touch mirro7 hnds; a mobile ab

I's head.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develop independent rolling from back to stomach.

Technique: Breaking down rolling into small sequential steps.

Materials: Mat, object or stimulus of interest to child.

Procedure: 1. Begin working with last step of the task.

2. Position ld hold child on side, at 45 degree angle:between stomach and floor

a. Plac desired object so that it will be in child's reach-wirth bottom irm at side and top leg flexed at

kner when roll has been completed.
co

b. Proi :pt the roll from the 45 degree position (i.e. give child slight push at the back.)

c. Reinforce appropriately.

d. Continue procedure until child can roll from 45 degree position independently.

3. P;ace ch i on same side, at a 90 degree angle between swmach and fl r. Proceed with activities (a-d)

child roll frr,r-r. this 90 dF:N positicnI.

P dn same side /5 decree ane b,tween front.

P'7'7 chi'd on his bacic and proceed with actIvities (a-d) until child can independently roll from back to

th,2 ch:!d ny.e ccireted the end of the task first (bac ward chaining). Also, by

103
. of the angle, the child is rdduak forced to utilize r, eased abdominal strength

r
Athrtitinnc:

CO2,1'
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Area G ross Motor

General Objective: To develop a protective reflex.

Technique: Rolling child over a bail so that head nears floor.

Materials: Cage ball or vinyl ball (Preston), mat.

Procedure: 1. Position child over cage ball in a prone position.

2. Hold child from behind at the hips or ankles.

3. Gently roll child and ball forward so that the head nears the floor.

4. Encourage child to catch himselfiherself by extending hands.

Rationale: The child learns to develop reflexes and to protect himself/herself from injury.

Adaptations: Use large beach ball. !fl:ited air pillow, roP: do procedure in front of large mirror so that child can
watch the activity.
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A.rea Gross Motor

3eneral Objective: To develop head and trunk control.

rask: Maintaining head and trunk in upriyht position.

Vlaterials: Cage ball or vinyl ball (Preston).

)rocedure: 1. Place child in a sitting position on a :age baH, facing implementor.

2. Hold ball steady.
3. Slowly roll ball to the side so that the child must right trunk to maintain balance.

4 RoH to other side, back, and forward.

Rationaie: This exercise develops head and trunk control and balance skills which are prerequisites for standing.

Achptations: U nrur, toy dbove chiid, vest;bur board.



Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develop rolling movement from supine to prone and back to supine.

Technique: Rolling down an incline mat.

Materials: Incline mat.

Procedure: 1. Placa child n supine position at top of the mat with arms above head and legs together.

2. Cross child's left leg oder right y and say, "Roll."

3. Move !eft buttock, left shoulde , anclhead off mat to initiate the roll.

4. Reverse procedure to.roll from iornach to back. Continue until child reaches bottom of mat.

Rationale: Using the incline mat provides some momentum when child is rolling. This technique helps child use whole..

body in a coordinated manner.

Addot:,tions;

1 08



Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To trunk muscles.

Technique: Stimulating abdorninal muscles movement.

Materials: Mat.

Pro,:edure: 1. Place child in supine position on mat.
2. 1:-;:lemenwr traces a series of straight files across child's stomach, i.e. a tickling motion. The child's

abdominpl muccles should begin to tigh' n.

3. Let child relax muscles, then repeat.
4. GerJy squeeze the child's abdomen.
5. ;,.-,n t-;e child pulls in hisiher stomach, release hands.

6. .he chiid in supine position.
7. hc.:d ch:'d's !,_.gs down with one hand.
E. Pt h:nd underneath child's neck and raise the child upwards.

;: h:?!;.), tO develop the strengt necers2,n; f^r miisc!P rr.)^1'01,

v ti rn:ilementor's one hand, hold legs down with the utn4. and, and pjll

, cradually.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To de;.elop strength in neck, upper trunk, and arms.

Task: Performing situps.

Materials: Mat.

Procedure: 1. PL:ce child in the supine position on mat.

2. Kn....21 facing child arid grasp child's hands. (tf child is able to grasp implementor's fin4er, this is preferred)

3. f-1.-?'7:, child pull up to the sitting position, Child's head should start forward and his trunk should follow.

not allow,chiid's head to lag.

4. RetL.rn to supine position by lowering the child's trunk backward. Child's head should touch mat after th

5. I rrHepnentor nuides child through proper motion if necessary. In this case implementor kneels in a positii

to no'd child's n,inds and give suppor t behind his/her head.

6. Re;ji jt several times.

Rationale: T7-.5 ex. u tt tH-2 tr,,n{4 ;,nd arms as well as coordinating movement of these

body parts.

Adaptation: Ls a dr,ber or tt.r.. el for child a2d t.?a r to grasp.

1 10



Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To exercise the upper trunk.

Technique: Raising child from supine to sitting position.

Materials: Cage ball or vinyl ball (Preston).

Procedure: 1. Piace child supine over cage ball, holding him/her firmly by thighs.

2. Shghtly tip the ball forward.
3. Assst child to raise upper trunk to a sitting position by placing your hand t back of lower neck an !

lifting firmly.
4. GroduaHy fade assistancc so that child will perform more of the task independently.

Rationale: Upper trunk control is necesary for independent sitting, standing and walking.

Awiptdtions:

1/ 12



Area Gross Motor

General Obiective: To strengthen upper trunk.

Task: Reaching out toward mirror.

Materials: Mat, mirror.

Procedure: 1. Sit on heels on mat facing mirror.

2. Hold child with hisiher back against implementor's stornach by placing one arm around the child'r;

one arm around the child's knees.

3. Position soles of child's feet on implementor's thighs, with knees and hips in full extension.

4. En Lourage child to reach out toward the mirror.

Rationale: U;;_ler trunk strength must be ci eloped before the child can sit, stand, or walk, independently.

!arge ball Dust) against; for nlder ch;!d Oi tnol, position

7 IS t I floor.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develop leg muscles and movement.

Technique: Extending and flexing the legs.

Materials: Mat.

Procedure: 1. Pldce child supine on mat.

2. Sup.,-Jort both legs under the knee joints and bounce tnem gently up and down.

3. Alternately pat and bounce legs.

4. Move one knee to thf-2 chest and th i the other.

Rationale: Leg movements dre r7:!(:essdry for cre,Joing ..ind walking.

Addptatiuns:



General Ob.ective: To d:?yelop leg muscles.

TeChnique: Exercismg the thighs.

Materials: Mat.

Area Gross Motor

Procedure: 1. Piace chH supine on floor or mat.
2. Cup hai .. hind the child's knees.
3. Bounce legs very slowly and gently.

4. Straghten the legs and 5;pread them apart.
5. Reeat proceAre.

Rationale: Lec; rcs ,iust ht, exercised *o dfveiop ieg strength.

Adapti,tions: 1.-inijing diapers.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To devCop strength in upper teunk and legs.

Task: Pu1hng trunk forward to maintain balance.

Materials: Foam roll, mat.

Procedure: 1. Place foam roll on mat.

2. Place child in a sitting position on foam roll with both feet on same side. Be sure child's feet are flat

on mat.
o
co 3. Stand in front of child and hold the child by the thighs.

4. Geldy roll child backward until he!she begins to pull forward to maintain balance.

5. Return to starting position. Repeat.

itAtioni.;!c! A: zcil p3 foinTo' to rnnt:iin t-!,7: upright sitting position, upper trunk muscles are exercised as we
as ;; flex.

Adaptations:
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Area Gross Motor

3eneral Objective: To develop leg strength and control.

Technique: Exercising legs using a kickboard.

Vlaterials: Kickboard.

)rocedure: 1. Place child in supine position on mat.

2. Suspend a kickboard near child's feet. Grasp child above one knee and under calf.

3. Flex and extend leg so that foot hits board.

4. Do each leg separately and then both legs together.

5. Gradually fade ass:stance, so child is pushing the boaid by himself/herself.

Rationale: This exercise develops leg strength and control. Kicking I objectmakes the activity more interesting.

Adtt;ons Sri a Hyivi rind tuish du,ird to LP"ii of '3L :J. dttauh noise making object to kickboard.
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Area Gross Motor

General Ohjectwe: To develop righting halaoce.

Task: Using feet to maintain sitting balance.

Materials: Roll.

Procedure: 1. Seat child in straddle poS'ition over roll with feet flat on floor.

2. S'owly rotate roll to child's right so that left foot leaves floor slightly and child must utilize right-foot

t3 stop the falling motion of his body weight.
3. r epeat procedure for left foot by rotating roll to the left.

Rationale: Purp)sef.illy using each foot individually to balance body weight is necessary for walking and stepping over

objec ts.

Adaptations: U 1::r;,;., ur cardLioard barrel.

1 1 9



Area Gross Motor'

General Objective: To develop large muscles of arms and legs.

Technique: Using a blanket harness to support child in position.

Materials: Blanket, carpeted floor.

Procedure: 1. Fold blanket lengthwise to width of child measuring from below armpis to hips,

2. Lay bild on stomac i.. over fo ded blanket,

3, Picl. ,p ends of 1)anket and hold firmly,

4. Ger !:ft child to a creeping position, with implementor supporting weight,

Rationale: Self-su;iport is a prerequisite to independeut creeping, Support by implementor may be gradually faded to allow

ch, d :0 nod up more body weight.

A

M rrIner carpet, poy..,.:%n r board, use creepers with rolls,
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To increase range of motion in arms.

Task: Moving arms.

Materials: Mat.

Procedure: 1, Maneuver arms to determine the child's range of motion in all directions.

2. Measure angles for fyture evaluation.

3, ',"arleuVer child's arms within his range of motion and slowly begin to increase angle between arm and body.

4. Frequently measure angle to determine any increase in range.

Rationale, A Wdi! rr,j,: of .6' avernent is necessary for many ar,Hities of daiiy living, This exercise provides movement

for an inactive child.

AtJciiiitiuil. c ;
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Area Gross Motor

Gener..11 Objective: To develop finger extension.

Task: Patting arm until child relaxes and opens hand.

Materials: Child, implementor, mat.

Procedure: 1. Lay child in supine position.
2. Pat .hifd's shoulder and progress down the arm to the hand.

3. Bo ice the arm gently up and down.

4. Wr n child has opened his/her hand repeat procedure on the other arm and hand.

Rationale: Open hands are necessary for the pe-forrnance of every-day skills.

Adaptations: ch!d st7okc his 'her body and
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develop arm control and spatial relationships.

Task: Knocking over a pile of blocks.

Materials: Large building blocks, preferably soft ones.

Procedure: 1. Build a tower in front of child within reaching range.

2. Tell child to "Knock-over" the blocks.

3. Assist child if necessary.

4. Gradually reduce assistance.

Rationale: This activ;ty leads to coordinated arm movements and emphasizes positions in space. This is good for z

stiff child whose physical involvement hinders rninuzi: :"inger movement.

Adaptations: Have a race between two ch,ldren, move blcrks fafther away.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To promote movement of non-ambulatory child.

Technique: Riding down incline on scooter board.

Materials: Scooter board, incline, strap.

Procedure: 1. Place child prone on scoot( with strap to secure him/her safely on the scooter.

2. Place scoot:- at top of Inc:11.)e. Move scooter down the incline, controlling the speed. Repeat a few

Rationale: Task gives a nonambulatory child a feeling of motion.

Adaptations: Use non-breakable mirror at bertom of mat so child can watch activity.

1 ) 7



Area Gross Mo, or

Gener-il Objective: Tc encourage rolling.

Technique: Force-rolling.

Materials: Mat, folded blanket.

Procedure: 1. Place blanket or large,.flat mat.
2. Lay child across the blanket with head extending over the edge of the blanket.

3. Gently roH the Id over and tuck the end of the blanket under the child so that he/she will be snL

encased by blar .et.

4. Continue rolling the child over until the end of blanket is reached.

5. Firmly grasp the end of the blanket.

6. Lift gently until child unrolls with blanket.

FidtIondie This tJ n rovides the child with the sensation of rol!ing and ;t '-^lTIG to promote independent

rol ny.

Adaptations: Use a ion:: i-,:nner carpet, industrial barrel with ends removed.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develop rolling movement from supine to prone and back to supine.

Task: Rolling body on a flat surface.

Materials: Mat.

Procedure: 1. Place child in prone position on mat.
2. Turn head to right.
3. Place hands on floor next to child's shoulders.
4. Push against the floor with child's left hand, to start rotation of body to the right.
5. Pusi Child's f icvlt shoulder under his/her own body, as implementor pulls child's left shoulder up

and then over, so child is in a supine position.
6. In supine position with legs straight, place child's arms at child's side.
7. Turr child's hecd to left.
8. child's right foot against the floor and move chiid's shoulders and arms to the left, so he/she r(

his er hips to the left side.
9. Upoh completion of t-ask, child assumes a supine position.

R.itionale: The rol; mJe possIble because ot the rotation of the shoulder and the hips.

Adaptations: To ro, to tne 101 turn child's head to left and push right hand to turn t6left.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develop pre-crawling skills.

Task: Promoting self-locomotion in a non-ambulatoty child.

Materials: Padded board mounted on four wheels or Craw legator (Creative Playthings), toy, elevated creeper on whl

Procedure: 1. Place child prone on Crawlagator. Place a to., about two-three feet away from child.

2. Kneel on floor facing child and place both of child's open hands on the floor slightly to the .side of

the Crawlagator.

3. Move the child's hands up, forward, and do n on th ,:. floor causing the Crawlagator to move forwar

4. Do this until the toy has been reached.
,5. Gradually increase the distance the child must cover in order to reach toy.

Rationale: This task provides a means of motion for a non-ambulatory child.

Adaptdtions: Use sccotdr board.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develop creeping skills.

Task: Supporting body weight in creeping position.

Materials: Blanket, mat.

Procedure: 1. F 31d blanket to a width equal to the distance between child's armpits and hips.

2. F 3 ce child across blanket.

3. entiy hft blanket by the ends, lifting child slightly above mat.

4..: H,ond implementor positions child's hands and knees in the creeping position.

5. Gently lower blanket to allow child to dssume his/her own weight on hands and knees.

Rationale: This task gives the child an opportunity to learn to assume his/her .-iody weight in the creeping position,

as as to become oriented in this position. Arms, legs, head, a: neck muscies are strengthened.

Adaptations: ">.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To further strengthen the arm muscles.

Task: Walking on hands (wheelbarrow).

Materials: Runner rug.

Procedure: 1. Place child in kneeling position at one end of runner.

2. Stand behind child.
3. Hold child's ankles, lift legs from floor. Child's weight is supported by his/her hands.

4. Tell child to move hands forward as implementor slowly guides child.

Rationale: This exercise requires the child to support his/her weight by using arms and hands.

Adaptations: Use mirror in front of ch.&I, have child inuve

13'3



Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To deelop creeping skills.

Task: Creeping through a circular holeSnap Walls (Learning Products).

Materials: Snap Wall, reinforcer.

Procedure: 1. Place child in creeping position on floor in front of Snap Wall.

2. Hold reinforcer on other side of Snap Wall. Encourage child to creep through the hole to obtain

the object.
3. If the child resists,'physically assist by placing the child's one hand and knee through the hole. Chil

must complete the task by bringing the other knee through the hole.

4. Give the chdd the reinforcer, verbally praise.

,inaie: Chiici must pick hands and knee u;) higher than in norrnai creeping thus promoting all illcredSet1 sense 0

balance.

Adaptations: Have child follow directions concerning which hole to creep in and out of, use color names df the ho

use phrases "in" and "out."
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develup siu;m3 balance.

Task: Sittino with support.

Materials: Backless chair or stool, safety helmet.

Procedure: 1. Place stool a few ilches from a corner of tne room.

2. Position child on stool in proper sitting position and place helmet on child's head.

n.)
42. 3. Implementor grasps child's thighs and gives child support.

Rationale: This exercise strengens the trunk for independent sitting.

Adaptations: Use corner seats :t Indian-style on mat.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To ttiach child to sit.

Technique: Conditioning the child to sit.

Materials: Desk, chair.

Procedure: 1. Position child by desk so he can use it for support.

2. Push chair behind child until the chair touches )ack of child's legs.

3. Tell child to "sit" when he feels the chair. Guic 2 child into the chair at the same time the command
cri

is given.

4. Continue unt I child will sit when he/she feels the chair touch his/her leg behind the knee.

Rationale: Conditioning the child in this way gives the child a serige of security. A child trained to sit in this manne

t).2 mo more easiiy.

Adaptations:
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develop standing balance.

Task: Holding onto rod.

Materials: One inch dowel rod, metal or plastic rod approximately 18 inches long.

Procedure: 1. Stand child with 1 ack against a wall.

2. Place child's two ands in middle of rod while implementor holds ends of rod.

amount of tensio with which child grips rod.

3. I f child begins to 'all forward or sideward, adjust child's balance.

4. As child gains confidence and ability, allow child to hold rod independently.

Rationale: Child develops confidence in his ability to stand erect.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To d,:..'clop indu; endent walking.

Technique: Encouraging child to attempt independent walking. .

Materials: Safety strap, saTety helmet.

Procedure: 1. Attach safety strap to child's waist and placr: helmet on-child's head.

2. Hold child by the strop at the child's back.
rs..)

3. Hold child's hand if he'she appears to feel t icomfortable.

4. If child beains to fall, tighten tension on st ip to prevent falling.

5. As ct-ild gains confidence, discontinue hand holding.

6. As cHld g,:iins confidence, loosen belt slightly.

Hation: , -':(1,2n: without entirely on an adu't for 3....rncrt.

Ad.,ptanns: support. 138



Area Gross Motor

GenerJI Ohlective: To practice walking with weight evenly distributed on both feet.

Task: Pushing a carriage.

Materials: Wooden doll carriage (Childcraft), heavy object.

Procedure: L Place a heavy object in carriage for stability.

2. Allow child to push doll carriage.

3. Walk beside the child w give steering assistance and to see that the child keeps an even, slow pace.

Rationale: This exercise rlives the child the opportunity to move from one p!ace to another and can be performed e

tho,ch child may not have independent standing or walking balance.

U7,F. Chi3;r. to LISti one c-)Icice- anc:.ther.
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Area Gross Motor

General-Objective: To develop side-step walking.

Task: Cruising along furniture.

Wiateri6ls: Heavy, stable classroom furniture or equipment, or two Snap Wal: Cubes (Learning Products), safety helm,

Procedure: 1. Create a chain with the classroom furniture, leaving gaps between each piece of furniture.

2. Place helmet on child's head, if macessary.

3. Pw.:tion child at the beginning of the chain, supporting self by holding onto the furni are with cwo

Gi minima support if necessary.
..rage child to cruise along the furnitute by rein'orcing with a preferred food item each time chil

a few steps. Praise.

:ri child feels confident at the task, gradually widen the gaps between the furniture. Encourage ch

trui,sf,.., to ! flti u" r ' di5t2.

Rabon;de: M,5 tj tl r.. ;_; ar):)ortUr1;ty for ;3.-id locomotion.

;Adaptations: sk enu ! si'ls. chalk trays, cabinets.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To ueioi -...:pright balance while in motrl,

Task: Stepping through tires, alternating feet.

Materials: Flat surface, three automobile tires.

Procedure: 1. Lay three tires ir ;. hne on the floor.

2. Position child in froi.t of first tire.
3. Assist child by holding his:her hand at his/her side.

4. Have ch.ld step through tires, alternating feet )y telling Hm/her to "Stretch."

Rationale: Alternating feet ruires cHld to establish balance on one foot.

, PriDducts) on floor, ladctir,r. Arrange the tl--s lo -Nry-3Y3 that make the

L szei through the tires backwards.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To coordinate body movements when walking.

Task: Walking on a series of footprints plced on the floor.

Materials: Rubber footprints.

Procedure: 1. Place footprints on floor in a pattern to match child's normal walking pattern.

2. Encouraoe child to "Look" at the footprints as child places foot on first rubber footprint.

3. G..iide chlid to each footprint as child looks at the next footprint.

4. Fade assistance.

Rationale: This task increases tne child's L:wareness of watching where he/she is walking.

Adaptations: . of :e,;t or cdr trips of Inas Ling t-ar)c, v3ry #7,311c7r7; of foctprinis, i.e., big

stens, 't.e steps.
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Area Gross Motor

Gen.2ral Objectiie. TO .scnd cubes, alternating feet.

Task: Walking ub cubes with assistance.

Materials: Play Cubes (Little Tykes).

Procedure: 1. Position blocks in ascending order from small to large.
2. Hold child's hand.
3. Stand at child's side.
4. Tell child to walk Lid steps.
5. If necessary, lift dhilds feet onh.) the blocks, place hand on his/her foot, lifting it and placing it on

6. Gi).e child full support sohe/she is not frightened.

Rationale: Child wi feel more secure on cubes since they have a larger surface area than do most stairs.

Adap' -ns: U marc::in; record and "march up tile cubes.
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To descend stairs, alternating feet.

Technique: Prompting child to make the "alternating" response.

Materials: Stairs.

Procedure: 1. Have child stand at top of stairs, hDlding the railing.

2. Child takes first step downward.

3. Irnplementor faces tbegiild and ; aces his 'her hand at the back of the child's knee and gently thrust

it forward. Tell the child to "Stre ch."
4. From behind the child's knee, implementor prompts the leg forward and downward requiring the

diternate descending response. Tell child "Step."

R.ttiundie: Hd s uritIcc,Istorned to dirernating feet whiie descendi tlig -I- 5.d.i IS, prorhptirly fiont btThind kile

ti;tj c id heips to shdpe this behavior:-T--

Ad..ptations:
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Area Gross Motor

General Objective: To develop jumping.

Task Jumping on a bouncing tube.

Materials: Bouncing Tube (Preston).

Procedure: 1. Stand child on Bouncing Tube.

2. Hold both of child's hands.

nands up and down and say, "Jump."

4. If necessa'ry, support under arms or around w3ist.

5. Gr.adualy fade cssitance.

Rationale: This exercise increases bo'. movement and body control.

;7--,);; on trampoline, use phrase "up n d down,"
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Area Gross Motor

General Objecti,de: Tc, maintain balance while jumping.

Task: ,Vaintaining balance while jumping down from a surface above the floor.

Mateiials: Wooden board one-inch thick.

ProCedure: 1. Position child in standing position or the board.

2. Stand on floor facing child and hold )oth of his hands.

3. "Jump down."
4. Bend kns, puH child's hands dowr mrd say, "Bend."
5. Rt.: eat se'.eral limes and gradually di:crease amount of support given to the child.

RationFle: Crd r-rst same muscle movement to jump from one-inch board that he would use to jump from a

..,,,,ttytns: (it

146
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Area Gro 3 Motor

General Objective: To lift large objects.

Task: Stacking one Educi.te on top of another.

Materials: Two Educubes (Little Tykes).

Procedure: 1. Place Educubes on floor next to eaci other.

2. Position child in front of open side f one Educube.

3. Say, "Pick it up and put it here a the other Educube is touched.

4. Position child's hands grasping each side of the top surface.

5. Say,, "Pick it up."
6. Touch top of other Educube and say, "Put it here."

Rdtioridie: rh.; He':is the cn,'d to develop large arm rnuscles.

Sts:O.:il Cubes (Litt,e Tykes).
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FM': MOTOR

Definition refers to the coordinated movements of the small muscles of th(

ocy (primarily those of the arms and hands) to perform every-

life functions.

Introduction

As melitioned earli r in the text, it is very difficult to isolate skills to one

program area. Such is t e case with the fine motor skirls. There are very ft.:

tasks which exist as ispla .ed fine motor tasks, as the visual mechan i LLcon
combined with fine motOr skills early in developmen, However, prior to the

eye fund coordinated and manipulative skills, there is ucI toiching, feedin,

and exploration done by the child.

Considerations

1. In very early fine motor development, the implernentor's emphasis

should be placed on tactual stimulation of the child's hands and

fingers.

2. Remember that the child must have many opportunl ties to touch and

leel uhjects before he/she can be expected to use !him.

3. Emphasis should be placed not only oil usu of th, lionds, kit on ,ipiro

priate and functional use of the hands.

1 18
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Area

General Objective: To develop reaching motion.

Task: Reaching for overhanging mobile from supine position.

Materials: Bean bag, mat, mobile

Procedures: 1. Place child in supine position with mobile hanging above, within reach.

2. Encourage child to reach for mobile by shaking and turning it.

3. Take child's hand and assist if he/she does not reach for it.

Fine Motor

Rationale: This task encourages reaching and grasping of objects to help develop eye-hand coordination.

Adaptahons: Place child in supine position on ca, ball, hold toy above child and encourage him/her to stretch and
fnr
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Area

General Objective: To develop reaching motion and controlled grasp.

Task: Reaching for and pulhng toys from a box.

Materials: Open box, small toys

Procedure 1. Plar.:e child in prone position on mat, over wedge, or in prone board.
2. Place open side of box toward child.

3. Show c:niid the toys before they are placed in the box.

4. Encourage child to pull tc'y's from the box.

Fine Motor

Rationale: Regardless ot handicap, a child (..,;ri Le placed in the correct position to facilitate the reaching, grasping a
pulling motions.

Ad:Iltat.ons: ' d. tr grasp. Plnq the box further from the child will
involve a . notion.
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Area Fine Motor

Generid Objecti%e: cor;trolNid gasp.

Task: S;uee. srn,'; foam bails (nerf ba:'s) and poly clutch ball

Materials: Net' bill, clutch ball

'Procedure: 1 Demonstrate squeezing these very ' squeezable" foam balls, which provide little resistance to the

5:7t1-2st squeeze.

2. Cuid,? the child's hand and help him/her squeeze the ball.

3. Aft cr child has demonstrated the ability to grip and squeeze, proceed to clutch ball. This ball provii

ri:slstanca and makes a noise when squeezed with more strength.

Rationale: -grip strength in the hands is a prerequisite to a controlled grasp and release.

Adepttit!ens. uf chi..itLse cracl-,ers, squi

;itc,(!occ SOLirli squet,zed, seueeze eye droppers filled v.ith wato- stmeeze play do
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Area Fine Motor

General Objective: To develop ability to grasp and hold objects.

Task: Graspiro and holding a vibrating toothbrush.

Materials: Battery-operated toothbrush

Procedure: 1. Let child explore toothbrush without vibrating.

2. Let child explore vibrating toothbrush.

Rationale: Vibrating objects focus child's attention on the object and provides a haptic experience.

Adaptations: Use vibrator, wind up toys.
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Area Fine Motor

Generdl Cbji?ctive. hond and finger control.

Task: Painting with sm a!! sponge.

Materials: S;onge, pr.:nt, paper', water, towels, paint shirts, mat or table and chair.

Pr...cedur9: 1. Position child in chair, or mat or on prone board.

2. Pjt ;...iJint shirt on chi!d.

3. Hve cld dip sponge in ,aint, assist if necessary.

4. Apply s;-,onge to paper.

FLtion;fle ,c. S muiaion exercis ,. that helps develop hand and fingcr con-tro!,

c ' ! :7 :1.,-2a such os a stencil.
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Cener Objctiva: x-.d and finc3or control,

Task: Fusniog ;ods tr( -1-1 one side to another.

MaterNals: Finger '.Thing-A-Ma-Jig" (Creative Playthings)

Area

2rocedure: 1. Hold a -ticL sidevyays in front of child, say "push."

2. Demorstrate. Have child do it independently.

3. I f nec:ssary physically assist child to push rods from side to side.

Rationale: Chiid rhu,t LJso fingers to push The rods.

Adaptations: Use Play, ool Pourdino Bench which has iaryer rods.
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Area :Vlotor

Geherai Objective: To gi s p uopp.:t with Iwo. hands and to use object in a coordinated manner.

Tdsk. Moving roI!u n forv.aro and bac.kward.

Materials: Play dough, flour dough, clay.

Procedure: 1. Place the dough or clay on a flat surface.

2. Place child's hands on the rolling pin and flatten the clay by rolling with the rolling pin. Give assis

necessary.

Ratior. . helps to dc:\.-elop the ability to coordinate both hands to a perform task.

Adaptation: Place dough on a cookie s',.eet, cut out cookies.
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Ares Fine Motor

General Objective: To c'eva:o.. .-3airrier grasp, contro!led graspand release.

Task: Using pegs and pegboa7.d iich require the of palmer or pincer grasp.

Material!i: First Pegboard {Chidc..raft), preferred food item.

Procedure: 1. Place child's hand around the peg and directly help the child lift peg from board.

2. Say "Give it to me" and direct child's hand to release pea in implementor's hand.
(xi 3. Continue with shaping and fading technique.

4. Reward child v..ith food item when peg is removed and placed in implementor's hand.

5. Prase suceessi.ui attempts.

Rationale: With the F:rst Pe.:bord, the peg Hfts from the board End requires no pulling. Since there !s no definite

Ldl LJ ctUrt.; ei;L:t direction.

Adaptations: iCreative Playthir 's), Pia; Bus Creative Playthings).
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Area Fine Motor

General Obiective: To develop p alrne grasp and controlled grasp and release.

Technique: Using pc-.tgs and pegboai-d.

Materials: Easy grip Pegs and Jumbo Pegboard (Ideal).

Procedure: 1. Place only a few pegs in the board to allow room between pegs for child's hand to grasp peg.

2. Direct child's visual attention to the peg.
.1 3. Use a shaping and fading technique to teach child to grasp and pull out peg.

4. Have child respond to the comman6 "Give it to me" or child can release peg on the table.

5. Reward NA ith food item and praise upon completion.

Rationale: Easy Grip Pegs require a stronger grip and puHing effort to remove peg from the board.

.A.daptatior.s:
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Area Fine Motor

GenerJ! Oniecrive:,To develop pincer grasp ,ind control of grasp and release.

Technique: Using pegs.

Materials: Peg Sorting Board (Childcraftl, preferred food item.

Procedure: 1. Pia e only a few pegs on ;he board.

2. Hc the child's hand so that only the index finger and thumb can function in graspin.4

3. child grasp peg.
co

4. "Give it to me."
5. Inc; ea.se number of pegs i_;!'

6. Reward with food and prairLe.

P.2ticr.:-tles The Pei: Fi..-,t'!ng Peard varieti ard no pidlinn

;'!r7C.! grasp.

frnm the hoard as it develops

Adziptations: Vooden oegbo,;:d arld small "stick" pegs :Crr.i!dc-i:i+ti be usiAl when chiid masters the Peg Sorting

A s'-r,:et of ,reavv, paher over v,e p,_;hr:iard covering all but one -No holes will help in cases of

:, . . Tne "taping tre f.roc:rs- technique (page no. 1: ) z.") :42velop pincer grasp

r:i zr is i.ict.un may ne used.
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Area F ine Motor

General Objective: To cive!op pincer grasp.

Task: Using pegs.

Materials: Pegs and pegboard (Developmental Leaning Materials), preferred food items.

Procedure: 1. Set pegboard in front of child. Set pegs to the side of the child's dominant hand.

2. Guide child hand and direct his/her visual attention to a peg. Grasp the peg propc7ly i.;incer ra

3. Guide child hand and visual attention to a hole in the pegboard. Use a paper to cover all but one or t
holes if chil has difficulty performing this.

4. Insert peg in Hole and release crip on child's hand.

5. Reward child vvith food item and praise.

P;;;;r:r7.'ic: is smE:Ii!cr rric,re r&CiiiirCS
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Area Fine Motor

meral Objective To develop pincer grasp.

:chnique: lmrnobihzing last three fingers to encourage the use of the pincer grasp.

aterials: Masking tape

.ocedure: 1. Tape child's last three fingers together (tape should be placed between first and second knuckle).

2. Flex the taped fingers down toward palm and tape the fingers (place second uri

between the thumb and index fingers, around front of hand and back to fingers resting in palm).

3. Have the child perform activities which normally require a pincer grasp (i.e. picking up a piece of cereal:.

This technique must be repeated daily for several weeks.

4. Gradually facie tne tape which circles the hand and use only the tape that holds the three fingers together.

ationale: THs ret-.:ui,2; the ciliici to utiiize the piHcer thc chi!d's 0'

,dontations: Use beautician's hwr tape if child's skin is sensitive to r1Th:5.-Jn9 tape.
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Area Fine Motor

General Objective: Tc) d. icer grasp.

Task: Pickini u biocks that gralually decrease in size.

Materials: Set of clocks containing cubes that vary in size.

Procedure: 1. Position c-lild to work wit!' kiq-ids on flat Surface.

2. Place largest block on flat surface in front of child.

3. Say, "Pick it up."
4. Remv..e large b!ock and ;lace next siau block in front of child.

5. Say, "Pici., it up."

6. Continue proc na gradually of ft,ring the child the srneer size of blocks.

Rationale: s hn

Adaptations:

d Lc. , ' a,",aalli develops ;:inc:Lr grasp
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Area

3eneral Objective: To Je,..elop a pincer grasp.

Cask: Picking up a one-inch cube.

Aaterials: One-inch cube, one pound coffee can, clay.

'rocedure: 1. Position child such that hands are free.

2. Secure can to flat surface with clay.

3. Place a one-inch cube in can.

4. Say "Give it to me."

Fine Motor

lationale: To retrieve the cube from the can, the child has no other alternative but to utilize a pincer grasp.

daptations ' p- food, other sma:l ,.uiat.R.0 items Place can on child's :ap, place cdn horizontally

on cf:2ck or floor in front of wedge.
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Area Fine Motor

General Oh,ectr,e: To furtLer d;velop pincer grasp.

Task: Picking up coins.

Materials: Coins, small bank.

Procedure: 1 Place several coins on the table and have the child pick them up using pincer grasp.

2 Place coins in bank.

Rationale: C d may accornphsh this activity only after he has developed the simple pincer grasp.

Adaptations: Pick up any flat surfaced small objects.
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Area F ine Motor

Lr.1,.q 01 Objective. Tr develoi, o, posing movetent of hands with pincer grasp.

Tas.K: Tedring paper.

,f.erials: Tissue ;,aper, construction paper, oak tag type of paper.

Procedure: 1. D,:mu ..strate Me grip of the paper and emphasize th.. oppsite movement of the hands in a tearing motion.

2. Hand :niA paper.

Ha'..c; ( "lid tear paper.

4 ! necessary.

5. lis! er i-, a Nsting lesson.

Ra: .le f tvne fo develop strength in the grip and coordination in the use of the .Linds i» OMOstion to

()SI :(' '.ir::Ne."
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Area Fine Motor

General Objective: To develop opposing movement of hands.

Task: Pulling apart plastic eggs to retrieve smali food item.

Materials: Pull apart plastic eggs small enough to fit comfortably in child's hand, preferred food item.

Procedure: 1. Place child in-front of implementor at a table or on a mat.

2. Show child how egg pulls apart.

3. Have child watch as food is being put inside.
LT, 4. Put egg together.

5. Place appropriately in child's hand and help him/her pull it apart to retrieve food.

r PlacE another piece of food inside the egg and put egg together.

7. Give egg to child and help him/her pull it apart.

8. Repeat several times in one session.

Rationale: This exercise develops fine motor coordination with a built-in reinforcer.

Adaptations: Use any coTlainer v,,'11,ch pulls apar-t and can hold a preferred food item.
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ineral Objective: To develop spatial relationships and fine motor control.

sk: Building a tower.

aerials: Small building blocks.

Dcedure: 1. Build tower for child.

2. Hand block to child.

3. Help child place block in position.

4. Hand another block to child.

5. Help child place block on top of previous block.

6. Proceed until appropriate size.

Area Fine Motor

itionale: This task helps develop spatial rffiationships through manipulation of objects and turther develops eye-ham;

coordination.

Japtations: Use smali can, bright-colored boxes, etc.
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Area

General Objective: To develop independent scribbling.

Task: Grasping a crayon and marking paper with crayon.

Materials: Large crayon, paper.

Fine Motor

Procedure: 1. Put crayon on desk in front of child.

2 Say, "Pick it up."
3 Hold hand over the child's hand, make some marks and say,'"Color. ' Praise.

4 Gradually fade assistance until child will pick up the crayon and make marks on the paper independently,

Rationale: The task further develops eye-hand coordination.

,daptations: LisP co!or name of cr,:iyon, ha-ve chc.1 choose between tyV CC
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Area Fine Motor

General Objective: To develop wrist rotation.

Task: Unscrewing a lid from a 1 preferred food item,

Materials: Plastic jar with screw on lid, preferred food items or small object.

Procedure: 1, Show child preferred food item,.

2. Drop it into jar, replacing lid.

3. Guide child's hand to unscrew lid; gradually fade assistance until child is able to complete task

independently.

Rationale: Wrist rotation is a necessary skill in performing the activities of daily living,

Adaptations; Use any object whicn requi:es child to rotate wrist to acco,prish tat,k su0 a iwniny using manual

g beater, turnIng cranks on toys such as jac6n.thejlux.
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Area Fine Motor

General Objective: Tr deve'oi; ,and and finger control.

Task: Non-directive pasting.

Materials: Paste, paper.

Procedure: 1. Place sheet of large paper in front of child.

2. Have child pick up glue bottle. Physically assist child to squeeze glue on :urge paper.

3. Put pieces of paper in front of child.

4. Say, "Pick up," if necessary assist.

5. Say, "Put on paper." Guide child to oir,ce small piece of paper on glue on large paper.

G. Gradually fade assistance.

c.;I;:c1 n-lust pick up -7,dper and p!ace it oI-. re-adiness for directive pasting.

Adaptations: Use p.per the child has clit or torn.
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Area Fine Motor

?neral Objective: To develop hand and finger control.

,chnique: Cutting with Double-Handed Scissors (DLM).

ateriais: Double-Handed Scissors, Paper.

ocedure: 1. Place child's fingers in the inside holes of the scissors.

2. Implementor places hisiher hands in outside holes of the scissors.

3. Hold paper in front of child.

el. Cut the paper saying, "Open-Close" as you cut.

ationale: Because the implementor's fingers arc in tho outside holes of the scissors the child is required to cut paper

prior to independent use of scissors.

daptations: Us.2 ..
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VISUAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT

1. Visual Training

2. Eye-Hand Coordination

Definitions-- Visual Training: refers to adequate arid ef ficient use of vision

for purposes of focusing on and tracking visual stimuli, attend-

ing to and discriminating visual stimuli, and making mecningful

visual associations.

Eye-Hand Coordination: refers to the coordinated use of eyes

and hands (visually steering arm and hand movements in space)

to perform everyday life functions.

Introduction

Once again, it must be reiterated that it is very diffirult to isolate tasks to

one program area. In this section, the authors have attempted to divide the

program area of visual skill development into two subareas: visual trainirg

and eyehand coordination. The reasOn for the division vias to point out that

visual skill development includes both focusing, tracking, etc., skills iis well

as skills which call for use of the hands and therefore require coordinated eye-

hand movements.

Very early visual training skiHs are prerequisites to the beginning eye-hand

coordination skills. However, this does NOT mean to that a child must

progress through all of the visual tra:r ing tasks prior to beginning the eye

hand coordination tasks. In fact, thel:igher tasks in the sequence of visual

training skills are much more difficult than the early eyehand coordinatilm
skills in that sequence.

Coruiderations

1. Since severely/profoundly retarded children are often unable to have a

diagriostic evaluation of the visual mechanism or e%,en a visual examination

by a physician, the teacher often does not know, for sure, actually what the

child sees or does not see, perceives or does not petceive. The teacher must

rely on his/her own observations to determine how and what the child sees.

Only from those careful observations, can the teacher assess behaviors and/
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ConsiderationsVisual Skill Development

Page Two

or establish expectations and objectives. i.e. If a eacher observes that a

child is near sighted, he/she may assume that the child has difficult/ with

depth perception. From this observation the teacher might then expect

the child to want to 'feel' his way through most activities.

2. Whenever making or utilizing visual materials with a severely/profoundly

retarded child:

a. Make sure materials are large enough and very clear.

b. Avoid putting too many figures on one page. Many of these children
have visual figure-ground problems.

3. If bulletin boards are available, they can be utilized with this group of

children. Do not crowd the board. Keep the figures sin-g;le and clear and

lw-ge enough to accommodate the visual levels of the group.

Remember!! The teacher's understanding of how and what the children'

see helps hirn/her to help them!!

1 7 7
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Area Visual

General.Objective: To provide visual stimulation.

Task: Looking through transparent colored surface.

Materia..;: Colored clear plastic chips, colored lenses (Creative Playthings).

Procedure: 1. Face child.

2. Hold one colored chip in front of child's eyes.

3. Say, "Look at teacher. She looks red."

Rationale: Because common objects will appear to he a different color, this technique may help child attend visually.

Adaptations: Use coloreo ce pnane ::nd hold chip in front of one eye at a time; hold a different colored chip in front

of each eye: L. c;.! ir rcnt of child's eyes while he:she 0(1)i(S in mirror. Use sun glasses.
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Area Visual

General Objective: To establish eye contact.

Task: Establishing eye contact with another person.

Materials: Snap wall (Learning Products), blanket, flashlight.

Procedure: 1. Form cube with snap walls.

2. Cover cube with blanket to darken area.

3. Place child inside cube.

4. Move flashlight !"Eide cube. Shine light on implementor's face.

5. Tell child to, "Look at me."

Rationale: Light shining on impiementor's face in darkened area eliminates external visual stimuli which rAight be dis-

ry-ting to chld.

Ada^tations: Perform task in any darkened room.
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General Objectives: To visual'y fixate on an object.

Task: Maintaining visual attention.

Materials: Spinning musical top.

Area Visual

Procedure: 1. Place the musical top on table in front of the child.

2. Stand nd the child and pump the top so it spins and plays music.

3. Gently guide child to look in direction of the spinning top.
4. Gradually fade physical assistance when child fixates head and eyes in the direction of the spinning top.

Rationale: The auditory stimuli v.:II aid the child to attend to a visual stimuli.

Adaptations: Use a bell and graduaHy reduce the sound, so the child is only aware of the visual stimuli.
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Area visual

General Objective: To develop ibility to yisuaily track a moving object.

Task: Visua4 tracirdng fiiger to finger.

Materials: Child and implementor.

Procedure: 1. Sit facing the child,

2. Place mplementor's index finger firmly against the child s index finger, holding the child's finger six to ten

inches from child's eyes.

3. Move child's finger in an up and down position, fron.i side to side, in a circle, in an x.

4. Use simple, appropriate words,

Rationale: deve;ops better eye movements to visually track a moving object.

Adaptations: Follow the same instructions as in the above exercise iith a penlight or goose neck fiashlight instead of your

fingers,
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Area Visual

General Objective: To develop al.).,!it\' to visually track a moving light.

Tcis: Tracking light in an arc.

Materials: Penlight.

Procedure: 1. Sit directly in front of child.
2. Hold penlight approximately six inches in front of child.

a)
co 3. Move penlight in arc horizontally and then vertically.

Rationale: Task develops tracking ahd increases attention span.

Adaptations: 'Jse flash!kt th f..21: over light, to dim light.
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Area Visual

Gener,il Obiectn;e: To ,.;'!..11p :.J.);lity to visL;a4 track a moving light,

Task: Locking at c:rcie of and touching i. with hand.

Materials: Flasht, colored plastic cube large enough to insert flashl.ight.

Procedure: 1. Seat child on floor or chair.

2. Hold cube so child sees bottom of cube.

3. Turn out ovo.rhead light.

4. Siiine fi;,s'ili:rt into cube so that circle of light shines through bottom of cube facing cHd.

-5. Say, "Touch the light,"

6, %.oe light tc, different position.

Rationale: This ta.s. , e'ir,hand coordination,

Ad.Jptations: Redce s';e o' Ha t by using jiendig!it, have child "follow the light" by ko,p+ng hand on lignt as you move it

slowly; place old inside large plastic object, i.e. large ball with two orienings, and snine light against outside

wrface.
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Area Visual

General 013jective: To develop dbility to vLially trck a moving object.

-!ask. V.sually tracking a me,ing object.

Materials: Flashliuht, self-propelled wind-up toy.

Procedure: 1. Darken roolo.

2. Place self-propelled at a moderate pace) in front of child.

3. Shine flashlight on t-,. moving toy.

4. Ence.Jrage chid *,) catch the moving toy.

Rationale: Visually fi).atHc, nd tincking are pre-requisite skills to eye.hand cnordination.

Adaptations: Flasnlignt cn n . J r moving oni:aren; maKe a ioud sound while wy rIioui Lu liup ITUIntain

attention.
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Area Visual

Gw.le 0Hecc,,,,,>: To dc.,,,:op vls:.,2H- track a moving object.

Task : Poi ovving 3 mechanica!

',",e;Thanciai toy, 1: 7eler3b!y (D.- that :hakes a noise and moves slowly.

Procedure: 1. S. it child

_. the the ;i.si

3. L uiay iefly with toy.

4. Pi.t toy on table and release.

5. If f:ves do not follow the movement, gently guide hisTher head and say, "Look."

F.2.,:ittc..;Rip: ;0c, !II, lc 1.11,Z1,1.-11 r11-11-K, tel hPlp Him ihpr trar: ' .2 nhipct,

.:`,diptat;ons: Us.) L:11 wth pupoet: cla;ming hands, or bell.
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Area Visual

General Objective: To dt.?..elop ability to visually track a moving object.

Task: Tracking an ob;,::ct ic' slides down a slanted rope.

Materials: Ten inch ciothesiine, empty plastic bottle with handle

Procedure: I Place )pe through handle of plastic bottle.

2. Attac ends of rope near ceiling height.

3. Seat c ,ld three feet away from rope, equidistant from each end of rope.

4. GradL: lower or :. end of rope so That bottle slides down the rope, past the child.

Rationale: Child is visua'ly attracted to a moving object.

-1 t-,0K a cr-,1! HPH '(". itnrv crease dIst;ice from rope.
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Area ViSLI

;eneral Objective: To develop a iiity to visually track,

'ask: Visua locating and tracking a ball as it swings ;n different directions.

/laterials: Four inch white ball such as a whiffle ball or styrofoam ball, plastic coated wire, string pulley.

'rocedure: 1. Suspend the ball from the ceiling using a pulley to adjust height. The ball needs room to swing in a wide arc.

2. Swing the ball in an arc in front of the child. At first the child may need to move his/her head to follow

the ball, but with practice he will begin to use just his/her eyes.

3. Raise the ball above child's eye level.

4. Lower the ball to belcii,,d chilo s eye leVel.

ci:ood v:ual !7:,;ii In the pprformance of tasks involvino eve liand coordination.

Adaptations: Use his 'her hand. ti:be, or stick to bat the swinging ball,



Area visua!

General Obiective. To develop ability to aliy track a moving object.

Task: Watching ba:: roll down steps.

Materials: Large baH, steps.

Procedure: 1. Pace child at bottom of steps.

2. Implementor stands at top of steps, holding ball.

3. TeH child to look at the ball.

4. RoH b.-::Tdown steps.

Rationale: A bouncing baH is a good att«.:ntion gE.,tter ,ind thus helps the child to visually track an object.

Adaptations: Attach str:r-,r:, to -,-,!! ,nd rni! b.d! clown !;It'iing board.
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Area Visual

General Obective: To develop ability to visually track a moving object.

Task: Tracking mong shadows.

Materials: Fimstrip projector, darkened room, puppets.

Procedure: 1. SHne light on
cr) 2 ":o\,e between pmjertor ;:ind wall to create shadow on vall.

3. TE:1 child to "Look."

Rationale: Dark ncs elinunates extraneous stimuli so child can visually track moving shadow.

Adaptat;ons: .7's n' rr ".-:nd to create shr-lows.
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Area Visual

General Objective: To to visually track a moving object.

Task: Visually for.:Aing a balloon manipulated by child.

Materials: Bailoon

Procedure: 1. Ha.e the cHld hold out hands (palms up).

.1
2. Dr.c.p the ha:loon.oito child's hands.and allow it td bounce.

3. lnem,:ntor 'nods balloon and child bats it Nith hands.

4. baiiocan chi;d hits it.

Rationale: E3,2caus.-: a ba.;oon floats slowly, it is easier for the child .to track it visually.

:1;tdt;ons:

P.-J3



General Objective. To develoo abil ty to visually track a moving object.

Task: Follow;ng movement of soap bubbles.

Materials: Bottle of soap bubbles.

Procedure: 1. Face child.

2. Blow bubbles .owarri

3. Say, "Look."
4. If necessary, c;aide the child's hand to catch or burst the bubble.
c c,,courage reaching out or chasing the bubbles.

Tr',;St

Area visual

tra,...k the uncortr,!!ed mnvamont o a hubbe tri bre

f s fo..tvg baHoons. d-flat;rq balloons.
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Area Visual

General Objective: To develop color discrimination.

Task: Selecting a red crayon from a group of red and yellow crayons.

Materials: Large open box, colored crayons, clear plastic bag.

Procedure: 1. Implementor shows "red" crayon to child.

2. Implementor places led cnynn in clear plastic bag.

3. Show child,the box of a0-d crayons and ask child to f.ndtle red crayon: from those in the box and put

them in the bag.

4. Assist child if necessary.

5. Continue to work on the identification of "red" until child learns the color, then add arother color.

6, The child is required toselect the specified color from a group containing only that color and one other color

to OC c nt,;sion.

Rationale: Tlis

Adaptations: ry 5.-r; u5e craycr to draw picture after doing task.
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Area Visual

Genera! Objective: To ,7:--;'veop the ability to match and sort color.

Placing a coiored disc into a matching colored bag.

Materials: Red, blue, green and yellc.w colored discs, and matching felt bags.

Procedure: 1. Give child bag of discs of different colors,

2. Have child place a -,:pecific color disc into that color bag.

Rationale: This vill! provide for color recognition and for following simple commands.

Adaptations: Play mailman with the color discs, use numbers or students' names.
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Area Visual

ieneral Objective: To dlop abiiity to visually discrirninale.

'ask:. Matching lid to container.

diaterials: Shampoo bottle, squeeze lemon, coffee can, pearita can, dish soap bottle (note any bottle not made of glass).

Procedure: 1. Position child at table.

2. Snow child each container as implementor removes lid.

3. Place lids to one side, containers to the other.

4. Hand child a container and say, "Put the lid on.'

5. Continue with other containers.

lationate: Child must disr:riminate (),' 7- and shape.

4daptations: increase di fficr,..ty of size discrimination, have chifd remove the fids.
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Area Visual

General Objective: To discriminate sizes.

Task: Nesting Cans

Materials: Four cans of different diameters that can be nested easily, construction paper to cover outside of cans.

Procedure: 1. Seat child on floor or at table.
2. Present largest and smallest cans.

03 3. Hanu child smallest can and say, "Put it in."
4. Piace hraest can in front of child and hand him each can and say, "Put it in."

5. Let chid nest independently.

Rationale: The four c ns must be nested according to size. The task reinforces the concept of "in."

Ari:iptations: nct difficulty of size discruninJtiun,
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Area Visual

General Objective: To sort a mixed drer of silverware.

Task: Placing all sroons oh "spoon plate," forks on "fOrk plate," etc.

Materials: Knives, spoons, forks, three paper plates with one piece,of silverware on each.

Prcrcedure: 1. Show child a knife and the taped knife on paper plate.

2. Have child locate and put un plate all of the knives.

3. Continue with other uterniis.

Rationale: This task develops the ability to sort different eating utensils.

Adaptations: Use other common objects.
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A.rea Visual

General Objective: To develop the ability to sort.

Tasl.c Placing large silver paper clips into a box or baggie.

Materials: Large silver paper clips, small copper paper clips, box or baugie.

Procedure: 1. Place a box of assorted clips in ront of child.

co 2. Show the child the large silver C ps.

3. Show the child how to put the ilver clips into a box or baggie.

4. Ask child to put all large, silver clips into specific box or baggie.

Rationale: This task improves eye-hand coordination, and ability to discriminate according to size and color.

Adtat.or.s: ot.),2cts t.;:.11 LE sorted according to large and small size and involving colors.
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General Objective: To transfer all blocks from barrel to box.

Task: Transferring blocks from one container to another.

Materials: Potato Chip barrel full of blocks, shoe box.

Procedure: 1. Place a barrel of b ocks and empty shce box on flat surface.
co 2. Tell child to pick t a block.

3. Have child put blc k in empty shoe box.

4. Continue repetition until student initiates activity.

Ration)le: This task develops eye-b3nd coordination.

AdaptaziGnS:
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

General Objective: To develop eye-hand coordination using fine muscle movement.

Task: Placing a ball through a hoop.

Materials: Nerf ball attached to a dowel rod, badminton racket with strings removed.

Procedure: 1. Seat child so that implementor is sitting behind child.

2. Place rod with ball on end in child's dominant hand.
a) 3. Hold racket in front of child at eye level.

4. Tell child to "put it through."
5. Guide child's hand and rod to place the ball through the hoop.

Rzs.tionale: Child must coOrdinate eye and movements to complete the task.

Adaptations Use embruidery hoop covered with yarn, fishing net; suspend hoo;-, or racket from ceiling.
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

General Objective: To develop eye-hand coordination.

Task: Putting ring over upright dcwe sti^k.

Materials: Ring toss game including Oright dowel stick and rings.

iProcedure: 1. Place dowel stick in pright position on floor.
2. Position child in front of stIck.

co 3. Give child one ring and say, "Put it on the stick." Give assistance if necdcj.-4

Rationale: Child must hold ring in proper position to perform task and must visually attend to perform task.

Adaptations:
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

General Objective: To develop eye-hand coordination using fine muscle movement.

Task: Placing curlecs over vertical rods.

Materials: Electric curler set without cord.

Procedure: 1. Position child at table.

2. Place curler set without curlers on surface in front Of child.
co
co 3. Offer one curler to child.

4. Poini 1J on vertical rod and say, "Put it on this."

Rationale: This task di:,t ops coordinated hand movements for placing objects on a specific area.

AdAptation: Use toi!et pdper roHs on fixed vertical doweis.
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Area Visual Eye/hand

General Objective: To develop eyehand coordination.

Task: Placing clothespihs on edge of a shoe box.

Materials: Clothespins, shoe box.

Procedure: 1. Seat child at table.

2. Implementor demonstrates how to, "Put it (clothespin) .on the box."
co

3. Hand child a clothespin in correct position for placing directly on edge of box.

4. Tell child to, "Put it on" and guide if necessary.

5. Fade assistance.

:ionale: rhilrf must 'As-ally attand to mat9rials Tr% rnmplete tack.

Athaptations: Use pinch clothespins.
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

Genera! Objectwe: To develop eye hand coordination,

Task: Pushing otject with push broom.

Materials: Push broom, plastic cone:shaped object.

Produre: 1, Piace cone.shaped object on floor,

2. Show child how to push broom and say, "Push it with the broom,"

CD 3. Assist child until activity can be performed independently.

Rationale: Child must keep eyes focusci on object.being pushed.

AdiTtFtions' (15;.) ctI.r l.rii r rrfi ohiPctc' (Ice W)(5, c), plastic to desianate a dofinite path or pattern on floor child must
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General ObjectiVe: To develop eye-nand coordination.

Task: Rolling a ball down a slope into a box.

Materials: Ball, incline mat, box.

Procedure:

Area Eye/Hai-id

1. Seat. child at high end of incline mat facing low end.

2. Place box two feet from child with open end directly in front of him.

3. Hand child the bail and tell him to "Roll it in" the box.

4. Move box three feet away, gradually increase distance.

Rationale: Child must visually fixate on box to roll the ball into it.

Adai...,tions: Use smi.lier ;JO dnd cube.
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Area

General Ob)ective: To develop eye 11:,)d coordination by aiming at target.

Task: Throwing bean bags into boxes or throwing object at taraet.

Materials: Set of stacking cubes, three bean bags.

Procedure: 1. Place tire in horizontal position on floor.

co 2. Place largest box a specific distance away from tire.

3. Tell child to stet) into tire and face box.

4. Offer child bean bag.

5. Touch box and say, it into the box."

6. If ckild is successful, reHace ldrgt box smaller box.

P.K.NnHe V, hnx is maintained

Adptatiuns carcP,oard bo,

-teA of using bc,xt-s.

Visual Eye/Hand

'Is ur cloth blocks; inc,:..ise distance between tire and bo
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vith ball.

cii bovvlinq !arrje ball.

1IrP:ipt.. , ti I position short distance from

Hid.

.-! ,Vid knock doNII th9 pin.

L. to form tdsk.

,f-7 j tan,: (),-
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

General Objective: To develop eye-hand coordination.
te'

Task: Putting correct shape in box to ring bell.

Materials: Wooden shape box with two openings; circle and square, desk bell.

Procedure: 1. Put bell in center of box.

2. Gi,,e child a shape.
cs)

3. Lt chiid find the correct openi g.
4. Wnen child places the shape in the correct opening the bell will ring.

Rationale: Correct resp3nse is immediately reinforced by finging bell. This exercise develops eye-hand coordinatic
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

General Objective: To develop eye-hand coordination.

Task: Putting sir-note knob puzzles together.

Materials: Puzzle with knobs on the piece.

Procedure: 1. Place puzzle in front of child.

2. Say, "Take ()zit."
co 3. Physically ass.:,t F^,

4. Hold puzzle piece up and say, "Put in."

5. D:-.!monstrate and assist child, if necessary.

6. Gradjally fade assistance.

Rationale: Puz:es with knobs are easier to manipulate and visually focus upon than puzzies without knobs.

Adaptations: Stt with one puzzle piece and continue with more; use color names; use puzzle piece names.
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

General Objective: To develop awareness of boundaries.

Task: Coloring within defined limits while ekploring entire surface freely.

Materials: Parquetry pu?:de pieces with shape cut out of center of various f,.rms paper, cellophane tape, crayons.

Pa-ocedure: 1. Place child in front of flat surface.
co 2. Secure paper to surface in front of child with parquetry puzzle piece placed on top.
Cr)

3. Put crayon in child's hanri.

4. Direc,t child to put crayon inside outline.
5 Encourage child to move crayon over entire paper surface while form siides with crayon.

Child ic free in move c, .n with minimal limitations. but child is still aware of specific area in which

f:ra,./c)r. !s ,tY-ated.

Adaptations: Use r.),-,.7t brush, fir.ger, or sponge insLead of crayon.
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

General Objective: To scribble in a directive' manner.

Task: Using a crayon to scribble in an enclosed area marked with glue.

Materials: Paper, crayon, glue.

Procedure: 1. Area wiH be enclosed by hardened glue which child can feel.

2. Child will scribble using crayon in enclosed area.

Rationale: This task prepares the child to scribble within a line.

Adaptatigns: Use yarn, whatet'er color yarn is used, child must use that color or crayon.
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

General Objective: To develop eye-hand coordination.

Task: Directive pasting.

Materials: Paste, paper (small pieces and sheet).

Procedure: 1. Place materials in front of child..

2. Using simple language; have child do the following:

a. pick up glue,

b. put glue on small pieces of paper,

c. put down glue,

d. pick up paper and

e. r -,aper to sheet.

3. GrA....,y fade physical assistance and!or painting to materials.

Ration: Child rnu .^. place glue on paper and then place the paper on a specific area.

Ad,iptations:.Draw a tree an7 ise v.arious colored paper for leaves.
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

General Objective: To develop eye-hand coordination using fine muscle movement.

Task: Folding washcloths.

Materials: Washcloths.

Procedure: 1. Child takes '77 uasket.

2. Show child how to fold it.
3. Have child fold washcloths, assisting when necessary.

Rationale: Folqing helps the child become more independent in activities of daily living and further develops eye-h

coorainati()n.

Frdd shrts and pants.
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Area Visual Eye/Hand

General Objective: To develop eye-hand coordination, using fine muscle movement.

Task: Stringing hair curlers in same manner as stringing beads.

Materials: One package of hair curlers, teacher-made "lace".

Procedure: 1. Position child so he/she can work with hands on flat surface.

2. Place lace near child's dominant hand and one curler near other hand.

3. Say, "Pick up the string. Now pick up the bead. Put the string through the hole (Remind the chiid

look at the hole.) Assist if necessary.

4. Say, "Hold the string. Now pull the bead t nd of the string."

Rationale: Child must use same eyehand movements to perform this task that he/she will use to string beads, but tt

size of matirijs 'iosi-ecially the size of the o;iening) riiakes this task easier than stringing beads.

Adaptations: GrAually offer cJrlers with sm,Wer diame:e!:gradu.illy increase number of curlers of fered to child.

Place curlers in co7tainer, and teH child to remc.,,e them from container.
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HAI RCURLERS

TEACHER-MADE LACE
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Area

General Objective: To stuff envelopes.

Task: Picking one IBM card out of box and placing it in an envelope.

Materials: IBM cards, business size envelopes.

Procedure: 1. Place IBM cards directly in front of child.

2. Place stack of envelopes to 'left of child.r.)

r.) 3. Have child pick up a card and.put it into an envelope.

4. Have child place it to right of box.

Visual , Eye/Hand

Rationale: This exercise helps the child develop finger dexterity and further improve his eye-hand coordination.

Adaptations: Ask for tvvo cards in each envelope.
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AUDITORY TRAINING

Definition refers to the adequate and efficient use of the auditory mode

to show awareness of sounds, to attend to and discriminate

sounds, andrto make meaningful word associations.

tntroduction

Like the visual, the extent of the auditory abilities and limitations of a

severely/profoundly retarded child is difficult to diagnose through regular

auditory examinations. Likewise, it is difficult for a teacher of the severely/

profoundly retarded to determine exactly how much or W.Idt d child per

ceives auditorily. Once again it is necessary for the teacher to he extriAnely,

observant of any and all behaviors that the child eliciu; which may give some

indication of his auditory abilities and/or limitations.

Auditory stimulation is ongoing all throughout the school day. Whether or

not the teacher is speaking to a particular child or to a group, all of the chil-

dren are at least exposed to the auditory stimulation fr.e. Simple commands

are given to various children all day long). Some difficulty may arise renaid

ing this constant stimulation. One class may be made up of both types of ehil-

dren: 1)Those who over respond to auditory stimulation, 21Those who under

respond to auditory stimuli. The children who are overly-responsive to

auditory stimulation are disturbed by too much noise and it impedes the

learning process. For these children, the amount of auditory aimulation and/

or auditory cues must be limited or controlled. For the children who under-

respond tO auditory stimuli, the teacher may have to 'bombard' the child

with auditory stimulation. This combination of children in this respect be-

comes a managment concern for the teacher. He/she must organize his class-

room and/or schedule accordingly to accommodate both types of children.

Truly a feat!

Considerations

1 Watch closely for any response, motoric, gestural ot verbal, that indicates

that a child is auditorily attending. Sometimes a mere quick blink of the

eyes is indicative of auditory attention. 9 2 1
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Considerations!---Auditory Training
Page Two

2. For a chilt who is auditorily distractable, or who over-responds to
auditory s,Imuli, limit the number, intensity and/or frequency of
auditory c.!es.

3. Often a child who, upon initial entrance to the program, is high'
over-responsive to auditory stimu,ii, will gradually learn to tolerate
a higher noise level. Encourage this to some degree. It is, a f tt all, not
a verY quiet world I

4. Many of these children have difficulty separating the meaningful audi-
tory stimuli (i.e. teacher giving a command). from the concurrent mc-71p-
ingless noises (peer laughing in background). Time must be spent and

consideration given to the children who have this type of auditory dis-
crimination proJalem.

Remember!! The teacher's understanding of how and what the children hear
helps him/her to help them!
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cJ

4. Increase distance child is required to raise head to find the bell.

Area

Genera; Ob ective: To develop awareness of sounds.

Task: Raising head in direction of sound.

Materials: Wedge Pillow, Bell

Auditory

Procedure: 1. Place child in prone position over a wedge pillow so that head extends beyond high end of pillow.

2. Ring bell directly in front of child, slightly above histher head.

3. Encourage child to raise head in direction of ringing bell.

Rationale: This task develops ability to attend to auditory stimuli while strengthening head control.

Adaptation: Use musical toys, radio.
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Area Auditory

General Objective: To locate sou-ces of sound.

Task: Locating the source of a ringing bell.

Materials: Bell

Procedure: 1. Sit in front of child
2. Ri g bell on the right side of the child's hear%

3. If hild does not look, gently move his/her head.

4. Pr 'se, "Good, you found the sound."
5. Continue process on left side of his/her head, below eye-level and above eye-level.

Rationale: Through physical movement of child's head, child learns to turn toe. )rd location of sound.

Adaptations: Ciap sticks, turn on radio, ciap hands, use can with bli :ks ill it, puncture inflated balloon.
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Area Auditory

General Objective: To overcome a hyperactive startle.

Technique: Exposing the child to loud noises.

Materials: Loud clapping hands, bells that ring loudly, such as cow bell, cymbals, paper bags filled with air to por

slamming door, pots and pans to bang.

Procedure: 1. Allow child to make loud no.ses with he materials. Give assistance if necessary.

2. Allow other children to make loud nc ses near the child with hyperactive startle.

3. Make sudden loud noises in a quiet rc)m.

Rationale: Frequent exposure will accustom the child to the loud noises ard diminish his/her startle reflex.

A,.laptation:
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Area Auditory

General Objective: To produce sound.

Task: Producing sound with rhythm instrument.

Materials: Two sets of wrist bells.

Procedure: 1. Sit facing child.

2. Hold one set of bells and give one set to child.
co 3. Shake bells and tell child to shake his/her bells.

Rationale: Through imitation child learns to produce a sound.

Adaptations: Use rattles. drum with two drum sticks; produce sound (shake bells) and then tell child to produce

?shako bells).
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Area Auditory

General Objective: To locate source of sound.

Task: Moving self to locate ringing bell.

Material: Bell.

Procedure: 1. Ring bell three feet from child and ask him/her to "Come get the bell."

2. W`len he/she reaches the implementor let him/her hold the bell and ring it.

3. Mo\,e six feet away and repeat.

Rati( ie: Child te3rns to seek stimulating sounds.

Ada: tions: Use v os sounds, i.e. whistle, buzzer, transistor radio.
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Area Auditory

General Objective: To locate source of sound.

Task: Finding a ringing bell.

Materials: Two paper bags, one wrist bell.

Procedure: 1. Sit facing child.
2. Hold up 1.-Vrit bell for child to see and ring it loudly.

3. Place bell in bag out of child's sight.

4. Hold up both bags in front of child and shake,bags so that bell rings.

5. Let child find bag with bell.

6. Let child play with bell when he/she finds it.

Rationale: Child is usino only auditory cue to find source ot,suund.

Adoptations: Use transitor radio in a box, rattle that makes noise, windup music box.
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Area

'General Objecvtive: To locate source of sound.

Task: Finding hidden sounds.

Materials: Towels.

Auditory

Procedure: 1. Group children in a semi-circle.

Z Put towels over children's heads so they cannot see implementor hide in room.

3. When first implementor hides, other implementor will direct children to take towels.off their heads.
(Implementor vvill help those children who cannot take towel off head independently.)

4. Implementor wiil make sounds from hiding place such as calling children's names, knocking, pounding,

etc.

5. Children should look in c ection of sounds being made by hidden implernentor who will then come frol
hidden pwrition.

:1 children art :hbwittorY they can seek out hidden impiementor.

Rationale: - This exercise ru, Ides for a social interaction and strengthens auditory awareness. (Sirniliar lo hide and seel

Adaptation: Have other children hide and mak? )unds.
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Area Auditory

General Objective: To au,ustom chi d to wearing earphones,

Technique: Listening to music thrugh earphones.

Materials: Record, record player, jack, earphone set.

Procedure: 1. Set up record player and earphone set and put on a record,

2. Child sits or is positioned beside record player.

3. Turn record player on its loudest volume so child can hear music coming through earphones without

wearing them,

4. Hold one earphone next to child's ear. Do not put on hislier head,

5, Child may turn head toward the earphone. (music) or child's eyes may look in the direction of the earphone

irnthc). These actions are indications that the child's attention is attracted,

6. S;:reo,d e.,..ohone set and hold over child'S head so music can' be heard by both ears. Do not put on child's head.

7. Chi d ma, bend heJd toward one side Or look in one,direction; if so, hold that earphone closer to child's ear.

8. Gradualk decrease the.dstance from child's ear and one,earphone,

9. Gradually decrease the distance from child's ear and earphone set,

!a PI,.t th2 r..et on child's ears. Watch child's re.Ftion,

11 U ch'd urphones on his,.lier head, 'remove and resume holding earphone by ear.

cHdo eae e;,rpiione set on e,'Irs tor bnei ;)eflud of lime,

13. Grda lt-.r.gth of time the child i,vars ,,;:rphones.

.Rot:ilnale: The earphoni..; en3ble child to listen to music without disturbing others,

\d,i:Jtations:
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Area,. Auditory

General Objective: To roilo erlydi directions.

Task: d,rectiA 4hde listening through headphones.

Materials: Tape player, jack plug, two pairs of headphones, recording of appropriate verbal directions taped specifically

for child.

Procedure: 1. Prepare tape player to play taped recording through 'lack plug and two headphones.

rk)
2. Sit facing child,

(,)

3. Put a set of head;Thones on the child and a set on the implementor.

4. Play taped recording.

5, Tell child to imitate same movements as the implementor while playing tape,

6. After followirig the above directions several times, encourage child to follow verbal directions independently.

Rationale: Vdearing headphones focuses the child's attention on the sounds and eliminates auditory distractions.
A

gltations: Use commercial tet.ordec ;cngs; use longuage mister and soecifically prepared cards,
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Area Auditory

General Objective: To develop auditory memory.

Task: Imitating sound patterns on drum.

Materials: Drum, two mallets

Procedures: 1. Place child with flat surface between you and the child.

2. Place drum on flat surface.
r.) 3. Give ch.ild one mallet.

4. Use otner mallet to b:.,at drum three tmes saying, "I love you" as the in.,)lernentor beats the drum.

5. Sa%., "Beat the drum."

6. EncOJraae child to bc:at the drum as implementor beats the drum and say, "I love you."

7. Tell ch:'d to listen'. then 1.61 child to "Beat the drum."

Rationale: Irr.it..it a learning.

Ad.-Totions: Use 0- Ine ci-Hirri name.
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Area

Generdl Cl);...-ctive: To deve..li :;ound discrimination.

Task: f':Thtoning rhythm instrument to sound of rhythm instrument.

Auditory

Materials: Two tambourines, tv.o sets of wrist bells, cardboard box witttone open side, song, "Listen, Listen," Music

Activities for Retarded Children, Ging lend and Stiles, page 47.

Procedure: 1. Place box between implementor and child with open side toward implementor.

2. Position child on closed side of cardboard box.

3. Place one tainbourine and one set of wrist bells on top of box.

4. visible tambourine and say, "Listen." Play bells ancfsay, "Listen."

5. Sing song and way hidden bens at appropriate time.

tr-r: Ont' that-s-bundf. tne same."

thzat is Th.:, arlrl s:,y, "This is th= sam.."

8. P!ay encourz,go c.hild to play instrument at the scrne time.

Chl!d mLiuse auditAry cue to chocce the rnrrect instrumPnt.
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ACTIVITIES Of DAILY LIVING

1. Feeding \and Drinking

2. Thileting

3. Oressing arid Undressing

4. WE,shing and Grooming

Introduction

Activities of daily living (i.e. feeding and drinking skills, toileting skills,

dressing skills, washing, bathing and grooming skills) constitute a significant

part of the educational program designed for the severely/profoundly ret; -ded

child. The more independent a child can become in performing th(-,! every-day

living skills, the more independent he/she can become Lti ii rdvduiI func-
tioning in the home or the institution.

Scheduling the activities of daily living into the sr:11(AI! day can be dorw in

various ways. Throughout each day, the activities are oliguing: i.e. Toilet ing

occiii,111 day at which time toileting skills, undrunsing, dressing skills. And

hap': shiny skills can all be emphasized. When each child arrives at Schou!,

-; rloot, or has occasion to have to put on a coat or a sweater, dre!ising

' (unzipping, zipping, removing coat etc.) can be emphasized. Although

-c skills are ongoing, and can be worked on whenever die occasion arises,

as indicated above, the teache may find it necessxy to schedule specif

times for dctivitius-of -daily living instruction. Chow, rin toiletinq time to teach

Pdt to unzip his pants may be an unwise choice if P,:t rf.II hds Lu ilo L. the

bathroom! Or, scheduling instruction of activities ol living in

going manner may not allow t!n_o_ug_h time to be spent on those unport.int

skills. A special individualized instruction time, to ftach iictivities of (lolly

can he feasibly scheduled in any of the various types of schedulieg

procedures described in Chapter Two.

1. Feeding and Drinking

Introduction

Incippendent feeding and drinking skills muy or moy not be a p01,..i goal

for a particular severely/profoundly retarded child 4, mentioncd several

tin.es, the range of abilities in this group is wide., , childo!ri can and will
216
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Feeding and Drinkinglntrodwffon
Page Two

become independent feethirs. For many others, this couid never be a realistic

goal.

Prior to beginning a self -feetrng program, the child must already hdve, in

he, repel toire, certain . :le/she niu-it hi ,rhle to 1 hull -/f
maintain the head erect and controlled, 21guide his hand to his mouth, 3)re-

move the food from the spoon, 4)chew and swi.::iew thr food.

There are several skills which make-up the final complex behavior of

feeding. A detailed task analysis of the feeding skiJ !;holild be perfoirned for

an individual child. Each sub-task must be considered, 1.ossibly further analyzi

and developed if the goal is for the child to eventually hecome an indoftmder

feeder.

NOTE: Teaching a child to finger-feed should precede teaching him/her to

eat with a spoon.

For Many severely/profoundly retarded children, teo.:Iiirvi toPehnq dol.;

not hilin with finger feeding or spoon feeding, but w.rf, hmq the Id

to toterate liquid or solid food in the mouth, or to or tu ro;

in every regard, the abilities and limitations of the ind!vdtLil r:1111d

what feeding arid/or drinking goal is appropriate and r.

Considerations

Notes on Normal Eating and Drinking8

A. Eating
1. Child is in an upright relaxed position with adequate head control.

2. When utensil is in sight, mouth opens approtiriately for acceptaoce

of that portion of food.
3. As food is placed on the tongue, the lips clrx.e.

4. The food is shifted by the tongue to one side of the mouth, norinal-

ly to the molars.
b. The .Hhewirig process consists of rotary jaw tit 11101 resultiret ill hurl-

r,oit 1 itid ver heal jaw motion.

6. Donor] Lhewing, the front of the tongut: rti.irlip.rIatiy, the It ud vihrle

tho lips remain closed. 2 3
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ConsiderationsFeeding and Drinking

Page Two

7. Deliberate swallowing occurs with the backward motion of the

tongue with the back part of the tongue moving toward the palee.

As the food shifts back, the tongue comes forward.
8. Automatic swallowing takes over as the food rtu,s to the back of the

throat.

B. Drinking
1. When drinking with a cup, the lips close around the top of the cup.

2. The front of the tongue is down in the mouth with the middle of

the tongue humped and waved toward the back of tH mourh. This

is followed by automatic swallowing.

3 Straw drinking requires the mouth closing ov-r the ',1r.i*v while The

tongue grooves around it.

4. The child then sucks to draw the liquid to the bock of the mouth

wht.re swallowing begins.

2. Toileting

introduction

Toilet training a child is usually considered an important goal by both

the parents and the teacher. A toilet trained child, who is independent ,n

his/her toileting skills, who can care for himself/herself in this respect, h.

orw whO is much less demanding of the teacher's and the parent's lane

Todet troming of ten becomes a rather emotional subject, especially with

many of Mc parents. It is usuaHy one of the first gedls that the pan,nt wIl
vurbalizr, when asked what he/sure hopes the child accomplish throthlh

education and training. However, this subject shooki remain as unemotional

J.1!; ;s for the child, the parent, and the teacher Thu teacher iind

par ent must he careful not to make bathroom tcrn i rieqz:tive tune.

No ,otempt should be made to toilet train a child bo.fine thc chIld is

hiJuie he/she has reachNi a curtain level of drvil(q)wiJit..11 maturity.

It 110'; horn retommended that a parent or a tuathe; tr,j;sq

mg Limit the child is able to remain dry for two hour.per toff., of te lie
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Toileting Introduction
Page Two

dry period should be about two hours long: he/she will then have !tie n cbling

of a full bladder and will know the sensation of relio' when heThe empties

I ,is/I ier bladder.9"

Keeping a record of the child's voids will give the leacher and parent

idea of the times that the child usually eliminates. Thes i,.! charts can be kept

both at school and at home during the early attempts it note a child's toilet-

ing patterns. Sdrnple Chart:

a.m.

6:30

7:00

8:00,

8:30

9:00

p.m.

3:30

4:00

4:3(

5:0

5:3

Jill

M T W Th. F S Sun. M T W Th.

9:00**
'End of School Day

239
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ToiletingIntroduction
Page Three

The illustrated chart utilizes the following codes:

W for Wet (wet pants or diaper)

BM for bowel movement in pants or diaper
D for Dry

*uses toilet to void

*BM uses toilet to defecate

(Example D* would indicate that the child was dry when put on the toilet
and urinated while on.)

After approximately five days of keeping this chart, dt home and schcol, a

pattern should begin to appear if the child is ready to If toilet trained.

Considerations

1. When a child is sitting on a potty chair or toilet, his/h,?r feet should be com-
fortably resting on the floor, preferably, or on sonie othcr flat surfact. (i.e.
a boA, or a stool placed just in front of toilet on which the child can rest
his/her feet). This gives the child a feeling of safety arid si..t unity.

2. The potty chair containers should be deep enough that the child cannrit
remove the fecal matter.

3. Positive reinforcement and reward assume an important role in early toilet
training. Evr.gy effort should be made to be positive when the child-has
responded appropriately, and NOT to be negative or aversive wheit
dent occurs.

4. I t s hest to stay with the cniiu vvoco oeishe is on the toilet so that the
positive reward can be awarded immediately following :he

5. If potty chairs d re utilized, they should be locrited ii t-ii thithrooin ir i.
Toe child must realize that only the bathroom is the ahpropnate pldce tor
going to the bathroom.

6. When toilet training has begun, training pants should replace diate:rs ard
rutdm pants.
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ToitetingConsiderations

Page Two

7. When initial attempts are eing made to r.t a pattern on a child's toilet-

log behaviors, it is not the time to practice dres'iing skills. In this Com!,

priority must be placed on the teacher's becoming Jware of the child's

elimination pattern.

REMEMBER!! BE POSITIVE AND CALM!

241
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3. Dressing

Introduction

N.
As with many tasks, several of the dressing/undressirg skills are mado op

of a series of chained, small steps. A technique often utilized in teaching

dressing skills is referred to as backward chaining.

In hackwar chaining, the teacher begins instructing the child at the hnal

step of the task first. By utilizing this procedure, e&:h and every time the

child responds (performs), he is, in fact, completing the task. (Refer to page

no, 263.The card is a technique card describing a backward chaining procedur

for the skill of removal of a sock.) i.e. In refereAce I o tle skill of removing a

sock, by utilizing the backward chaining technique, eadi time the child rer-

forms, he is removing the sock. This procedure malc,,s it very cledr to th. chilc

exactly what the fmal behavior is, and what i expet tud of him.

Considerations

1. When working with a child on these skills, the teacher should work f,om
behind the child. (This may be frcm a sitting, standing or kneeling posi-

tion), As the teacher puts the child through various movements from this

position, the child feels the movements in the same fashion as he/shc woul

feel them if he/she were performing the task himself/herself. Also, the

nearness of the implementor to the child may be reassuring for, and 'Jive

a sf:ilse of security to, the child.

2. Thu tedclwr should put the child through all of tile steps of tt, . sequence

prior to one that he/she is to accompla indo By doing so, the

child (leo.; the fueling of the movements involvec!" in the entire task; the

movements which will eyentuaHy be learnud. Alst), f y putting the child

through all of Me movements, a learning pattern Gin he ustalilisheet.

3. "redOung tinliwstong skills should precede the te,.,,( I i ig of e,essing

'tin' doing precedus doing i.e. taking off a soLk l,Hore put tII); 011,1 ..ock,

iinzipping before zip)ing.
4. A f.mor Out must be kept in mind when teachir g a child undre!.sin,,1

Jr. ir,i tik IS thdt of appropriate place imd/or e During the n. whin!

()I 111..y.. skills, the teacher should emphasize the api opr nines divl

plou!s to remove particular pieces of cfothing,
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4. Washing, Bathing, Grcorning

Introduction

Very much like the dressing skills, many of the washing, bJthing and

grooming skills are made up of a series of chained skills or tasks. Therefore,

the backward chaining technique described earlier is also appropriate when

tedching a child these washing/bathing/grooming skills. For example, the skill

of hdndwdshing is rnade up of a series of sequential, small soh all of

which must be performed sequentially if the task is to he completed,

1. Child locates and walks toward sink

2. Child stands in front of and facing sink

3. Child turns on water
4. Child grasps and picks up soap

5. Child rubs soap between hands

6. Child puts soap doviin on sink

7. Child rubs hands again

8. Child rinses hands, front and back, under water

9. Child turns off water
10. Mid locates hand towel
11 Child uses towel to dry hands

12. Clii d re;,Idces towel appropriately

The child must be able to lierform each of the separate skills that make ur

the task. In addition to the ability to perform each wpdrate skill, the child

must be ahle to ind.2pendently initiate movement to the next skill In the

segtmric,:: to carry it through to its completion. The inmleinPntor, ,n Must

c('rii:fintrdte on two things when workirm with Ow child 1)the child's Fel-

e individo.il skill, 2)tlw chdd's ind,!per.1-,0 initidtiiin of rim'

nient to the next skill in the seriourice. As edch in,e,/ oreli1al1,

j,1111. .11.1pod mul/or hrornpted prior to tlit dithr. comple

non if i u might the initidtion of movement from tosk to thii

next.
Utilizing the backward chaining procedure alre,idy cescribed, thP fir;t

!mist perform in regards Pi this hand.:hinq exdruple, would

ihe 1.1.;1. of the sequenr:e: replacing towel
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Considerations

1. The sub-tasks thartake up the more complex skill (i.e. the sub tasks that

inake up the handw hing sk.lh may be written as behoporal objectives

with a criterion of acc ptable performance estahlkhed.

2. This sample breakdown the hand-washing skill /nay have to be brri!-.un

down into more mintite Steps for a particular chi!d. The increment of step_

size between the sub-tasks must be determined by the abilities of the indi-

vidual child.

3. The teacher and/or implementor can construct a chart which 1 )1ists the

steps of the sequence and 21has two columns beside the steps, one in whict

to record independent performance of the sub-task and one in which to re-

cord independent initiation of the sub-task:

4. Tho,;e considerations dicuy (working from behind the child,

and putting the child through the movement) also apply in regards to thest

washing, bathing and grooming skills. The teachei and/or implementor

would, from a position behind the child, move the Clild through. the se

quential steps which precede his/her independent pe, be

244
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Area Activi iics of Daily Living Fee

GenerA Objective: To de\ elop inck;,endence in feeding.

Technique: Directing spoon held by implementor toward and away from mouth.

Materials: Spoon, favorite food in bowl, table or desk.

Procedi re: 1. Sit facing chiid with flat surface between you and child.

2. Place bowl containing food on table.

3. Scoop food and hold spoon in front of child's face.
4. Direct child 1,3w to grasp iinplementor's wrist.

5. Show r±ild how tc.) pufi implenlentor's wrist toward mouth so chiid can receive food from spoon.

6. After ch hi tak,s food from spoon, show child how to push implementor's wrist away, in the direction
of the bowl.

Rat!unale. ThIs rrocedure est sl- re,ution:Tl ne...,,en directing the spoon and receiving the food.

AdaLt:itions:
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Area Activities of Daily Living Feedi

Gener:,I Obective: To stimulatethe oral area.

Technique: St rot.::ry ;:.;,,v movement.

Materials: Dried fruit, piece of solid food.

Procedure: 1. Hold a piece of dried fruit between child's molars on one side of mouth.

2. Vinen chi'd begi''s chewing on the dried fruit, insert a cube of solid food between molars on the opposite

side of mouth.

Ri.:tionMe: By usiri3 dned f7-uit c,n one side of mouth and a cube of food on the cher, the ch ld is guided to use both

sirs of rr.-(7.-.ith for cLewing.

d Idiul,. tt -r cor ice sticks.
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Area Activities of Daily Living Feed

General Objective: To make the chiA's oral region more receptive for feeding.

Technique: Stirru:iting an inactive upper lip to aid in closure and mobility.

Materials: Paint brush, tongue depressor, latex-covered spoon.

Procedure: 1. Vibrate the child's ch-2ek by placing implementor's index finger in child's mouth and implementor's
m,ddlo finger cn the utside of child's mouth.

2. Move fingers back an forth across all reachable areas of the child's mouth.
3. Tap the child's iip ar . tn a tongue depres!-.or or paint brush.
4. Tok.ch the child's up: with a spoon that has thick food on it.

Rationale: Tki.:2L.g these exercises, the child will be able to move upper lip so that he/she can oh the food from the
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Area Activities of Daily LiyingFeedit

General Objective: To f-rther develop s.,:ccessful feeding habits.

Technique: The use of three-finger jaw control.

Matetials: Implementor, child.

-

Procedure: 1. Place the middle finger under the child's chin, all the way across to apply pressure to the w for closure

and reduce tongue thrust.

2. Place the thumb on the froht of the chin beneath the lower lip to aid in lip closure.

co 3. Index firmer .7)es along the side o` the cheek to stabilize implementor's hand and control the head from

dropPina side..

Rationale: Jaw cnntrol pro,,:des more control of the child during feeding.

Adaptation:
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THREE-FINGER JAW CONTROL

249
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AreaA,ti..'ities of Daily Livin_gFei

G-ne1,11 0!;ctive: To i.)t .'r-no.,e food from spoon.

THThnique: Tc SuCC food from the spoon.

bovi, pref rred food.

Procedure: 1. Place food n r the side of the chilo's muth encouraging child to open his/her mouth.
2. PI:3ce food in the middle of the tongue.n.)

3. To avoid tonuue thrusts, give pressure on middle of tongue with bowl of spoon.
4 V;ait for s to cicse around bowl of spoon.
5. Withdn.,; spoon from mouth.

R;itionale: Proper fee;.- q s. :Hs inc de hp closure .Jound spoon.
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AreaActi.,Hties of L iving--Fef

Generdl devi.lo;

Task Licking a lollipop.

.Materials: Lollipop.

Procedure: 1. Sit in front of child.

2. Stick out tongue and dr.. -1.*.entio,-) to implementor's t ingue.

%1ovt2. ton,:ue un ')oth sides.

4. Piit icHIon c-.! necessary, pop it into c 'id's mouth so child can taste it.

,th gradually. When child sticks out tongue, touch lollipop to tongue.%' Uhpop
6. lc llipon cos..n ;v-,d to both sides on child r, tongue.

7. Hold ii)liipop stJ: r, fn.)^t of child's mouth and encourage child to move tongue to lick it.

T: - , tor feed,i ,:7 drinking.

Ad,iptations: PLa! e., sid,!s, top and bottom cf. lips. Have child lick honey or peanut butter frc
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Genera! Objective: To further deve'op sucLess.iul feeding habits.

,':::nnique: To develop proper swallowing

Material: Child, implementor.

Procedure: 1. Place finger on neck at top of throat.

2. Press gently u[. yard.

3. Stroke downw rd with side of finger.

4. Use a quick sh rt stroke.

5. Reedt press and stroke sequence.

Rzitiondle: S:iqht pressure on throat cues to swallow.

)t,it.ons:

2 5 2
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Area Activitius of Daly LivingFeedincj

General 6..tactive: To stabihze a dish '14 bile feeding.

Technique: PLIC,-G ;-iegs around perimeter of dish.

Materials: Rubber peg board, plastic pegs, bowl or dish.

Procedure: '1. Place child at desk or table.

2. Place d,sh on rubber pegboard on table in front of child.

3. P.ace plastic pegs around perimeter to hold dish in place,

4. Have child spoon feed.

Rationale: StJtiLzing the dish increases feedini:: independence. The materials used are washable and unbreakable, and the

oe:ts can he arranged to fit any size dish.

Adaptations:
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Area Activitit,E of Daily Livin.1Feeding

ener..! Ohjecti 'e

echnique: 6

j- SHLL.):, tC) MuL:tit wit!.

:),ge 235).

laterials: S o.. n AJrc;:nate size for child), popsicle stics, masking tape.

rocedure: 1. F'ace one p,_.psicle stici, on nact; side of spoon. (See illustration).

2. Po:'is;t,le stick should extend tv.a nc.:,?s beyond the end of spoon handc

3. Tap, sticks 'n
4 C uses 'o hold spoon.
5. A s cr,iJ f(.0.,1 On spoon.

6. H lift, to mi:,uth, guide spoon rom the tin of the sticks, rather than by hcirding child's

band dnd

ationale. Ustn s nor cun assiy, J.Jiding tr..,1,:ng contact wT.

iH uhk s;s. A, ti. or as much pri:sure

as is necessary.

2 .)tations: 2 55



BU I LT-UP SPOON
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AfP of Da4 LivHa-- Feeding

Objective: To inJeaso ;.,n'c-)1 of the spoon.

TechHque: rt3,,i4_-,] up spodil handle,

Materials: Cardboard c4iindricd: roll, masking tape, spoon.

Procedure. 1, Shde cyhrdrical roll over handle of spoon,

2. T.!:e roll in place on handle.

N.)

3, As;,! child in using the palmer grasp to hold spoon correctly.

4, Fdt::. sstnce us cHld improves in control of the cpoon.

Rationale: Thls
piovides a 1,Jrger object to grusp than a thin spoon h Te, For d child vvho has an unsophisti .

hut who is develomentu4 ready to b!igin uHi a sooll, this technique prov!Oes a means

hp; r.,; h.ds,

s:
s 1.0
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Area Actl.,itHs of Daily LivingFeeding

GerieraI Objective: T, iurther develop suuKful fee lng habits,

Technique: Inhibiting the bild's biting reflex through exposure to tongue pressure,

Materials: Tongue depressor

Procedure: 1. Have child open hiher mouth or open the child's mouth for him/kr, or premt fond tn rn'a r7hing,

N.) 2. Slcmly move tongue blade into mouth until closure begins.

3, Tell the child to open hisiner mouth, continuously.

4. Cont,nue presenting blade. Make'it a game by tickling the child's cheek, lips, teeth, gums, and tongue.

Rationale: This exercise help inhibit the child's biting refle,x,

i)ntions:
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AreaActivit es of Daily LivingFeedi

Ge!ier Ohlectiye. To stimulate the orai r.,gion making it more rece t ve for feeding.

Technique: Counteracting a hycractive gag reflex.

Materials: Washcloth.

Procedure: 1. Take child's fingers.and rub around his/her mouth,

2. V.rar your fingers terry cloth washdotl Ind begin to rub with a firm pressure on his/her outer

co ond guMs.

3 A he acc,2ots this, gradually work to th inside of the teeth and gums.

R,.iticnale: This tas;- tr,.. child :,cci-Jpt being touched and handled about the mouth.

Ad .;.7.." r.s. 7H,;', a oarl*, brush to tickle tne mouth;
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General Ob)ecrive T0 a. tnt (..loking through forcina ,.?xhalanon of air.

Technique: : nc f,reicrl matter from throat.

Materials: Implementor, student.

Procedure: 1. Call nurse at first sign of chokinci.

.2. stand behind child.

3. Place arms around child directly under the rib cage.

4. G+,..2 the child one sharp, fast squeeze to^:ard implementor.

5, If this does not work, try again.

6. Nb-se may have tu use other measures.

Ti. is LI (1000 ety procedura t, be a.vare of.

Ar.! .ations:

262
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Area Activities of Daily LivingFeed

1DhjectIve: (.:,t,,,-Icned jaw.

Hue: Un'ocking jaw.

Materials: (Mild, ;F-r.)iementor.

Procedure 1. If child has anything in rnoi;th :teacher's finger, object, etc.) grasp lower jaw.

2. !.",)\,e. 1;,.v to or left to release object.
o

Rationale releJses object or finger.

Ad,-,ptations:
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General Ohjective: fo dev;Aro i0 1;14: I!0111 CUD.

Technique: Cnting out rim 01 c;I:) op tsite drinking side.

P EJC or hem paper cup.

ku Activities of Daily LivingDrinking

Procedure: 1, Cut out a portion of one side of the cup's rim.

2. As the caj drAs from the unaltered rim opposte the cut,(ui side, the impleme tor can see and cvicct

N.) the ;)pition of tf',e child's lips Lis lie, she drinkr,.

Piecillise of tlie cL.t.out rim he cup can be ped n drinl,Hng 011h(7) ch d's nose.

Rdtiondle: Tl tec

4r111,1tion$:

the child in drinkiny and the i!iplcr;mter in teaching the skill,



Area Activities of Daily Living Drinking

&herd! Objective: To ty to drink from a cup.

Tet.hnique: C r tumbler.

Materials: Dychern, plastic tumii,ir, masking tape,

Procedure: 1. Cut Dychen to fit around sides of cup,

2. Tane Dychen to tumber,

3. Hay(' child 1 tumbler \i%iith both hands and drink from it.

Rationale: 11,'Cklus('
hjs a nonisii;ii cutifar. Mat .Jid(,.; the chill n hisiiher gripping and handling of the cup,

Adaptati

2 6

;1 br2i:Js and i*ares, or toys imm



Area Activltis of Daly Livincr-Drinking

Gener,il To (:Voi.) kihty to sak throu:i a straw,

Techmque: li:',1 in straw by pacing index finvr over end of straw,

Materials: Ciass of lic;uid, plastic straw.

Procedure: 1, Di;) straw into glass of liquid and pAce index finger over end o straw to retain liquid.

2, F -ace straw in child's mouth,

3, Enuourai..t, ho ciosurii around straw b ft,chiniit Lpper and lower lip with straw,

far a sucking ii.otion then reii:dse t gi Imin end of straw and wait for child to sv,i low liquid,

Rationale: s erhiLr to suck kuid fr n strdw who this techini.:ue is used than to suck from a straw in a glass. Use

tr, suck liquid tnrourTh a 4, rum aass.

;;LitiOns:
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n

05,..i.clwei To C. tC, suck t'rough a straw.

Area Activities of Daily LivingDrinking

Technioe: ;r, nipple after child has aocepted strung9r flow of fluid, iSee illustration page 236).

Midterds: Baby bottle, plastic straw.

Procedure: 1. if chi'i can rruck on a npje. use this suckHg ability to teach the use of a straw,

2. rcre. the flow of Ikluid from the mple until child can handle the ,..nbiunt

fir, .,v,h a strait,

iitrorLe the straw b.. insert, it throngh the nippie allowing it to protrude from top

stfaw pftitrudi,s hher lips touch only the straw when sucking,

5. p'Redure, ran y Ci'L.'ease the ahri'e of the inchne of thy bottle as the size of

ic wiHout the straw insert, Vt(hen the child is able to suck through the

ar.;le (111.;,,; her attainC,d,

Rationale: T.

nnt.

I , I

,..

(),1

Drill '1



PLASTiC STRAW THROUGH NIPPLE
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I ny,

L.4) Hing it with water.

Mater y.ls; PI 6tic. 4, sink, water.

Procedurc b, flL, Vr : L',1H-!'s reach,

dJr,, ,;:t, day, 3sk, thud, "Are r !.hirsty?"

rzic ) cup

Turn on Via,/,121

W1n

water

ace cup

p.,ich step.

AreaAc.ivitieii of DH L Drinking
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A Daily LivingTclietingfrirea tivities

Generiil Ob)ective; Tu tHiii!f train child.

Technique: Givir.; t c i ero qL;d to Fi:e5 s.ta..,o,iing more often,

Materials: Traininl !,:;ants, acceptable liquid for cnild, timer, reinforcers fprefernd food, etc.,) potty, equipment to dean

up accidents, plastic bag.

Procedure: 1. Put traHin.g pants un cqd.

2, .,Hrty minutes rilve the child all the lic;,.rid child will drink in one sltting,

3. Usi'; Ine tHer 10 ccc. t è cu d's pants every five minutes,

N.)
4, ine cLid is dry, rpid f!rei ft dry ft!nts. Praiso and reward,

5, if ci.d iS vv,?1, chi'd c inc t uts Express dkpleasure. Place child on potty,

6. F a on potty'it fifteen rmni,;:e int.n.als. If the child vuids, hug or rvard with food, If child

vod wituin fftri 11,inutt: from potty.

7, th C!'L tmseJiherself with as litcer hc!p as Possible.

8. hu chlid viet i-.)ants ',ind put on dry pants, /..ssist chl J help is needed.

,!' rn

i')ons:



A!..;ivItios of Da -Tullating

Generol Ohr-;tive: To beckAm; rhore aoiJre of self as the toileling task is performed.

Technique: Si tz,ig fiotty chair in front of mirror.

Materials: V.!ior, potty chair.

Procedure: 1. Seat hild on potty facing mirror during toileting.

2. Say, See Pat sitting on the potty."
a:,

Rationale: '.'irrff ./es to relax the chd and child hecomes av.are of own position in space during performance of

toili sing task,

Adaptations:



Area Activits

fur boys.

TechPiue: cHd's lerjs to apply deflector.

Vaterials: Pptty cnair, deflector,

Procekiure: 1, P'ace ind on potty chair.

2. Gras;) chHd's !er.s under knees and rase. in an pward motion so penis will drop between legs.

otbector,

Ratiode: ;i!lec iip;JIluation of dcflector without to;:ching child's penis.

Adaptations:

27 1



(:)f DaL'.

iechnique:

(;Thdreridils. to*?:, sink.

v,1111e or

Procedure: 1. S(H,. on toilut or pouy chair.

2. Tun v.J.L.7 the sink so child can hey running water,

3. Lt:t t minutes.

Rationale:

AdJotnons: , 1,0 nroduce ,H i)f runninn, wider.

2 cg



.'" tel

1,

2, S! cli:d's legs.

K.)

3.

4

5. L;:1 c'

tat

.;ITI water.

rOifl1 dr'natHon.

child I ()lid H

r1ung

2q
')))



-'r

hnique. -..= :

s, tcw;e1s.

Procedures: 1 Ls.- c: child's body after she has soiled parrs.

R..if unicomforhibie cxoeriencf-- for the child.

2



ir.utty chair.

Technique: Li.: c rn :s d bell erriid Li Hates. (Sae 2E5-256).

r ;: astic recd,;;I:-.1tii,?, 6.10 .,olt ele,:tiric bell, two sii". volt dry cell batteries, two alligator clips,

tissuc smni wi:ipt (i.e fishing sinker, curtain weight).

Procedure: e' bottom of .irie reci2ptele and cut MO pieces of scieening (with taus) tu it in

L.) tab, on; enobs:11 to bend up and over edges of receptacle.

2 hathri doer so eiriid wL net be frightened by loud rinying anel so

ireedi'd one L rd "cr, :Hs: on beli and blai:itic receptacle. Bare both ends

re, elo"

-am

hyl an Battery 1.

: rir

. J ci> -) terminal

H1,1 (1" :S.
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AreaActivitles of Daily LivingToiletHg

To,'et Tr.; by Pilchard F;.,.o. jai Azrin, is a minial viIctl (Jesuit:Ts a thorough tot training

th;.: atitor. A hst of t-ain,ng a;',.,..;:ratus appears in 1,:e rear of the text, Some of the devices are de-

sHrea to b(:ZZ yn d cnu RAS, a ng tre 1,,..cner or parent. Fox., lid Azrin inci;.Ja in this lict of apparatus the names

and address of tn.? manulacturtis and the stock numbers of the item.

Fox, Rionaid M., Azrin, Nathan H,, Toilet Traning_the Retarded. Ed Mark Associates, 132 Northrup Way, Bellevue,

4%,,Sington, 93005, 1973.
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Area Activities of Daily LivingWashing

(0.;10 ofHHy

li::nds in water and .,6tting hands on face.

Bn ith wJterpr waer table.

Procedure: 1. Seat Dr stard ckld at basin,

2. Guide c'uld'6 hands into water.

3, PA hands or face.

4. S4, face

5, Grua!li reoLic- iintil child will put watFr on face on ver:Jal command.

P.itinn:.0. This uisk is a fOf face,

,:;uautotions:

.29,)



Ai6 Activities of Daily LivingWashing.

General Objective: To pre,.ent soap from slipping from hand,

Technique: CL;tt:!iy '-10 through the rn;c1dle oL r of soap. (See illustration page260).

Materials: Soap, knife, sink or basin, water.

Procedure: 1. C.;( a hole through the.middle of a bar of soap.

2. Let cHd pick up illd hold dry soap placing thumb through the hole.

3. P:aa: soap in basin or sink,

cd pick up and hc'd wet soap by placing thumb through the hole.

5, Ha,:, (hild rub soap in hands.

Rationale he able to grasp so :p Mk learning hovid to wash hands,

Adaptations; L: nL:Jie of sides of soap
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CUT-OUT SOAP
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Area Activities of Daily LivingGrooming

General Objective: To develop good grooming skills.

Task: Using a hairbrush,

Materials: Brush, mirror,

Procedure: 1. Seat child on floor facing implementor and positioned to see himself/herself in mirror.

2. Let child hold brush in dominant hand.

3. Guide child to brush implementor's hair using long strokes.

4. Guide child to use brush on his/her own hair,

Rationale: Child is able to observe direct results of brushing when brushing someone else's hair,

Adaptations: Let child brush another child's hair: use large.toothed coinb,

30



AreaActivities of Daily LivingDressing

General Objective: To recognize specific parts of clothing,

Task: Pointing to pictures of clothing,

Materials: Four.sided cardboard box covered with material, one clothing picture pasted on each side of box,

Procedure: i.E ow child picture of a piece of 'clothing on cube and point to child's clothing on himself/herself.

14 Jntinue turning cube and shoWing parts of clothing while pointing to child's clothing,

Rationale: Thi, task develops awareness of appropriate clothing names,

Aftultatot: i_ise real clotHng and match In nwn clothing.

302
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Area Activities of Daily LivingDressing

General Objective: To develop ability tc put a button through a hole.

Task: Placing an oversized button through a large "buttonhole." (See illustration page 264),

Materials: Cardboard circle seven or eight inches in diameter, three-sided frame or cardboard box which has an open

side, Oaf which is attached a piece of heavy weight fabric with a seven to eight inch slit through the middle.

Procedure: 1, Place three .ided box with buttonhole in front of child. The open side of the box should be on the side

of the haft which will receive the button as it passes through the hole (non-dominant hand),

2. Give the cl Id the button.in his/her dominant hand.

3. Guide the child through the task of placing the button through the hole.

4, Retrieve the button coming through the hole.

Rationale: This trJsk is a first step in the development of the buttoning 'Lill,

Adi,ptations: The Liuttun r)ci buttonhole can be made progressively sma! as child rrristers each size.



OVER-SIZED BUTTON

OVER-SIZED BUTTONHOLE

3{.!6
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Area Activities of Daily LivingDressing

General Objective: To develop resslng skills.

Technique: Fastening pants.

Materials: Pants, velcro.

Procedure: 1. Sev,' velcro pieus onto flaps of pants,

cr) 2. Have chi d pre: pieces of velcro together to fasten pants.

3. Gradually fade Lissistance.

Rationale: Velcro is much easHr for a chikl to manipulate and can be used more independently when dressing.

Adaptavons: Use velcro in plaLe of buttons, zippers, snaps or bows.

1
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Area Activities of Daily LivingDressing

&nrid Objective: To increase independence in dressing.

Technique: Using a ring on the zipper pull.,

Materials: Zipper, ring,

Procedure: 1, Place ring on zipr er

N.) 2, Direct child to g :sp ring and pull up.

Rationale: The ring is much ea er to manipulate than the zipper pull, and enables child to develop the motion

needed for zipping.

Adaptations:'



Area Activities of Daily LivingDressing

General Objective: To develop skills necessary for independence in dressing.

Task: Putting hoop on arm, (See Figure 1 and 2, page 269).

Materials: Embroidery hoop covered with red yarn.

Prosedure: 1, Face child.

2. Pull hoop over implementor's hand aid arm to shoulder and say, "I pu my arm through the hole."

n.)

3. Remove hoop, give it to child and say, "Put your arm through the holi

Rationale: Skills required to perform this task are prerequisites for child to put arm in armhole of coat.

Adoptions: Use painted wooden hoop;plastic hoop.
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Area Activities of Daily LivingDressing

General Objective: To develop skills necessary for independence in dressing.

Task: Putting arm in armhole of coat.

materials: Coat with armholes outlined with red material. (See Figures 1 and 2, page 269).

Procedure: 1. Lay coat on tale.

2. Position t:hild facing table.

PQ 3. Ted chi!d to pck up coat with one hand.
co

4. Trace led outline of one armhole with child's finger.

5. Say, "Put your arm through the hole."

6. Guide child to put arm in hole.

Rationale: _Juse armholes are outlined in the same .:.Jior as the hoop, ch;d1vviii be dbie tu transfer the skins he/she

lids developed, from t.le previous d1U. MCI ain)hoie is outined, it is E;ser for the child to see.

Adaptations. Outline armholes of sweaters or shirts that button down the front.
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Area Activities of Daily LivingDressing

General Objective:, To dress indimendently.

Technique: Putting clothes on self.

Materials: Adult size pieces of clothing.

Procedure: 1. Help child place adult clothing on over his; her regular clothing.

2. When he 'she develops ease with this task, reduce size of clothing.

Rationale: Larger clothing will be easier for the child to manipulate when learning basic dressing skills.

Adaptations:



Area Activities of Daily LivingDressing

General Objective: To develop dressing skills.

Task: Putting coat on.

Materials: Coat or jacket.

Procedure: 1. Place coat upside down on table, neck closest to child.

2. Help child put arms into openings.

3. Help child raise arms above head so.that coat will slip onto child.

4. C]radually r.duce guidance until child can put coat on with just the verbal clue.

Rationale: Thi. method is practical when the customary method of putting a coat on is not feasible or appropriate for a
partcular child.

Adaptations: H ve c'ffid cout on table himself herself.
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Area Activities of Daily LivingDressing

General Objective: To remove a sock.

Technique: Backward chaining. (See illustration, page 274).

Materials: Sock.-

Procedure: 1. Seat child ol floor with one leg bent over other.

2. Kneel behir I child facing hisiher back.
3. With imple, ientor's hand over child's, remove sock to point at which sock is lying just on the edge of

the toes. H. de child remove sock from there.

4. After child has accomplished this go through same procedure (Steps 1-3) but put sock at ball of foot.

Have child remove from there.

5. Continue procedure, chaining backwards, utilizing the following points. -id-foot, heel, ankle, half-way

up leg, cornpi2rPly _:p leg (task complete).

Rationale: By backy.ard chaining and putting t ch ld through the small imponent -risks, the child is continually per-

forming the eri:ire and completed task of removirrj the soc; thus reinforcing the H?havior.

Ariapt:7T.! rtrI
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Area Activities of Daily LivingDressing

General Objective: Simphfy dressing and undressing.

Technique: Using a jumpsuit for wearing apparel for children with little or no self h.elp skills.

Materials: ButtericK Patterns No. 3334, and No. 3147.

Procedure: 1. Dress child in jumpsuit. (See iHustration page 276).

Rationale: The jumpsuit offers convenience to parent and teacher when helping children with no self-hel skills. Children
who can manage the zipper are able to dress themselves after a short training period. If a chilc .ias an objection-
able habit of putting hands or other ofiects inside slacks, the jumpsuit eliminates this socially unacceptable ac-
tion. The child's neat appearance is easily maintained with the jumpsuit.

Adaptations:

3 9 1.



JUMPSUIT
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Definition refers to activities which enable the I.:1H ,I to communicate his/

her needs or desires (verbally or non-verbally) and to receive

and uijejstand information.

Introduction

The term 'speech development was deliberately /worded in the construc-

tion of this; text. Many severely/profoundly retarded chrldren 'will never be

verbal, or demonstrate any verbal-expressive /anguage. However, many (:;an

and do communicate non-verbally, gesturally. The person in charge of pro,

gramMing must ask himself/hertelf if expressive langu;ir le is a redlisr ic

for a particular child. If it is, the gestural communic.ition should be igriored,

and verbal communication (expressive language) reinforced. If it is riot, the

.teacher must: lIcarefully observe the child to become ciware agestural indi

cations of desire or need and reinforce them and/or 2Iestablish a particular

meaning to a gesture the child already has in his/her repertoire III at t.11,1,1

to build a non-verbal mode of communication.

..lerations

For a child for whom it has been determined that expressive languime is NO-

a realistic goal:

1. The teacher should reinforce any and all appropriate gestures which indi-

cate a need or a desire 7 i.e. If a child makes a movement towards the

dessert on his/her tray, give the child .the dessert as a reward for the

gesture. Gradually make the gesture mandatory if the 'child is to receiVe

the dessert.

2. Of tr:n children come to the program with some, even if few, forrm of

gestural communication. These can be reinfofted and st,ennthened. For

others who have no mode of non-verbal commun. t

gestures must be estabhshed. The teacher should Vt tl I u CI lilt I's

mannerisms and chooseone that, in the future, can orlvt:y d

mossaqe. He/she then must program the child t,i;ch that

tokes on that particular meaning.-
277 323



ConsideratirinsCommuriication Skills
Page TwL.

For the child for whom expressive language has been determined as a realistic

goal:

1. Talk to the child often and repeat, repeat! For example, when giving a chil

a co'mmand, "Pat, come here," repeat when he/she has responded zippro-

priately: "Good Pat! You came here!"

2. Be careful not to bombard the child with too many and/or confu.;ing verb;

stimuli. Each child must be observed carefully to deternline his/her toler-

ance for amount of verbal stimulation.

324
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General Objective: To develop social contact.

Technique: Touching implernentor's face.

Materials: Implementor, child.

Procedure: 1. Implementor should be 3t eye-level with child.

2. Place child's two hands on irnplementor's face.

Rationale: Ch.ld's eyes follow own hands and focus on face.

Adaptations: Touch faces of other children.

325
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Area Communication

General Objective: To establish social contact.

Task: Looking at implementor through cylinder.

Materials: Cylinder that encompasses only the child's eyes.

Procedure: 1. Sit facing child.

2. Place one end of the cylinder around the hild's eyes and the other end around the implementor's eyes.
co 3. Call the child's name and try to get the c ild to focus on implementor'S eyes.

Rationale: The use of a cylinder requires the child to look only straight ahead and to focus on the implementor's eyes.

Adaptations: Gradually enlarge the size of the cylinder so that the field of vision increases.
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Area Communication

General Objective: To develop child's awareness of his own vocalization.

Technique: Imitating the child's vocalizations.

Materials: Child, Implementor.

Procedure: 1. Implementor imitates the child's vocalizations whenever child produces them.

Rationale: Children can be unaware of their own vocalizations. This technique win make him/her aware of his/her own

ability to produce sounds.

Adaptations:
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General Objective: To develop tongue movement.

Task: Producing sounds through tongue movement.

Materials: Child', Implementor.

Procedure: 1. Sit in front of the child.

2. Stick out tongue, bring child's attention to tongue.
03 3. Move tongue up and down, and sideways while vocalizing.

4. Have child mimic.

Rationale: This task is a pre-requisite for babbling.

Adaptations:

328
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General Objective: To develop mouth and tongue control.

Task: filowing soap bubbles.

Materials: Bubbles, wand.

Procc Jure: 1. Blow bubbles for child to see.

2. Stand behind child.
co 3. Hold wand in front of child's mouth.

4. Blow bubbles for child.

5. Shape mouth in o\ a! position.

6. Tell child to "blow."
7. Continue until child blows on command.

Rationale: Child rr.L.st posit *o hrujce bubbles.

Area Communication

Adaptations: Blo.v on ballons, h3r, feather attached to string, crepe raper, mirror (to.see breath), cotton balls, and

pinj ;)ong halls.
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Area Communication

General Objective: To stimulate babb:ing.

Task: Listening to child's own voice on tape.

Materials: Tape recorder, tape.

Procedure: 1. Tape child's babbling.

2. Play voice back to child.

Rationale: This task stimulates further babbhrg and production of sounds.

Adaptations:
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Area Communication

General Objective: To produce sounds.

Tasks: Produ, 1g sounds independently.

Materials: Megaphone.

Procedure: 1. Place open end nf megaphone over student's face.

2. If ch.ld makes sounds, repeat them.
co
c.n 3. Encourage child to make sounds and talk to others through megaphone.

Rationale: The meg:-.0hone projects sound better and is pleasing and amusing to the child.

Adaptations: Use ca-dboard tube, Tok-Back (Developmental Learning Materials).
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Area Communication

General Objective: To imjtate consonant sounds.

Technique: Shaping the -mm" sound.

Materials: Child, Implernentor.

Procedure: 1. Sit in front of child.
2 Take child's hand and place it cn imp mentor's nose and throat.

co 3. Sa,/ "mm". Child will feel vibration iv implementor's nose and throat.
4 FY,c,f? chid's hand on hisTher nose or throat.

Rationale: By dc...tng th s task, child can feel vibrations when saying "mm".

iLkc!:pt:Itions "rn:n" hefore aving child milk or anything that starts with "m".
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Area Communication

General Objective: To promote communication.

Task: Using a communication board.

Materials: Cornmunicatibn board, one picture of a happy face and one picture of a sad face, cover with clear contact.

Procedure: 1. Place child in chair.
2. Place the beard in front of child.

a) 3. Introduce just the "Yes" half of the board.
4. Ask child to point to "Yes."
5. After child consistently points to "Yes" introduce the "No".
6. Gr3dually introduce both concepts.

Rationale7 The communication board wiH ultimately all . the child to respond to specific question.

Ad'apntions: A. 7uestions tt3t can t)f ans-,,yerr- ,,es or no, uSt, -Smiiey Yes" and "Mean Old No," use pictures of

occurnng u` s reti.ds, ;,cturt:s of home activities.
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Area Communication

General Objective: To olup expressive language skills.

Task: Imitating behavior of another person.

Materials: Doll, dish, spoon, napkin, chair, table

Proce lure: 1. Posltion child so he she can .^..atch implementor's actions.

2. Posit;on doll sin ng in chair at table, Pretend to iced doll from the dish with spoon. Wipe 6oll's mouth

CO with napkin.
co

3. PL:ce dish, spoon and napkin on table.

4. Say, -7\io..,/ you do tne same."

Rationale: ImiTaton :s a necnssary tool in langiariedoyelopment.

Ad3rtations: P,2';

Lnny hat).
Lxa ple: combing hair, lying on floor, petting a to' anima



General Objective: To demonstrate the ability to match.

Task: Searching for an object that is the "same."

Materiak: Large cardboard box, large and small obects with texture-furry, rough.

Area Communication

Procedure: 1. Place child in front of large cardboard box.
co 2. Give child an object and tell him 'her to find the "same object in the box.co

3. Continue until child finds the "same object.''

Rationale: This acti..,ity pro', :dr2s the cti!ci with a stimulating, tactile, experience for finding the "same" object.

Adaptation: Use 3Larrn tirm: the zict,v.t,,, t,o the child must find the object before the bell rings.
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Area communication

Generil Objective: To develop concept of ur,its (1:1 ratio) and reinforcement of perceptual concepts.

Task: P!acing one chip into box by matd ny cHp to a visual clue card.

Materials: Assorted shapes of play chips, five small milk cartons (tops removed), five visual clue cards glued to cardboan

strip or sorting box (Developmental Learning Materials).

Procedure: 1. Position child at desk or table.
2. Place cardboard',.sfrip with five milk boxes in front of child.
-3. Attach visual cliie cards above each box.
4. Give the child the play chips.
5. Child places matchA ch;p into each box, by following visual direction on clue card, one chip into

one box.
6. Eventually increase number on clue card.

Fitionale: This task establishes independent work habits, the ch 'd is able to check on work by using visual clue cards.

Adaptltions: Use ego carton cut in half ler.:thwise, use pegs, bloAs, beads.

OLU



Area COmmunication

General Objective: To follow a command.

Task: Takina one piece of cereal out of a container.

Materials: Open container, pieces of preferred food.

Procedure: 1. Place opel.container in front of child.

2. Place sev, -al pieces of cereal in container.

3. Take on iiece of cereal out of container and show it to child.

4. Sy, "Or
S. Put cereal back in container.

6. Say, "Take one out."
7. If neessary, assist chhl to take one piece our.

S. Po nt :o cereal and say, "One.-

c?-!d to 2;it cereal.

13 Cs nt !! takE. one out on verbal clue.

!3: of "ore" is re:rforced through the visual tact.;-.-.. auditory, and cr,.4. , tory modes.

Adapt3tlons: 5 other e db Use to de....ekpo conce;:t of -tv.ro" and "three."
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Area Communication

General Objective: To distinguisn between empty and full.

Task: Calling w.,en water is full in basin.

Materials: Basin, sudsy water.

Procedure: 1. Put child next to basin.

2. Turn water on and add detergent.

3. Walk aw ay. and have child call implementor when basin is full for doing dishes.

Rationale: This exercise develops the concew of full and the sequence of activities.

Adar
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PERSONALSOCIAL SKILL S

Definition refers to those appropriate per t;onal and sc( a behaviors that in

volve living and interacting with other people.

Introduction

Appropriate personalsocial skills, as defined above. ar ,.! necessary if severely/

profoundly retarded children are to function in everyday living situations,

whether at home, at school, or in the community. In tl.e (.nissroom, tie!

is the Ridge of what behaviors are or are not socially aceiitble. Ifowi. t, ii

assuming and pet lorming that role, the teacher must consider (Altair) wall ti c

i ssues.

Considerations

1. Although certain behaviors are obviously socially unacceptable (i.e. tan-

truming, screaming), sometimes any behavior that a child elicits is indica-

tive of progress. Obviously, the teacher's goal is to establish and reinrorce

socially acceptable behaviors. However, the teacher should realize th;.'

is sometimes necessary to femporarily accept behaviorc that are .

ptable for the sake of learning,

2. With one child, the teacher may be attempting to ehinnwte Ule same hi:

havior he/she is trying to develop in another child i.e. The teacher rn4

be attempting to elimin..1;.e hand-sucking in a child who is far beyond Wirt

level of development, but reinforcing 11 in an extremils, low finictioning

child, for whom hand-sucking is appropriate and ; his limy

present J minor problem in the classroom and one th,it iiimt be manag«1

by the teacher specific to his/her particular situatiori.
3. It should be emphasized here that communication with', the parents regard-

ing whiLli personal- social behaviors ale to be positivel,, reinforco!,1, ignored

ot negatively reinforced and WHY, is essential!
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Area

General Objectwe: To establish group interaction.

Task: Playing intensively.

Materials: Children, implementors.

Procedure: 1. Place all children on floor with implementors.

2. Place and roll c IdrerY on top of each other, sit and touch each other.
co

Rationale: This activity provid 5 for group interaction and awareness of each other.

Adaptations:

340
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Area Personal-Social

General Objective: To increase social interaction.

Task: Increasing contact and awueness through involuntary action.

Materials: Elastic rope, large area (playground).

Procedure: 1. Place child inside of elastic rope with implementor.
2. Implementor moves about play area placing tension on elastic rope.

(.71
3. Child can be moved about freely by manipulation of rope, rocking from side to side or swinging ab

Rationale. Child is involved in active interaction with another person, but distance is still provided. Child is free tc

move 71hout but implementor is able to stimulate movements and still keep child within limits for con-

trnlii eraction.

Adoptions: Use hula hoop.
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Area

General 01,ijectiye. To develop interaction between students.

Task: Requiring interaction of children by shaking hands.

Materials: Implementor and children.

Personal-Social

Procedure: 1. During opeiling exercise have each child shake the hands of another child.

2. Each child lould have a turn.

Rationale: This task devel :)s personal-social contact with other children.

Adaptations: Holding hands go.mg down the hall or in the classroom, shaking hands with visitors who enter

classroom.
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Genera! Obiective: To actively involve a child in assisting another child.

Task: Following a simple command.

Materials: A simple object such as a ball.

Procedure: 1, Tell chiid to "Get the ball for Pat."

2. If necessary help child to complete the task.

Ritionle Th i, task develops nteraction between two or more students.

Ad.iptations:

3 3
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Area

ieral Objective: To establish appropriate 'social behavior with visitors.

k: Shaking hands with visitors.

terials: Implementor, child, visitors,

Personal-Social

izedure: 1. Make a list of people who will perrnit hugging and kissing, (ex. implementor).

2. Allow child to kisS and hug people who permit kissing and hugging.

3. When visitors enter room take child to visitor and say, "Shake hands, Pat."

tionale: Shak nc hands when greeting people will be acceptable when the child becomes an adult, while ki.;sing and

hugg,ng would be offensive to others.

aptations:
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Area Personal-Social

meral Objective: To increase opportunity for socialization.

chnique: Intejrating a loW functior!ng older child with higher functioning children for social activities.

aterials: Child, implementor, higher-functioning clan.

ocedure: 1, The TMR children must be loured in the same schoolcornplex as the severely and profoundly retarded

children.

2. The cooperation ofthe TMR classroom teacher is neL:essary.

3. The lower-functioning child should be integrated into a TMR class with children who closely approximate

h,s her pHisical size. t.'ental age need not be a factor here.

4. ,hildren can serve as models for the lower functioning children in many social

s tuations such as free ;flay in the classroom, playground, music class and on special occasions such as
tc rnnn fl art ine

at:on3f.e: T E !; ch!dron.to attorE The low-functioning children

Aho tc..) iar first time from 6 years to 20 yrs of dcic, Many 1-1:-.d never been exrosi

to g!.: of .,.:h,:dren. nad exper.ehced soc,a: situations that even TMR hike for granted. The pro-

foun: . children '-iust !earn 1.:..adioct to theactivities of children. as v.eil s to the new demands made

Teac.!...2.rs na.e iays used ,rnitat,._. c!;iidren by otncr cnHoren 35 i tCL. j tUOI. It is an effe,:tive
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Area

General Objective: To raise right nand when sai.,ting flag.

Technique: PlucirLI a ij sticker on the ciiJd s ript hand.

Materi.ols: StiOi.ers, flag.

Personal-Soc

Procedure: 1. Place fla; sticker on child's right hand.
2. Have child place hand over chest making sure they raise hand with sticker on it.

8
Rati n ;le: Co:A te fliJg on richt hani with saluting flag aid raising his, licr right hand during the opening

exercise.

Adap' 'lions:
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Area Pt- rsonai-Social

!nerai Oblect!.ye. T, COt"fimi rT,0 of .ands or objects.

.chnique: In-ar.c,t; :J-e elbows.

nerials: Cardboard tuH, ace bandage

:3ciure: 1. Place cardbo,rd tube over elbow when child places hands in mouth.

2. '.%"1:.% ace bandat;e from tvy.o inches becy..,r tube to twu inches above tube and tuck in ends. (Do not wra

too tiuhtIy.)
3. P.::ce toys on tabie in front of (.[..;(.; for mampulatIon.

Trus ttschnue inabprcuri,:e bu.ot and ::ovice,, nw-t.,,n.t. to )ioulate objects in 2 more ac-

ce,;tap.e mann-r. It sHoHd be us,...d onh; C*,,I,J IS not Cuntycz vy;tH

it:ptut;ons. 1..

3 18



Area Personal-Social

General (Jbj'i- t 1G dcrimin.iti: between f_:dible od non-edibe oblects,

Task: P hje,cts from a box.

Materials: SH._:e bux with lid, ..an-edible objects, vanilla wafers, table.

Procedure: 1, Cut a hole in one end of shoe box large enough to allow child's hand to reach inside of box. Place lid on

br_ and cover or tape lid so it wili not come off.

2. P: .ce box in front of child who is sitting at table.
3 .!,. watches, place noniedibie objects in box.

cookins inside of box, give child one cookie to eat. Place cookies in b,.-)x as child watches.

d e 'land into the box. Encourage fipm to craw dn ooject from the box.

6. 1' hilj draws a cookie, say, "Eat the cookie.-
,

: t'ot to, ahd

C:1

PationHle: s is h .,tul ri e.rt-,itr,g,mouthi:.;_j of oc.,,Lts. tu dis-

Adapt.r.IJns: ,::-sOrtn it of J as C ti,e vary the
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FOOTNOTES

1Manual on Terminology and Classification-in Meqtal Retardation, Arneri,

can'Association on Mental Retardation, Special Publi,.:anon 2, (Baltimore,

1973), pdge 5.

2Ikid paoe 18.

3Donald G. Myers, Michael E. Sinco ar. . Ellen Somerton Stalma, The MO'

to Edu(:ation Child, (Springfield, 1973), page 8.

4 Gretchen Veiqh, L.P.T., Physical Therapy and Psychomotor RI:tardaljon.

(19/4), page G.

'3Atwell and Clabby, Answers to Questions Parcii k, (1.rie, 1069)

6Veigh, page 6.

7Rulh Keene, L. P. T. Acquiring Basic Developm-ntal Skills, Mirnewraph,

(Pittsburgh, 1974).

8Sue Sullivan, L. P. T., Feeding Program for Phy!,ica!ly Handici, ed

Mimeograph, (Pittsburgh, 1975).

9Verna Hart, Be_ainning with the Handicapped, (bpringheld, 1914), page

12.
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INDEX

Activities of Daily Living
definition, 13
introduction, 216
tdsk jird technique cards, 225-275

Adaptations (definition), 54
Admission (of cfhld)

Thiee Day Traininy Session (Three-Day In-service), 14-15

Ncw dinissions Conference, 42-47
Arndr Ica; Association of Mental Deficiency, 10
Asses:imef:r, 33, 34
Auditoi y 1i j11111l;

rId Iffitiun, 13
imr ()duct ion to and considerations of, 203

task and h.,!chnique cards, 205-215

Backward Chaining
definition, 222
sample card, 274

Bathing Skills see Washing, Bathing, Grooming

Bean 13au Chair, 25
Behav ior Modi I ication, 38-40
Behavioo!l Ohjective, 34
Bib Restrainers, 26, 32
Body linage

del inition, 58
introduction to and consideration of, 58
task ;Ind technique cards, 59-83

Braces, V.7-88
Bulletin Boards (use of), 164

Car Ball, 25, 95, 98, 100, 104

Card System, 52, 57
Cla,,sr owl) Layout

Floor (doll, 16
Pr oveaons for Storage, 17
Provisions for mixed group, 17

(knintion, 13, 277
introduction to considerations of, 277
task and technique cards, 279-292

Conferences
Ncv,,, Admissions, 14-15, 42-45
On goinq Conference, 46
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Index
Page Two

Consistency, 18, 50
Corner Seat, 24, 29
Criterion (of acceptable perforryince), 34, 54, 56
Cu:riculurn Guides, 37-38

Development Scales, 33-34
Dressing.(and Undressing)

introduction to and consinentlr,nc nf 222
task wig technique cards, 263-276
inkir,q Sills
spi!ci,il equipment for, 26
introduction to, 216-217
considerations of, 217-218
task and technique cards, 241-246

Equipment
descriptions of, 23-26
illustrations of, 27-32

Evaluation, 48-49
E id Coordination, 12

definition of, 13, 163
oduction to, 163

coomi,,rations of, 163, 164
,Ind technique caids, 185-202

Feeding Equipment, specialized See Feeding Skills
Feeding Skills

sor,.1.11 equipment for, 26, 31, 32
intioduction to, 216, 217
considoations of, 217, 218
ta4. ,ind technique cards, 225-241

Fine Motor
definition, 13, 137
inn oiluction to and considerations of, 137
t&,k ,ind technique cards, 138-162

Flexihility (of implementor), 18
Flow Plan (of classroom) See Classroom Layout
Formal fieporting

sample report, 48, 49

General Objective (definition), 52.
Grooming See Washing, Bathing, Grooming

Motbr
definition, 13, 89 351



Index
Page Three

introduction to, 89
considerations of, 89-90
task and technique cards, 91-136

Motor Area, 16
Group Work Area, 16

Hogg Chair, 24, 27

Inchne Mats, 23
Individualized Child Scheduling, 21
Individual Work Area, 16
Informal Reports (reporting), 45, 46
Institutr.):ial or Residential Settings, 45, 50, 51
Interdisciplinary Team, 41, 42

fV1ancino Chair, 24
Mats, 17, 23
Mental Retardation (definition), 10
Mirrors, 25, 72.

New Admissions Conference, 14.75, 42-45

On-Going Conference, 46

Parental Involvement, 15, 4.1-51
Persona/Social Skills

definition of, 13, 293
introduction to and considerations of, 293
task and technique cards, 294-302

Positiouirng
alinitic,n; 12, 84
introtbuction to, 84-85
cowa4rations of, 85-88
Pwationing Scheduling, 19, 22

Potty Chair
dehrinion ol, 24
With n mijmg hell, 253.257

Profey.ninal Team, 41, 42
Prune Rodul, 25, 30
Prone !:;coolers, 24

Ratimiale (definition of), 54
Record,i (medical, psychological, etc.), 14, 15
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Index
Page Four

Reinforcement See behavior modi :cation
Relaxation Chair, 24, 28
Repilition, 18
Retior z Cards, 47-49
ReportinT

formal, 47
ar,ple formal report, 48-49

inforn;al, 45 46
On-Goint Conference, 46

Residential Setting, 45, 50, 51
Right to Education Consent Agreement of 1972, 11, 14
Routine, 18

Sand hag Weights, 25, 29
Scheduling

education criterion for, 18
types of, 19
use of wall chart for, 20-21
practical considerations for, 21.22

Screens, 17, 26
Smdei Hy/Profoundly Retarded (definition, chracteristis and Has!..ificatic

of), R)
Shiwing, 39
Stdrnivig Tilde, 23
Storair (of equipment), 17
Strops, 76
Stroctort,, 18
Systema!ic Approach, 33, 37, 52

Target Behavior, 34, 37, 40
Task (definition), 53

sample task card, 54
Twk

definition of, 35 37
somph!.: 36 37

Technique (definition of)
sample technique card, 55

Thor ape,n;, Physical Occupational, 41, 84-85
Time Allotment (for ntivities),18
Time P,lo::k Schedulipg, 21
Mih:ting

intrnduction to, 218,221
LUW.Iderations of, 220-221 356
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Page Five

sdnin:e toileting chart, 219
technique cardS, 247-257

p(it, chair with ringing bell, 253-257

Huard, 26
Vis,.01

diHiiton of, 13, 163
fltrooliction'to and considerations of, 16:L164

task dild technique cards, 165-200

Walkers, 25
Wall Chart, 19

illmtrotion of, 20
th:tription of, 21-22

VVdsliwg, Bothing, Grooming
inuod.oction to and considerations of, 223-224
tdsk ..ind technique cards, 258-276

Wedge Pillow, 23, 86
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